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HEAD OF BOARD Trinity Church to Support CHURCH’S ROU
Third Foreign Missionary
IN PEACE PLANS
PROMISES FI1U
Miss Tena Holkeboer Will

AIR1NGJ9F FEES

Be Sponsored in

Among
Sayi Parking Charges
Local Parks

at

Would Be

Discrimination

Assurance Given in

Letter

to C-C Secretary of

Grand Haven
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special)
immediateaction on the proposal to charge a 25-cent admission for motor cars entering state
parks at Grand Haven and Holland
is contemplated.According to a

-No

Work

Chinese

new
the coming
year to meet growing need in

.

19, 1941

in

Color

(MEN

After Crash at Corner
in Holland
Leroy Brown. 40. of

Par.shall,

N. D„ who said he had been living
in Allegan the past week, pleaded

missionaries representing Trinity

ISPOMEDOUT

SUED

RECOVER FUNDS

No

Sum

the commissionwill concur in
this."

Dakota.

His arraignment was held beThis word from the chairman of
Stribley fore Justice Clark in the absence
said, temporarily at least allays from the city of Municipal Judge
fears of Holland and Grand Hav- Raymond L. Smith.
The charge against Brown reen that their parks will be subject
to the admission experiment. The sulted from a accident Sunday
announcement of the proposal re- night at 14th St. and River Ave.
cently caused a storm of protest Holland police were informed that
from city officials,chambers of Louis Jalving had stopped his autocommerce and tourist and resort mobile for the trafficlight and Komforter Kotton Co. Will
interestsin the two communities. that Brown's car crashed into the
Be Enlarged Jby
It was reported that the “park- rear of it.
Mrs. Minnie Rotman. 50, 382
ing fee" proposal would be disManagement
cussed at the commission's Janu- West 20th St., was reportedby
police to have suffered injury to
ary meeting.
Komforter Kotton Ko.
her left arm Saturday about 2:30
p.m. at 20th St. and Ottawa Ave.. whose plant is located at 455 Colin a collision of cars driven by Mrs. umbia Ave., has been sold to WilIN CITY Hermarj Cook. 22. route 6. Holland, liam Arendshorst, 118 East Ninth
and Vernon Rotman, 19. 282 West St., a local investor, it was an20th St. Mrs. Rotman was riding nounced Friday.
Two automobilesand a truck in the latter car. Mrs. Cook was Mr. Arendshorst has assumed
were involved in an accident Fridriving north on Ottawa Ave. and management of the company. The
ay night at Ninth St. and WashRotman was traveling west on firm has been located in Holland
ington Blvd., accordingto a re20th St. John Bleyker. 20th St. the past 25 or 30 years and is enport made to local police.
and Ottawa Ave., was listed as a gaged in the manufactureof cotDriver of one of the cars was
ton products, mostly mattress
witness.
Girard Sytsma, 20, 314 West 15th
Automobiles driven north by pads.
St., and William Grabofski, 42, 210
It was announced that Mr.
Oliver Yonker, 19, of Hudsonville,
East 16th St., was driving a truck
and
Julius
Jacobs. 19, route 6, Arendshorstwill give the combelonging to the Holland City
Holland, crashed on Michigan Ave. pany a new name and the old
Bottling Co. The other car inin front of Holland hospital Satur- corporation will be dissolved.Alvolved in the accident was parked,
day *t 7:30 p.m. Police were in- fred Van Duren. who has been
according to the police report.
manager of the plant, will be reAn accident occurred Friday formed that Yonker had just drivtained at present by the new
en from the hospitaldrive.
forenoon at Seventh St. and River
An
accident Saturday at 14th St. owner.
Ave. between cars driven by Tony
It is planned to install new
Vander Bie, 265 West 12th St., and River Ave. involved cars driven
by
Jacob
Van
Oost, route 6, machinery an dequipment in the
and Andrew Van Kampen, route 4,
Grand Rapids, and Lawrence Van plant soon with the idea of enHolland.
larging present activities.
Vander Bie who was driving Meeferen,47 East 16th St. Both
cars were being driven north on
north on River Ave. sought to turn
River Ave. and Van Oost's car hit
left and Van Kampen. who was
IN
the rear of the other vehicle to
driving south on River Ave. was
avoid strikinga “jaywalking" pedforced to pull out of the line of
estrian, according to police.
traffic because a third car, driven
Cars driven by Mrs. Esther Hall.
Assigned to duty at Muskegon in
by Arie Bouman, was driven into
35 East Ninth St . and Clyde Steb- connection with the strike a tv the
the intersection.
bins, route 1. Holland, collided plant of the Anaconda Wire and
Saturday on Central Ave., just Cable Co.. 72 troopers of the Michsouth of Ninth St.
igan state police spent Tuesday
night in the Warm Friend tavern.
IN
G.H.
Divided into nine squads of eight
DRIVER

ARENDSHORST

in

,

Total of Missing Amont
Not Fully

Determinod

-

Thus Far

\\m!m

Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Spsctal)
behalf of the city of Zealand. City Attorney J. N. CUrk

—On

filed suit by xummona in circuit
court Tuesday against Be rend
H. Goozen, 68, former Zeeland
city treasurer,in which the city

flK,

m

will endeavor to collect part of the

money which Goozen admittedhr

wm

embezzled while holding office.
Mr. Clark xaid tne bill of particulars has not been completedbut
the amount listed in the summons is not to exceed $20,0001 He
said he had not received the auditor’s report showing the total*
amount of shortage in Goooen’f ac-

counts.

Appearing

of InternationalJusticeand
will

extinguished."Dr. Olert said. "We
of the church must provide the resources of a dynamic and living
faith and provide the insight into
the nature and meaning of the
church for today. We must also
provide leadershipof men and women who really know God and can
create a sense of the interdependence of the human race because we
are all children of God."
Dr. Olert stressed four areas of
the activity of the church— the
area of the human soul which is
reached by the evangelisticmessage of the church, the area of
missionary enterprise which goes
out beyond the confines of the
local state and nation,the area of
religious education and the area
of the collectivelife of mankind.
Three alternatives were present-

Twenty

Shortage

voiced his belief in the force of the

Goodand the Committee on Social
Welfare of the Reformed church.
"In wild waste and hot haste
we are preparing for war and democracy s feeble flare is almost

of Not 0?er

Thousand Soufht

Reformed church are Miss Mary church because it was founded by
Geegh and Miss Esther De Weerd, God and headed by Jesus Christ.
He deplored, however, the lack
both serving in India.
purpose which seemed to him
The following officers were of
to be so marked in the church toelected by the congregation: Eldday.
ers. Arthur Schaap, Peter JacobDr. Olert 's address climaxed a
us.se. George Wolterink, George
day of meetings in Hope Memorial
Schuiling. Frank Kooyers and
chapel sponsored by the Western
John Post; deacons, Marinus De
Social conference o. the classesot
Fouw, Nelson Miles, Henry Visser
Holland, Muskegon. Grand Rapand John Van Dyk.
ids and Kalamazoo. The conference
The budget adopted for the com- which was held in the interes*s of
ing year is as follows: Congregaka just and vital basis of world
tional purposes,$12,503.30; denompeace along Christianlines was uninationaland other purposes, $5,der the auspices of the Committee

guilty to a charge of drunken
driving upon arraignment Monday before Justice of Peace J. N.
665.
Clark of Zeeland.
Brown was assessed a fine of 550
The Rev. H. D. Terkeurst,
and costs of $5.55 which he paid. church pastor, presided.The Rev.
A coupon was taken from his C. Roos served as clerk in the abNorth Dakota driver's license and sence of Albert Hoeksma. N. J.
will be sent to the Michigan secre- Jonker, president of the Men's
tary of state for forwardingto Adult Bible class, closed the meetthe secretary of state of North ing with prayer.

the commission,Mr.

IS

BY ZEELAND TO

DRUM DRIVER

N.D. Autoist Is Arrested

|

, Really Liro

EIGHT PAflES-PRlCB FIVE faNT8

Movie About Holland May Be Made

Civilization Survives
The congregation of Trinity Reformed church at its annual meet- China.
Demise of Religion,
ing last Thursday unanimously Because of Miss Holkeboer’s redecided to support a third foreign
Olert Says
lease by the eastern group, the
missionary.
clerk of consistory Immediately
Miss Tena Holkeboer,mission- began correspondence with the
Will Democracies Repeat
ary to China for the past 20 years
hoard of foreign missions of the
and now at home on her third fur- Reformed church in America. The
Error of {^st Victory,
lough. was selected to represent
board, through the secretary, asTrinity church. Miss Holkeboeris
Muste Asks
sured the church that if the connow engaged in educationalwork.
gregation would accept the supAn enthusiasticaudience greeted
port of a new missionary, Miss
Holkeboer would representTrinity Dr. Fred piert of Detroit in Hope
Memorial chapel Monday night
church on the foreignfield.
The board in New York was no- and heai-d his impassicneddiscourse on the need of the church
tified by telegram of the congreto meet present day problems. He
gation's action Thursday. Other

ASSESSED FINE

||H

Town Where FoKi

tion urged the additionof nine

missionaries during

letter received by William L. Strib-

ley of the Grand Haven Chamber of Commerce from J. P. Rahilly of Newbury, chairman of the
state conservation commission
which discussed the idea at its last
meeting.
Mr. Rahilly said that if at any
future time the conservation commission should deem it necessary
to charge admission to the parks
in order to continue the service
the public expects. Grand Haven
and Holland and other interests affected will be given an opportunity to present their case.
In his letter Mr. Rahilly said.
"I stated I did not think that
these two parks should be selected for the purpose as it would be
discrimination in favor of other
parks. I believe the majority of

She formerly was supported by
a group in the east. Several weeks
ago, Miss Holkeboer in a stirring
message to the Trinity congrega-

NEWS

Holland,
the

Movie Producer Joe Paiternak(left) looka over colored moving
pictureeof Hol.snd'e Tulip Time feetival while 3. H. Houtman,
general feetival manager, auppliea the producer with authentic
material on the clty'a famoua floral fete.
Hollywood's forthcoming motion
picture in which Holland's famous
Tulip Time festival will form the
background will be a million-dollar production with a possibility
that an additionalcost of $250,000
will be incurred should a final
decision be made to tilm the picture in technicolor.
This was revealed Friday after-

producer s visit here.
While here, he conferred with

S. H. Houtman, general festival
manager, in which the two viewed
hundreds of festival pictures and

In Ottawa circuit

court Monday, Goozen was sentenced to serve from three to 10
years in Southern Michigan prison
at Jackson on a charge of embezzlement. While he was spedfisuch as honesty, cleanliness and cally charged with embezzling $50,
stubbormess-partlcularly
in th* hi* shortages are expected to exway the father watches over the ceed $12,000 over a period of about
12 years.
moral welfare of his daughters—
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Spedal)
will be brought out.
— Berend 1L Goozen, 68, 234 CenThe festival will enter the pic- tral Ave., Zeeland, former Zeeland
ture when the seven daughters
city treasurer,was sentencedin
come to Holland to participate Ottawa circuit court her* Monin the festival events. Romance day by Judge Fred T. Miles to
will be injected into the plot by
serve from three to 10 yean in
the arrivalat the inn of a New Southern Michigan prison near
York newspaperphotographer who Jackscn on a charge of embeslefalls In love with one of the youngment to which he pleaded guilty
er daughters although the father last Oct. 10.
is more interestedin marryingoff
Pointing out that a public offlet
his oldest, sophisticateddaughter. Is a "public trust” and that a vio-

studied other festival material.He
also was shown color motion pictures of the 1941 festival by Clyde
Geerlings,official Tulip Time
photographer, and was taken on a
noon by Joe Pasternak,famous tour of the Netherlandsmuseum
motion picture producer, when he by Willard C. Withers in which
visited Holland to gain authenti- he obtained information on early
Cast for the picture has not lation of that trust must be1 met
city and additionalbackground of Dutch life in Holland and char- been selected but it has been de- with public disapproval and public
the festival for his pieture.
acteristics of the Dutch people.
cided that Katherine Grayson will punishment, Judge Miles sentenced
Mr. Pasternak had originally
Mr. Pasternak was much im-. have the lead. The picture will be Goozen "as a public official who
planned for a “black and white" pressed by the colored still pic- n light musical production,
has violated his trust**
picture but he was so impressed lures which had been taken by Mr.| Mr. Pasternak revealed that the
"It would have been better for
with color possibilities after see- Geerl.ngs and he commented that ; cost of the set for the rural village you and the public if your defaults
ing color pictures of the bloom- it was Mr. Geerlings’ work that will total $75,000.He also la plan- had been discovered 12 years ago.
ing tulips that he ordered a copy may be a determiningfactor in ning s two-acre garden of tulips This may, serve as a suggestion of
ed as issues of the present waiv made of the motion pictureswhich deciding to film vthe picture
ax a part of the picture. While I^e the unwisdom of continuing a city j
The collapse of civiliiation,^'the Tulip Time bureau is now dis- color.
expects to film most of the .picture treasurer too long in officer w
stated, is not an impossibilityin xributing throughoutthe country.
The producer who has supervis- if not all in Hollywood,there is Judge Miles told the defendant
view of the fact that already 14 This film, along with other still ed many famous pictures returned a possibility that a film crew may
who was city treasurer for 26
out of the 21 great civilizations photograph.' and information on to Chicago late Friday and was l>e sent here to .akc some pictures.
years before his defeat last spring.
of human history' are gone. "No the festival, u ill lx1 .sent to Holly- scheduled to leave today by plane
A Hungarian. Mr. Pasternak has
While Judge Miles read a precivilizationhas survivedthe de- wood and will l»‘ the de term si mg for Hollywood to begin immediate
been in this country for 30 years. pared statement, Goozen followed
mise of its religion." said Dr. Olert. factor in deeding whether the production on the Tulip Time picHe was largelyresponsiblefor the a copy which had been presented
The second alternativewas the es- picture will Ik1 1 limed in techni- ture.
success of Deanna Durbin when he to him because of his deafness
tablishment of some sort 'if ism color.
The picture has been given a was associated with another moGoozen was specifically charged
here in America.It might not be
Because of other business en- tentative title of 'Tulip Time in tion picturecompany.
with embezzling$50 of Zeeland
naziism, Fascism or communism gagement' m tin1 east. Mr. PasterMichigan" No definite release
He found his visit to the Neth- funds on May 15, 1940, while
but would no doubt be a .‘.penal nak who had planned to visit here t date has been set but it was
erlands museum most interesting serving as treasurer. The shortage,
American brand of totalitarianism. earlier in the week did not arrive dieated the picture would not he
because some of the historical said to total $12,000,was revealThe third alternativewas a great from Chicago until about 3:30 p rn ready for showing before June,
relics reminded him )f his boyhood ed last Sept. 18 by Mayor Nicholas
revival of Christianityand us Friday. He \\;i' driven here by
19-J2’
days in Hungary. He also enjoyed Frankena after Nick Tanis, Goocounterpart,democracy.
William (i Bishop, Chicago publiThe plot of the picture,lie ok- the museum from
collector's zen's successor, had been unable
Therefore, the ministers were
city man lor MGM.
plained to Mr. Houtman and news- standpoint but he felt little of the to strike a balance in the city acurged to preach an evangelistic During his \Mt here, Henry
paper represmlatnes.ce n t e r s historicalmaterial could bo used counts. Goozen told the mayor he
gospel, both individualand social
Carley. local ’heater inanager, about a Dutch immigrantand his as the picture's plot centersaround had been misappropriating funds
for both are needed just as one
was Pasternaks host. Warren A 'even daughters. The setting will a Dutch family with the immigrant for the past 12 years.
needs two feet with which to walk
Slee of Detroit.
publiciu he a rural Dutch settlement near father and his daughters who will
"You are unable to make mil*
Dr. Olert closed with r plea for the
agent for Michigan, also was in Holland where the family operates he typical American from a mod- tut ion of the monies you have em- ’J
boldness and courage of the oldHolland in connectionwith the an inn. Dutch characteristicsern point of view.
bezzied.You have been ambitious
time preacherwho dared to look
for your family but have never
a man straight in the face and
selfishly used this money for your
say. "You are damned!" and who
OLIVE
IS
personal pleasure.Aside from this
made hell a great reality.
offense,you have lived an exemDr. B. S. Abernethy.a young
GIVEN
IN JAIL
plary life in the community,"the
Baptist minister formerly of Colcourt stated.
umbia, Mo.. ,and secretary of the
Grand Haven. Nov. 19 (Special
"On the other hand yob have
Interdenominational Commit tn
Amion H. Goodin, 48. route 1.
served as treasurer of your city ;i9
fo.1 a Just and Durable Peace, told
some 26 years, during all of which J
West Olive, pleaded guilty to a
men each, the police were in what was being dene by this comGrand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special)
time you have been trusted comFIVE
charge of Capt. William Hanson. mittee, composed of 100 leading
charge of drunk driving on ar—Mrs. LillianF*eterson,38, route
Grand Haven, Nov 19 iSp.vnl'
Zeeland. Nov 19 Allen Van pletely by your neighbors and the
They checked into the hotel thinkers in the church today and
raignment
Tuesday
before Justice
1. West Spring Lake, died in MuniHuixen, about 24. of Grand Rapids, taxpayers of the community; for
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special' about 11:30 p.m. Tuesday and had headed by John F. Dulles,an out- —Haney Snyder. 17, 8bH Wood- G«H>rge V. Hoffer
cipal hospital here on Tuesday
breakfast
at
4:30
a.m.
today
in
lawn
Ave.,
Grand
Haven,
ua.'
He wax fined $50, costs of $8 80 is being sought by Zeeland police 12 years or abont that time, you
—Thomas R. Lambourne, 50, of
standing authority on internationtol lowing an illness of heart trouSpring Lake, charged with driving the hotel. They left at 5 a.m. for al law and jurisprudence. Long sentencedto serve 60 days in the and sentenced to serve 10 da>s m as a suspect hi connection with a have boon taking money from the
ble.
public treasury and using it
j
Muskegon but did not check out. range peace objectives were precounty jail Tuesday afternoon up- 'he county jail or serve a t >ial of robbery committed last Friday speculate with. You have lost this
She was born in Chicago July an automobilewhile intoxicated,
70 days if the $58.80 are not paid
pleaded
guilty
last Monday be- indicating that they might re- sented as of great importance no
25, 1903, and was a resident of
on his plea of guilty in .1 .-'hv He wax arranging to pa> the total. morning at the office of the Grand money on worthless stocks which
fore Justice George V. Hoffer and turn here tonight.
matter what may be the outcome
Fruitport most of her life.
George
V. Hoffer's court to a
was sentenced to pay a fine of $50
(Axxlin was arrested Monday by Rapids Motor express in which amounted to gambling.I do nob
of this war.
Survivors are the husband, Seand costs of $8.25 and serve five
Grand
Haven city police after his $239.67 in cash and checks were know the exact amount that you
charge
of
reckless
driving
Forty-two years ago this fall
Prize* for Community
ward Peterson;one son, Ronald
have taken from the public funds
days in the county jail.
ear had crashed into the i ar of .'tolen.
Daniel
David
DcVrirv
M
Dr.
A.
J.
Muste,
then
a
lad
out
o!
Lee; three sisters, Miss Ann Koehut understand it amounts to
He was arrested Saturday night
one
dn\en
by
.Mix
Adrian
kooiroute
2,
Grand
Haven,
a
eoinp.inthe
eighth
grade
came
to
Hope
Chest Contest Awarded
nig of Spring Lake, Mrs. A. Peter
A
warrant was issued Tuesday j aj)0Uj 000
by State Troopers Bartelli and
college to be enrolled as a student ion of Snyder was arraignedm man at Fifth and Full >n St'
of Muskegon Heights and Mrs. R.
You blame no me but yourself.
Chema in Spring Lake.
Thomas Chnstian.'rn. 5-1. of afternoon for his arrest ii[>on apAt chapel exercises in Holland in the "D" class. Monday aftei- Justice Joseph SegarN court in
Egerton of Chicago; and one
Robert Zadaney, 21. 219 South high school on Tuesday. C. Neal noon the group which gathered in Muskegon Tue.'day afternoon ami Spring Lake paid a $M fnv and I l>roval °f Prosecutor Howard Fan t You have asked for no sympathy
brother,H. Koenig of Spring Lake.
Second St.. Grand Haven, paid a Steketee, chairman of the Com- Hope Memorial chapel heard what charged with simple larcen\ lh' ! costs of $3.35 to Justice H.ifler | after Police Officer Lester De or favors. You have pleaded guilty
Funeral services will be held
instead of making matters worse
fine of $5 and costs of $3.35 upon
|jgs signed a complaint chargmunity Chest drive in Holland seemed to be the most keen analy- was originallycharged with !ar- ; Tuesday on a plea of guilty to
Friday at 2:30 p.m. from the Ringby perjury as many persons so achis plea of guilty to a charge of
ceny from an auto, hut the rhaige I charge of driving with improper
sis
of
the
entire
war
situation
ever
this
year,
presented
Joyce
Van
Os*
old funeral home in Spring Lake,
cused do. You have not bombarded
allowing an unlicensed person to
license
plale,.
S.ale
police
n»,le
j
"*
him
wilh
aml
cn,erwas
reduced
and
De
Vues
enterand Franklin Essenburg with $5 heard on the campus of Hope colwith the Rev. Merle Kennedy of- drive his par.
ed a plea of guilty ami was sen- the arrest Mondav in Spring Lake I inK- ^a‘1 Huiscn s description has the judge with letters from
prizes as winners of a Community lege.
ficiating. Burial will be in FruitWaynard
Ickes, 43, route 2,
been broadcast to all slate police friends nor have you sent people
tenced to serve 90 days in .Muske- township.
He
pointed
out
that
practically
port.
Chest speech ccntest sponsored in
Nunica, paid $3.35 costs to Justice
to the court to offer influence.”
and sheriff and police departments.
the school.He also presented 100 all wars have their origin in an gon county jail.
•J
Hoffer Saturday on a charge of
(Bee: Goozen — Next Page.)
Snyder
and
Do
Vries,
who
were
economic
situation
which
is
Van
Huisen,
a
former
employe
of
per cent service buttons to E. D.
failingto have an operator’s licLeaving for Camp, Ii
arrestee!
by
Officers
Kent
Lomthe motor freightcom|>any. workHanson, R. E. Chapman and J. J. brought about by the disperityin
ense on his person.
ed here last June and July. Sus- MRS. J.
Riemersma of the faculty.In an- the distribution of goods which bard of the state police and HowGiven Farewell Party
picion was directed to him when
other presentation$25 in cash are produced on a larger scale now ard Vander Wal of the Grand
IN
Autoiit If Fined on
was awarded to Rodney Everhart than ever before. War is the ulti- Haven police, are alleged to have
Boston. November 19
The the licease number of a car seen
A farewell party was held in
and a plaque and a cup to the mate result when men try to put taken a tire and wheel from a cap army quartermaster depot has in the vicinity on the night of the
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. De
Counts at Grand Haven school for Everhart's winning cn the brakes of overproduction belonging to Fred Huntley, route
Zeeland. Nov. 19 (Special)
announced award of contracts for robbery was checked and found to
Ridder on West 32nd St, Monday
motto for the watchword for 1941. instead of making a more serious 1, Fruitport, which was parked 70.000 pairs ol leather-soledser- belong to his brother who is in mil- Mrs. John Vugteveen, 55, wife of
night in honor of Mrs. De Ridder’s
Grand Haven. Nov. 19 (Special) His watchword is "In freedom attempt to increase the consump- alongside the road. After the theft
the operator of the East Limits
vice shoes for the regular army itary service.
brother, Jack Knoll, who left Tues- —-William Saunders. 25, Muskedaily,
died Tuesday in her home
was
discovered
by
Huntley
he
gave
tion
of
goods
produced
among
Upon
learning
of
a
prowler
near
there In courage; in production
amounting to $252,435 to the folday morning for Ft. Custer. A gon. was arraigned in Justice
those who still do not have what chase in an endeavorto overtake lowing concerns.
Elm St. and Washington Ave.. po- Ater an illness of several weeks.
there is strength."
lunch was served by Mrs. T. Piers, George V. Hotter1! court Tuesday
She was a member of First ReHope college speakersalso re- is needed for comfortableliving. the car which Snyder was driving.
Holland-RarmeShoes. Inc.. Hol- lice kept a lookout in the neighMrs. E. DeWeerd, Miss Laura afternoon on two charges, one of
ceived their Community chest The business of each nation try- Snyder, in an effort to get away land, Mich., 25,000 pairs at $3,593 borhood for several hours and formed church. Besides the husKnoll, Mr. and Mrs. H. Grissen, improper overtaking and i»ssing,
prises at chapel exercises on ing to make itself economically from Huntley, forced Huntley s car a pair; Weyenberg Shoe manufac- about 4 a.m. Officer Mart Bare- band she is survived by two
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harringsma,Mr. for whirfi he paid a fine of '$2 and
sons, Dr. Joel Vugteveen of MusTuesday. Prizes to the Christian independent of all the other na- off the road.
turing Co.. Milwaukee,Wis., 20,- man discovered the office h id been
and Mrs. J. Grissen,Mr. and Mrs. $1 costs, Mnd the other of having
kegon and Bernard of Zeeland:
high school speakers will be pre- tions of the world only leads to
entered.
I 000 at $3,593.
T. Piers. Mr. and Mrs. E. De no operator’slicense, for which he
two brothers, Gerrit Blaukamp
further
complications
which
finalsented at Wednesday morning’s
Police learned that Van Huisen
(This is the sixth order to be
Dandellbns Id Bloom
Weerd, Mr. and Mrs. O. KnolL Mr, paid $10 fine and $3,35 costs.
exercises.Students who received ly end in the debacle of war, he
disappearedSaturday with his and Joe Blaukamp of Boroulo;
awarded
the
Holland
firm
since
the
and Mn. H. De Ridder, A. Van
two sisters,Mrs. John F.
Saunders was arrested by state prizes in the elementary grade stated.
Alter Mercury Climbs start of the national defense pro- girl friend and his brother’scar.
Regenmorter,John Knoll, Howard, police In Wright township on USBouwens of Zeeland and Mrs,
“If democracy wins this war.
poster contest were given their
gram. The first order was for 50.Freddie and Gordie Knoll, Lotmi, 16, and it was discovered that for
Henry Goodyke of Borcuk);and
awards today.
what proof have we that better Spring-liketemperatures of near 000 pairs, the second for 87,000;
Carol and Randy Piera, Laura the past two and a half years he
Motorist Must Serve
her father, Berend Blaukamp of
use will be made of the so-called 70 degree; in this localityhave third. 40.000;fourth,50,000; fifth,
Knoll. Delores Jean De Weerd. had been driving without an operBorculo.
DRIVER FINED IN G. H.
victoty than in 1918?" Dr. Muste caused dandelions to bloom again. 423,000.)
, Thirty Five Days in v Jail Funeral services win be held
Marvin Knoll, Gladys Griuen, ator’s license.
GYand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special) asked:
Mrs. J. H. Rutgers of GraafDonna Van Wieren and Jack
Friday at 1:30 pjn. from
.
•'
“Odis Barger, 30. 219 North Fifth
From the material standpoint fichap on Tuesday afternoon and
DIVORCE GRANTED^
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special) Baron Funeral home, and at !
KnolL
AUTOISTS PAY FINES
St., Grand Haven, paid a fine of there will be less to work with, the this forenoon picked fresh bouGrand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special) —Jacob Kuiper, 18, of Fcrrysburg, p.m. from Second Ref
The followingmotoristshave $9 and coats of $1 in Justice V. problemsto be settledwill be in- quets of dandelions in her yard. .
-—A divorce was granted Nov. 18 arrested Nov. 16 by Grand Haven church, with Dr. J. V(
TOIL DESTROYS BARR
paid fines and costs in municpal Hoffer’s court Monday evening on finitely more difficult,the prospect
in circuit court to Mrs. Rose city police for reckless driving,
First church
Bkwningdale, Nov. 10-A large court fbr trafficviolations:Paul
a charge of failing to have his car
CHARGED WITH SPEEDING Found of Grand Rapids,formerly of pleaded guilty before Justice Assisting will be the
bam filled with hay on the Shir. Brinkman, 29, route 6, Holland, under control Nov. *14 when he of famine, pestilence,revolt and
post-war depression is much greatThree Rivers, Nov. 19— Robert Grand Haven, from her husband, Peter Verduin and, unable to pay Douglas oil
<
invoIv«l “ accident with • er, he
Brodt
of Schoolcraft was arrested Robert Found of Grand Rapids. a fine of $30 and costs of $4.30, will
wm be
uc In
m Zeeland
of Bloomingdalewaa destroyed by Me*, route 1, Holland, illegal park- car driven by Miss Ruth SchwonThe only solution to this great Sunday for speeding 50 miles an She was given custody of the will sene 35 days in the county body will lie in at
fire Sunday night
teck.
inf. $L
(float Peace Meet— Next Fife.)
hour. He is to appear Saturday. minor child.
funeral hontlT
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Sophomores Win Nykerk
Cup in Annual Contest
Hope

college sophomore coeds
"saved face" for their class Mon-

LOOP SEECTED
k

'J

fm

Holland Places One Player
an Second Team, Other
Gets Mention

day night by capturing Nykerk
Cup contest laurels with the presentation of their program in the
Woman’s Literary club, thus com-

K'
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At a meeting in the Warm
Friend tavern Monday night, the
annual all-conference team was
selected by the six sports writers
of the six Southwestern conference cities represented.

I-

w

;

ij

iifai

mM

The representatives were Ray
Fisher of Grand Haven, James F.
Henderson of Muskegon. Art O'Connor of Muskegon Heights, Nort

pensating for the humiliating lots
in the tug-o-war. They were alao
victoriousin the contest list year
when they were freshmen.
Harvey Koop presided at the
program which waa the Seventh
annual event of Its kind since the
origin of the contest by the
late Dr. J. B. Nykerk in 1934. In
that year girls of the rlvtl classes
challenged each other to a pull like
that of the boys, but this contest
In which classes vie for honors in

music, oratory,and drama was
substituted.Numerals of the winning class are engraved on the

Baser of Benton Harbor; and

m

In Service

15

The USWV auxiliary will meet
Friday at 7:30 pm. in the GAR
room of the city hall
Mrs. B. H. Van Dommelen,
formerly of Holland, who waa recently injured in Detroit,has been
taken to the home of her brother
and aister,Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Zeerip, West 13th St, where she is
convalescing.

At the weekly meeting of the
Forty Belles club Monday night,
Mrs. L. Steggerda waa elected
preaident; Dorothy Sandy, vice
president, and Eleanor Mali,
secretary and treasurer.Volleyball
and other games were played

mm

1

WANT-ADS
LOANS - $25 to $300 V
No Endorsers— No Delay
Holland Loan Association.
10 West 8th, 2nd floor , ?
tf*

PEARL BUTTONS. Cheap buttons
are not usually found oh qualv
Ity garments. Pearl Buttons are:
a badge of quality, assuring
continuedbeauty and long aervice. When buying wash garments, look to the buttons first. •
Be sure they’re Pearl Buttons.

afterward.

As a distinguished touch, seniors of Western Theological seminary appearedat classesTueaday
wearing white shirts and black

North Holland

Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin'
Maatman last Friday a baby girL
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pe Waard
The pupils of the high school
and daughter, Marlyn, Mrs. L. W.
room
had a party in the school
White and Misses Margaret and
bow

iM

trophy each year. Freshmen

Everett Clarke of Kalamazoo Central and Jack Baas of Holland.

Maatmaa of route 2 on Nov.
a daughter. Janioa Ruth.

ties.

White, plan to leave last Friday night Sports commitThursday
morning to spend the tee consisted of Pierce Maassen,
The championMuskegon Heights
week-end
with
relativesin Akron, John Lamb, Pauline Ebels, Laweleven placed two men on the
Ohio, They will return here Sun- rence Veldheer, Harold Kappinga
first apuad. The Tigers formed a
day.
and Hilda Veenhoven; refreshment
well-roundedunit and only tvvo
The November tea party of the committee, Carol Sas, Cylinda
men were exceptionalat their
Bread" accompanied by Margaret
Women's Relief corps will be held Raak, Gladys Bareman and Arlene
positions.Runnerup Muskegon
Friesema for the sophomore musLeon M. Hopkins of Holland Is Friday afternoon in the home of Slagh.
placed three on the mythical
ical number. A trio composed of
a second class petty officer of the Mrs. Blanche Shaffer, West 13th
Mrs. Chris Sas and Mrs. Peter
eleven, KalamazooCentral two,
Betty Mulder, Eunice Potter, and
U. S. coast guard, Jackson Park, St.
Stoel attended the leaders meetBenton Harbor three, and Grand
Elaine Scholten singing the popL. B. Station. Chicago.
The Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles ing for the Home Economic club
Haven one. The Holland gridders
ular 'Till Reveille"represented
will hold a regular meeting Fri- last Friday in Zeeland. This lesson
were represented by Kenny Rotthe freshman class. They were acday at 7 pm. November birthdays consisted of the place of rugs in
man, who was placed on the
companied by Mabel Vander Linwill be celebrated.
second team. Lloyd Heneveld,
the home and how to make a
den.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Rusticuaand tooth-brush rqg and a safety-pin
Dutch flanker,received honorable
Milton Verburg (it left) lentenceiGerald (Bud) Karel, Grand
"Our Eternal Beacon," an orachildren, Mary, Faith and Jack, rug. The leaders will give this lesmention.
Rapide freehman, wearing the white ahlrt and pot, to atand on tha
(From Monday’s Sentinel )
tion presentingyouth’s position
The first squad included:
Members of the Hope college motored to South Bend, Ind., Tues- •on at the next North Holland
eecond floor fire escape of Van .Raalte hall and sing "I Dream of
today, waa given by Freshman June
ENDS:
Jeanle With the Light Brown Hair." Thle Informal court took
Pyle. Helen Mae Heasley of the Anchor staff and their guests en- day to call on their daughterand Home Economic meeting to be
Bill Thornberry. a senior, who was
place at the Hope college campue bonfire after the Hope-Adrlan
sophomore class chose as her sub- joyed a hayride Saturday night, sister, Miss Helene Rusticus, who held at the home of Mrs. Marvin.
voted the best player in the confootball game Friday.
ject "Women in War” and describ- followed by refreshmentsat An- is confined in Epworth hospital Nienhuis Friday evening, Nov. 28. *
ference and elected mythical capMr. and Mrs. Edward Rowan
ed the various ways in which the chor Inn. Prof, and Mrs. Garrett there following an emergency aptain. Bill led his championship
women
of our country could aid in Vander Borgh were chaperones. pendectomy Monday. She has been announce the birth of a baby boy.
general store in Allendale last Oct. Jacob Hop, Fred Berghorst,Alteam by his brilliantpass-catchattending business college in South Mrs. Rowan is the former Hazel
nationaldefense.
Thirty-four attended.
24 and after it had been closed and bert Hopp, Raymond Hopp, Coring and good defense work.
Veldheer.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rowan of Bend.
"CurUin
Going
Up",
presented
took approximately$30 in cash nelius Wittugen, Jacob Hop, AlDuane Sickels, a senior,Benton
The XL class of Third ReformA Thanksgivingservice will be'
Harvey Koop of Holland, a junroute 2 announce the birth of a
by
the
sophomore
class,
was
an
Harbor's chief pass-catcher who ior, will lead the Hope college and 25 three-cent stamps. Officers bert Nyhuis, James Baareman, entertaining one-act "play-within- seven and a half pound son, Robert ed church will meet Friday in the held in the Reformed church
Haney
Brink,
Henry
Leeuw
and
recovered the stamps and $29.45
used his sue feet, three inches to a eleven during its 1942 campaign.
a-play."Maxine Den Herder play- E., Sunday afternoonin Holland home of Mrs. Walter Morris, 336 Thursday morning at 10:00 o of the stolen money.
Miss Dena De Jongc.
tremendous advantage.
Koop, a tackle who won the
ed the part of the harassed direc- hospital.Mrs. Rowan is the for- Maple Ave., at 6 p.m. for a pot- cJbck. A special offering will be
Thomas Richard Moore, 19.
TACKLES:
luck tupper. Each member is re- taken for the Holland Home, Cutplaudits of his team-mates by agtor; Ellen Jane Kooiker that of mer Hazel Vekiheer.
Alex Hoeker, a senior who was gressive play, was elected captain route 2, Spring I^ke, waived exaThe Rev. and Mrs. James Wayer quested to bring her own table lervilleand Church extension
the
"prop"
man;
and
Dorothy
the No. 1 tackle in the conference. at a meeting of the gridironsquad mination before Justice George V.
work.
Wendt, Vivian Tardiff, Dorothy left Rochester, Minn., today for service and a dish for the table.
Hoffer on a charge of indecent exMitchell Hensley, a senior and a Monday.
Gordon Michmershuizen of the
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Boaman
Wichers, and Dorothy DeValois their home in Racine, Wis. Rev.
rugged, 235-pound dynamo from
Marty Bekken, rugged tackle, posure and appeared later before Tfa* League for Senice met on were actors rehearsing their Wayer, former pastor of First Re- Men's Varsity debate squad of and family attended the golden
Benton Harbor who is a great was voted the most valuable Judge Miles to enter a guilty plea.
Tuesday evening at the home of scenes. Informality prevailed as re- formed church here, had under- Western Michigan college, Kala- wedding anniversary of Mrs. Bowdiagnoeer of plays and a natural player on the Hope squad the past He will be sentenced later. Moore
Mrs. Sherman Hungerink. The marks appropriateto Hope col- gone an operation at the Mayo mazoo, acted as judge of the West man’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
athlete.
season. For the second year in a was arrested by state police. The
Michigan high school Debate Lea- Bareman of Muskegon last Friday
evening
was spent In packing a lege campus were Injected into clinic.
GUARDS:
row, Bill Hakken. senior guard, alleged offense occurred Sunday Christmas box to be sent to Mr. the script and some of the charMrs. John Bloemers and Mrs. gue tournament Nov. 15. Six high night
Bob Johnson, versatile and was chosen as the player with the in Spring Lake township.
Friends and neighbors had a
acters made their entrances from Gerrit Bloemers left this morning schools participated.
A divorce decree was granted to- and Mrs. Oppeneer at Annville Inspeedy senior who was a bulwark best spirit.
Dick Klein, 37 East 10th St., te welcome party for Mr. and Mrs.
by train for their home in Cedar
the audience.
stitute, Annville. Ky.
day
to
Mrs.
Dorflthy
Slikkers
along the Height* forward wall
Smeenge last Tuesday night, Nov.
Taking part In the freshman Grove, Wis., are spending about confined to his home by illness.
from her husband.Leslie Slikkers. The Ladies Aid was entertained
and was one of the best guards
Sgt. Elmer Brandt left this 11. Games were played and a twoplay, "Polly, Put the Kettle On", four days with Mrs. H. Dykhulzen,
tn the state.
both of Holland. She was granted at the chapel on Thursday aftermorning for Camp Livingston,La., course lunchpon served.
18 East 16th St.
noon by Mrs. John Posma. The were Mayneen Jellema, Marie*
Herb Peterson, a senior called
custody of the minor child.
Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceDe Dee after spending an eighteen-day furPeter Siersma left for a week's
Steketee, Helene Minnema, Josenext meeting will be the annual
"Whitey* who was noted for his
phine Fitz, Barbara Tazelaar, of Grand Rapids announce the lough at the home of his parents, deer hunting in northern Michibasiness
meeting
and
plans
are
speed In fepding interference and
Jane Smies and Arlyne Voorhorst birth of a son, Bruce Clarence, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brandt, 260 gan last week.
a bearcat -vi defense along the
being made for a program and a
(Continued from p ige one.)
The Girls’ 4-H dub met last
The play concerned elopements, Sunday in Butterworth hospital East 14th St.
fuskegoo
ft
wall.
jgoncftwirJ
sale in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Eaton of Thursday afternoon In the school.
problem, according to Dr. Muste.
neighborly quarrels and the color- Mrs. De Dee Is the former Lucille
CENTER:
Miss Peggy Stroop of Central ed maid's fear of ghosts.
Waukazoo plan to drive to Sulli- Mfas Carol Sas, president presided
Is for the church today to sound
Buter of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nienhuis and
Jbhn Rapacz, Rangy and rugged
park was a week-end visitor of
again the message of the prophets
The Rev. William Van’t Hof of van, III, to spend Thanksgiving and the two leaders,Miss Rogers
Judges for the contest were
son Terry moved into their new- Mias Carrie Stegehuis.
senior, who received the not over
of God and call upon the nations
Miss Elizabeth Oggel, Miss Metta Third Reformed church conducted and the week-end with relatives. and Miss Bosch er, discussed the
temporary quarters west of the
two outstanding contenders,Harry
Mrs. Joe Huizenga entertained J. Ross, and Mrs. Edward Doni- devotions at chapel exerises in
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Elfer- work for the coming year.
as well as individualsin the nation
villagefirst part of this week.
Duer of Grand Haven and Norm
at a mtscellaneous shower on van.
to repent and turn away from
Holland
high
school
this morning dink and children of Grand RapFleckenstein of Muskegon, by his
Mrs. Harvey Kollen who submit- Thursday evening honoring Miss
hatred and destructionand instead
Student Council PresidentBill and introduced the Rev. A. J. Mus- ids and George Den Herder of
steady all-around play and his
spend billions for the rehabilitationted to an operation recently in the Bertha Ann Wierenga who will Tappan presented the Nykerk Cup te of New York city, executive se- Zeeland will be Thanksgiving
brilliant backing up of the KalaHolland hospital returned home become the bride of Donald Huizof those who have been deprived of
to Lois Mary Hinkamp, sopho- cretary of the "Fellowship of Re- guests of Mrs. -ames Ossewaarde
mazoo Central line.
enga in the near future. A two- more chairman, at the close of the conciliation."
the world’s goods. The speaker last week Saturday.
Rev. Muste's speech at her home on West 11th St.
QUARTERBACK:
Ben Scholten and Mr. and Mrs. course lunch was served and the program.Betty Mulder served as dealt with "Democracy and What
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Venhuizen The Allendale Christian School
poiQted out the enormous disparity
Ray Carlson, the senior Muskeevening spent in playing games chairman for the frosh. Jeanette It Means." He emphasized how de- and children,Doris and Billy left Alumni banquet waa held Friday
between
the
"have”
and
“have- John Scholten of SticknCy. S. D
gon field-generalwho was hamare spending a few days this week and presenting the bride-to-be Rylaarsdam was coach for the mocracy should be practiced so this morning to spend Thanksgiv- evening in the chapel baament A
pered slightlywith injuriesbut a not0 nations before the outbreak
with lovely gifts.
as guests of John Nyhuis.
of
the
present
war.
sophomores, and Florence Dyk- that everyone should be treated ing with the Rev. and Mrs. Gerrit happy reunion of former pupils
bom leader. When he was in the
Mr. and Mrs. Marinas Van Ark ema supervised the freshman pro- equally, thereby spreadingChris- Timmer in Clymer, N. Y. Mrs. and teachers was enjoyed. Covers
lineup Muskegon was a different The change in the relationship Edward Folkert, George Kleinand son. Myron, of Holland were gram.
Timmer is a sister of Mrs. Ven were laid for 160 with Herman
tianityin the world.
team. He Is a candidate for all- between employer and employe heksel, Bert Tellman and Joe
Ballast of Zeeland as toastmaster.
which has taken place n the last Schipper, members of the local supper guests at the home of Mr.
Holland hospital today reported huizen.
state honors.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Olive will The dinner was served by the Ladcentury was pointed out by Dr. Farm Bureau, attended the State and Mrs. H. Bowman Sunday, althe following births: a aughter to
HALFBACKS:
Deputation Team Takes
Mr. and Mrs. William Schegardus, be Thanksgiving day guests of ies School Aid society.
Bill Barnard, speedy, shifty Muste and he predicted the organ- Farm Bureau conventionin Lan- so attending the afternoon senice
at
the
Reformed
church.
The residence of Julius Alysroute 2, Holland; a son Sunday to Dr. and Mrs. John A. Stryker in
senior back from Kalamazoo Cen- ization of capital not only but also sing last week Thursday and FriCharge of PTA Meeting
Dr.
S.
Vander
Werf
of
Holland
Grand
Rapids.
worth
was completelydestroyed
of
labor,
agriculture,
and
consumMr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Monroe
of
day.
tral who earned his position by
A deputation team of the Hope
by fire Tuesday, Nov. 11. Fire was
er co-operativeswhich would serve
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice NienhuLs was in charge of the morning ser- college YM and YWCA presented Hemlock.
his triple-threatwork.
of undeterminedorigin.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence De Witt
Alvin Jonker, versatile senior to keep the balance in the econ- entertained as dinner guents on vice at the local church and Rev.
G. A Aalberts of Haarlem con- a program before the Hamilton of Grand Haven and Mrs. Louise
On Tuesday evneing, Nov. 11,
back from Grand Haven who was omic situation.
last Friday evening Mr. and Mrs
Parent-TeachersassociationTuesthe Christian Reformed congregaAt the close of his talk, he George Kaper and Mr. and Mrs. ducted the afternoon service.
Wylie of Holland returned Sunday
placed because of his hard-chargday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dyke of Altion met in the church auditorium
ing tactics against stubborn lines. stressed the fact that the malady John Grissen all of Hamilton.
John Hains gave a patriotictalk night from Detroit where they atlendale
were
‘Upper
guests
of
Mr.
in honor of the Rev. H. Keegstra
He played at quarter, fullback Is rot in the deepest sense econ- Mr. and Mrs. Albert Meiate were
tended funeral services Saturday
Holland
deer
hunters
are
beginfollowing a reading by Dorothy
and halfback
omical but rather spiritual. "Men present last Saturday evening at and Mrs. Jerome Dyke on Saturfor Mrs. Jack Grevengoedin ning to return home, some with and family who left for thdr newWendt. Violin selectionswere givFULLBACK:
Wayne, Mich. Burial was in Owos- bucks they shot since the season ly purchased home in Walker on
have lived for things and pleasure a gathering given at the home of day.
Mr and Mrs Henry Stegehuis en by Niles Hanson, accompanied so.
Wednesday. The Rev. N. Beute of
Bob Reinhardt, a senior, Benton but they have proved to be husks his brother and sister,Mr and
opened Saturday.
Rusk, the Rev. A. Peraenaire of
Harbor linebuster who was a that the swine do eat. Once again Mrs. Lucas Meiste in East Sauga- and daughter, Carrie, will have as by Keith Soderburg. A vocal solo
(From Today’s Sentinel)
Ranford
Wenzel,
Don
Topp
and
by John Lucius, with Elmer Van
great plunger, either on a dry or we mast take seriously the word tuck, to honor the 78th birthday their Thanksgiving day guests PriMr. and Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate Arthur Pittard returnedTuesday Eastmanville and J. Zylstra spoke
wet field. He Ls another candi- of God spoken first through Moses anniversary of their mother, Mrs vate Simon Kaminga, Mr. and Egmcod as pianist, completed the and infant daughter,and Daniel night from a deer hunting trip words of appreciation to the pastMrs. Alex Wagner and children, program which was in charge of Ten Cate, plan to drive to Roch- in the vicinity of Houghton lake or and his family. The congregadate for all-state.
and later by Christ himself, ‘Man J. H. Meiste.
Mr
and Mrs Arza Brown and Jeanette Rylaarsdam.
On the second team.
ester, N. Y., to be with Mrs. Ten and each hunter got his buck. A tion also presented Rev. Keegetra
cannot live by bread alone.’Men
Mr and Mrs M P Wyngarden
family
and Mr and Mrs. Joe Several teams have been sent to Cate's family for the Thanksgiv- fourth deer alao waa shot for with a gift In currency. The ZylEnds:
who preach Christ and are rot and Ellen of Vnesland,Pearl Wynnearby churches through the coBill , Campsmith, Muskegon indifferentto the social needs and
stra sisterssang "God Will Take
ing holiday.
camp use.
garden and Mr. and Mrs Maurice Stegehuis and family.
operation of deputationchairmen
Heights, senior.
Mr.
Pettinga.
principal
of
ChnstCornie Westrale, 323 West 19th Care of You."
who can speak with authority be- Nienhuis and family sjx-nt last
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I. T. Schuppert
Don Erickson. Muskegon, senior. cause they live by, in and for Him Thursday evening at the home of lan school, submitted to an ap- of the two organizations.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Swanand Mildred are planningto en- St., shot a 150-pound spikehom
Tickles:
pendix operation on Tuesday evetertain on Thanksgiving day at deer Saturday,lesa than 30 min- son are now occupyingtheir new
will be listened to again by a world Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nienhuis.
Eric Radke, Benton Harbor, which is so weary that it is on the
their home. 79 West 13th St., Mr. utes after he had entered the hone in Allendale.
Dennis Top had charge of rhe ning at HuizingaMemorial hospi- Barrel Opening Planned
senior.
Among those from here who
and Mrs. H. Ketel, Mrs. H. Kki- woods near Baldwin.
point of saving. To whom else prayer meeting in the Reformed tal at Zeeland.
Art Le Roux, Muskegon Heights shall we go0 Thou hast the words
The Girl's society of the Chnst- by Monica Society
Elmer Kehrwecker,83 West have made their way to the northkema and Marguerite of Grand
church on Sunday evening "Acsenior.
The Monica ChristianSchool Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. H. Kinkema Eighth St., killed a seven-point, ern woods in hopes of bringing
of eternal life,'" he concluded.
knowledging 'rod's Mercies" was lan Reformed church held a surGuards
prise shower on one of its mem- society will hold its annual barrel of Kalamazoo and Dr. Arthur 200)-pound deer while hunting near home their deer are William Hovthe subject.
Dave Wenzel, Kalamazoo CenBa
___
ingh, Gerrit Kraker, Arthur Cool- ft
Tuesday evening the Christian bers. Muss Jennie Ludema, at her opening meeting Friday at 2:15 McGilvra of Saginaw.
tral, senior.
ey, Steve Potgieter. Abe Mohr, T
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rich of 25
Endeavor met. Miss Marie Fol- home A set of dishes was present- p.m. ki the Central Avenue ChrisTed Torgeson. Muskegon, junior
ed to the bride-to-be
tian Reformed church parlors.
Neil Mohr. Almon Erickson, Rob
East Seventh St., will have as Junior League Plans
kert was in charge and discussed
Center: Harry Duer. Grand HaG. Dyk man, missionary-evange- their Thanksgivingguests tomorMr. and Mrs. H. Bowman and
Viaser and Andy Smith.
the subject "A Christian ls Gracven. senior.
Mrs. Alma Kuyers spent Friday list for Ga&sis Holland of the row, Mr. and Mrs. George Veeder, lor Holiday Season
Arthur and Peter Folkringaof
ious."
Quarterback: Benny Schader.
evening in the home of Mr and Christian Reformed church, will be Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kraal, Mr.
The
Women's
Missionary society
Plana
for
the
approaching Grand Rapids spent Armistice day
Continued
from
page
one.)
Benton Harbor, senior.
Mrs. Arthur Slagh of North Hol- the speaker.All members, asso- and Mrs. Robert Veeder and Christmas season were discussed with Pearline friends.
In other court matters pertain- of the Reformed church met on
Halfbacks:
land. Others there were Mr. and ciate members and barrel holders daughter,Janice, Mr. and Mrs.
The newly constructed Pearkne
at a meeting of the Junior WelMike Regeczi,Muskegon Heights ing to the opening of the Novem- Wednesday afternoon This was Mrs. Martin Vliem and children of are Invited to attend.
Hudson Veeder and daughter Val- fare kague In the Woman's chib Harwarde is completed and will
the
annual
Thanksgiving
meeting.
ber term, Lee Benjamin Cook.
senior.
Holland, Mr and Mrs Gerrit Lubaoon be open to the public.
orie, also Miss Jean Veeder, Grand building Tuesday night.
Kenny Rotman, Holland, senior. 35. route 1. West Olive, pleaded Articles for the Christmas box bers, Mr. and Mrs. Henry LubPrivate Jacob Aldrink has reRapids Junior college student and
The
Clare
Tree
Major
play,
for
Annville.
Ky
.
were
received
Party
Is
Given
for
Fullbaek:Hubert Miller, Kala- guilty to. a second count which
bers and children and Gerrit Vliem
turned
to Fort Knox, Ky., after
Pvt.
Edward
Veeder
of
Camp
Liv"Mrs.
Wiggs
of
the
Cabbage
was filed b\ the prosecutor,charg- and a Thanksgivingoffering tak- in whose honor the relativesmet.
mazoo Central, senior.
Miss Van Kolken
ingston,La.
en.
Patch"
will be presentedIn Hol- spending his furlough with his
ing him with taking indecent libMr. Vliem left Saturday morning
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Van Leuw- land High school auditorium on parents here.
Mrs. A. P. Kleis and Mrs. G. J.
erties with his 13-year-old daughto spend a few days in Chicago Geerds entertained Monday night en and son were to leave today the afternoon of Dec. 18, carrying
John Brandt, Henry Dyke and
Mum Borr Feted
ter. He was sentencedto serve Two Are Feted
and then leave for his home in in the home of Mrs. Kleis for Miss for Springfield,Mo., to spend the out the league policy of present- Gene Ten Brink attended the confrom six to 10 years in Southern
Lodgepole, S. D.
or Birthday
Mary Van Kolken. who will be- Thanksgivingholiday with the ing wholesome entertainmentfor vention In Zeeland as delegates
at Shower
Michigan prison
A pre-Thanksgivingparty was Cook originallywas charged
the children of Holland. Misses from the Allejxkle Local 232 of
come the bride of Morris Gardepe former's sister and her family.
A shower hononmg Mrs. John
given Tuesday night at the home
Miss Jeanne Rhodes of Detroit Adelaide Dykhulzen < and Doris the Fanner's Union.
on Thanksgiving day. The affair
with statutory rape. He appeared Keen, nee Margaret Plasman.and Engineer Addresses
The True Blue Extension group
.of Mr. and Mrs. L. Whitfleet. 63
was In the form of a miscel- will arrive ki Holland tonight to Brouwer have been appointed genin court Nov. 8 at which time no Miss Gertrude Plasman. whose
West 19th St., in honor of Miss
Men’s
Brotherhood
laneous shower, and the bride-to- spend Thanksgiving and the week- eral chairmen for tha event. was entertainedby Mm. Bessie
plea was accepted by the court.
marriage to Fred Veenstra will
Bernice Borr, who was observCliffordPaine, nationallyknown be .was presentedwith many at- end with her parents,Mr. and Mrs. Christmas basketr alao will be Nibblink on Monday evening. »
Mrs. Dorotliy West Ley, route 3, take place tomorrow, was held in
Thanksgivingservices at Chrising her birthday anniversary. aI
distributed by the league as a
engineer
who has a farm home tractive gifts. A lunch was served T. P. Rhodes, 239 West 12th St
Grand Haven, vas sentenced to the home of Mrs. Henry Bast, 51
tian Reformed church will be con^
three course dinner was served by
Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Dalhof and holiday project.
near
Fennville, addressed a din- by the hostesses.
serve from one to five years in the West 19th St., Friday night. AsMrs. David Pribyl presidedat ducted by the former pastor, the
the hostess, the centerpiece beingl
family will leave Thursday noon
Detroit Hoase of Correctionat sistinghostesses were Mrs. Gerrit ner meeting of the Men's Brothera large birthday cake and small
for Chicago where they will spend the busineas meeting, after which Rev. H. Keegstra of Walker.
hood
of
First
Reformed
church
Engagement
of
Zeeland
Vos
and
Miss
Jessie
Gerding.
Plymouth on a charge of breaking
bouquets,of October roses.
Th* Persia Ladies Aid society
the week-end.Prof. Samuel Vol- the group engaged in f welfare
and entering.
Games were played and a two- Tuesday night in the church basePresent were Mr. and Mrs. John
Girl Is Announced
meets this' week on Friday afterbeda of Calvin seminary will con- sewing.
ment. About 60 were present.
The former Dorothy Molecigraff course lunch was served. Prizes
.
*;
Borr and aon, Budd; Mr. and Mrs.
Garry Vanden Bos presided and
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Brouwers duct servicesin FourteenthStreet
of Holland before her marriage, were won by Mrs. Vos, Mrs. OlivGerrit Rooks and daughter, MyrThe
Rev.
Veltkamp
of
Louis
Jalving sang several selec- of route 2, Zeeland, announce the church Sunday.
Martha Jamtt Morgan
er Peterson and Miss Hazel Scholna; Mrs. Carrie Johnson,Shirley Mrs. Westley pleaded guilty to the
Drenthe was in charge of the
tions, accompanied by the Rev. engagement of their daughter,
At a recent meeting of the Betten.
charge
Nov.
1.
She
and
Leroy
and Floyd Johnson; Orrin Todd,
morning and afternoon serviees
Nicholas Gosselink.
Irene, to Peter Ludema, son of Mr. hel League for Service, a box was Honored at Shower
Otheri guests were the MesTony Whitfleet and the guest of Francis, 27, with whom she had
Mr. Paine, who was principal and Mrs. Dick Schreur of route 3, packed for use in the foreign misMiss Martha James Morgan, Sunday. The Rev. Nicholas Beute.
been' living and is now serving a dames G. H. Scholten, Art Vitfeer,
honor.
assistant engineer for the Golden Hudson ville. The wedding has been sion field. The box which con- who ViU become the bride of Don- of Rusk preached the sermon for
three to five-year sentence on a John Scholten, Ed Scholten. C.
Gate bridge in San Francisco com- set for the latter part of January. tained dolls, baby clothes, llttla ald Thomas this week, was guest the evening srevice. , ^
similar charge, are charged with Bellman, Ed Plasman and H. J.
pleted In 1937," told "intA-estingIngirl dreaees, blankets and band- of honor Tuesday evening at a misentering the home of Mrs. Anna Gerding and the Misses Gertrude
Ladies Auxiliary
cidents concerning the bridge. Marriage Performed
ages was aent to the N?w York cellaneousshower in the Nies
Tripp in Robinson township Oct. and Theressa Scholten. ' •
Two Coaplet Celebrate j / J
He also showed motion pictures of
office 6f the board of foreign mis- home at 244 College Ave. Hoe*• Elect, Office,,
22 as well as numerous other cotthe Tacoma Narrows bridge which in Trinity Partenage
sions and will be aent from there. tasses were Mrs. M. G. Nies and Wedding AmuMTurii,
.# “Hie Ladies Auxiliary of Sixth tages in which numerous articles
Mrs, Henry Leenw 1$
collapsed just a year ago. He was
Mitt Verna Mulder, daughter The annual prayer and praise MIm Nola Nies.
Mt. and Mrs. Siben Timmer of
JRefonned church at its annual pot- were stolen.
retained by 22 insurance com- of Mr and Mrs. Henry W. Mulder of meeting; of Fourth church mission
Decorationswere in blue and Crisp who marked their 19th wad* luck apd business meeting TuesEzra Frederick Gearhart, 16, Hostess at Shower /
panies to settle claims to investi- route 5, and Henry H. Boeve, Jr., societies will be held tonight at white. Miss Betty Jane Huribut ending anniversaryNov. 15 «ter»
i dty night 1a the church parlors route 1, Hamilton, formerly of AlMrs. Henry Leeuw was hostess gate the cause cf the collapse and •on of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. .Boeve. 7:30 jxm. in the church paTors. tertained tht guests with "advice
tained a group of about 30 relatw .Mrs. Andrew S lager as lendale, was placed on probation
at a miscellaneous shower Tuesday to estimate damages and salvage also of route 5, were married The speaker will be Mias Tens for the bride-elect." Following
tives in their home PYiday evening/'
president; Mrs. L. B. Dalman. vice for two years and ordered to pay
afternoonin honor of Mrs. Wil- possibilities.
Tueaday morning in the parsonage Holkeboeron furlough from China. two contests, refreshments were The event also marked the 48th
IpWfktent; Mrs. Gordon Pippel, probation costs of $2 per month. liam Rottschaefer who before her
A Thanksgivinghymn sing will served.
of Trinity Reformed church by Dr.
wedding anniversaryof Mr. and
[AecreUry; Mrs. B. Vander Meulen, Terms of the probation are that he
marriage was Miss Berdicnt Hop.
CHOOSES JAIL TERM
H.
D.
Terkeunt
They
were
at- be held in the Niekerk Christian
The guest list included Mrs. Mrs. Dick Vender Zwaag. Games’
and Mrs. Burt Korter- must leave smoking and drinking 'Prizes for games were awarded
Three Riven, Nov. 19— Julie tended by Mr. and Mrs. fcdmund Reformed church Sunday at 7:30 Hugh De Pree, Miss Ruth Vander were played and refretnmen
its were
assistant secretary and treas- alone.
and refreshments were served.
Roop, of Vicksburg, arrested here Qonk.
pm. with the Rev. Ralph Haynen May, Miss Bath Marcus, Miss
v
The ion of the Rev. and Mrs.
Invited guests were Mesdames by MotorcycleOfficer Merle God- ' Following a wedding trip) north, as the leader. The special music
Kathryn Piapar, Min Florence
Vande Wege, rstir- William Gearhart of Diamond John Bruins, Chris Baareman, ber for drunken driving,choac to
tha couple will reside in Flint, win be supplied by the Bakker Dykema, Miss Leola Bod* Miss
opened the meeting Springs, Allegan county, the youth Arend Vereeke, . CorneliusHop, spentt 60 days in the county jail at
where Mr. Boeve is connected with sisters and the sing is sponsored Jane Fkhtner, Miss Bertie Monwere pres- pleaded guilty Nov. 1 to a charge Ralph Meyers, Jake Stratingh,
Centreville rather than pay a $50 the branch office, of the Holland by the Girls’ club of the church. ford, Miss Betty
that he entered the Wolbrink James Hopp, Herman Avink,
;'f<.
FUrnace Co.
* Born to Mr. and' Mrs. Marvin Miss Betty Jane

Thelma

classeshave won the contest four
times during its history.
Janet Arnold, in black-face
make-up and the gay costume of a
Negro mammy, sang “Shortnln’

M'
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Red Cross Surgical Dressing

IDNGAMEN BEAT IiADRIAN,

M,

19, 1941

New Large Quota

Unit Busy with

IN

JONTEST

FOGGY

Patch Outplay Heavier Foe
in Final

Game; DeFouw

m

Ii Scorer
.

On

mi

ft fog-»hrouded . field, the

Hope College Dutchmen closed the
current season with . 6-0 victory
over the tough, heavy but winless
Adrian Bulldogs. Midway in the
second period, a heavy fog descended upon Riverview field and
for the remainder of the contest,
the players, the pigskin, and the
fane across the way were practlcftllyinvisible to the grandstand
apectators.
'•

Six

seniors

hung

up

m
wm

VanOmmen and Bud

Hill,

mm

their

1

1

Ray

Morgan.

Tlieae six men were presented
medals at the intermissico by the
American legion.
In the statistics column, the
Dutchmen piled up 13 first downs

Coordination on Child Aid fits therefrom,according
With the awarding last week of
incomplete report of Dr.
Planned to Increase
pins to those childrenwho successWestrate of Holland,
fully completed their garden prothe states child welfare
Effectivenesi
jects this summer, the summer
As an aid to the various
portion of the recreational proarrangingtheir drives in
Jacob Frls of Holland, state Exgram was brought to a succeaaful
spective cities, Rev. Hinkamp has
change
club president, today an- serit bulletinsfrom time to tkna.
close, according to Leon N. Moody,
nounced that the Michigan Ex- In these bulletins,he urged Exdirector.
About 200 boys and girls were change clubs are endeavoring change clubs to participatein tha
awarded pins for good work In the to start a simultaneous drive st^te-wlde movement. On* of tha
garden projects.The children throughoutthe state for the rais- bulletinsoutlined the “Goodfelaow
could choose a garden of flowers, ing of funds to benefit children. edition" plan which the local dub
The week of Dec. 13-20 has been uses annually through the sae of a
a garden of vegetables or a combination of the two, the size of the designated as "Service to Chil- specialeditionof The Sentinel.
garden to be nine by 12 feet. Seeds dren" week and each of the 54
were furnished by the city recrea- Exchange clubs has been asked
tion department and the child ac- to raise its funds for child welfare BERRIEN JUDCE IS
cepting them agreed to care for at that time.
KIWANIS
It is Mr. Fria’ Idea that If the
the garden. TTie department feels
this is a fine way to tie the child’s drives are carried out simultanJudge Fremont Evans, circuit
interestinto doing things for him- eously throughoutthe state they
Judge of Berrien county, who was
self and that there Is something will be more effective.Mr. Fria
appointedchairman of the John
said It Is the hope that In all cities
he can do at home.
Augustus centennial committee to
The following children received where such drives are staged citi- commemorate 100 years of probazana
will
heartily
cooperate
by
pins: Patty Hoffman, Theresa
tion, delivered an informative disCochran, Betty Nells, Teddy De generous contributions.
cussion on the theory, thp practlca
He
has
appointed
the
Rev.
Paul
Graaf, Billy Van't Hof. Donald De
and the practicalsystem of probaKoster, Betty Cook, Arlene Beek- E. Hlnkamp of Holland, member
tion and parole at tha weekly
and
past
president
of
the
Holland
man, Elizabeth Muyskens,Jimmie
meeting of the Holland Kiwanli
Parker, Bob Roos, Robert Sloot- Exchange club, as state chairman club Friday noon in tha Warm
haak, Roy Strengholt, Harriet Na- of the "Service to Childrsn" week. Friend tavern.
"The methods of raising funds
vis. Ernest Dirkse, Maxine NewJudge Evans' talk centered
house. Barbara Hulseboa, Beverly are various,"Mr. Fris said. "Some
about his own experiences as circlubs
do
it by means of newspaper
Pershing, Jacquelyn Carter, Coral
cuit court judge. He gave facts and
sales, through an annual 'GoodSmeenge, Donna Mae Reldsma.
figures which clearly showed that
fellow
edition'
of
the
local
paper.
Connie Van Zylen, Margaret
the present system has resulted in
Van Dyke, Henry Alderink, Elaine Others collect a 'Mile-of-Dlmes,’the rehabilitationof tboae who
or
arrange
theater
parties,
conDonley, Rodger Dirkse, Miry Lou
have an anti-socialturn of mind
Berkel, Clecne Van Langen, Wil- certs, auction sales or exhibition

_

;

jh.-m

moleskins for the final time — Capt.
Bill Tappan, Bill Hakken. Marty

Bekken, George Vander

TT
{

AWARDED December 13-20 Is Set for
Drives of Exchange Clubs
TO GARDENERS

PINS

M
m

to 9 for the Bulldogs. In the pass-

SPEAKER

ing department, the fog-thickencd
air was filled with futile aerials.
A typicaldata In the Red Crosa Surgical Oreuinga unit which
The Hollanders tossed 9 passes and
meeta every Monday and Friday morning and afternoon In the
connected for one, good for 7
Temple building la ahown here In the workroom which hae been
yards. The Bulldogs hurled 14 aerenlarged to accommodate more worker*.With the new quota of
ials and completed2. In penalties,
25,000 d reelings received by tha Civic Health committee of the
each eleven was assessed 10 yards.
Worftan’i Literary club, an urgfnt appeal for additional worker*
and also is greatly instrumental in
Hope played a crashing type
liam Aldrich, Marilyn Knoll, Ber- athletic contests.
is made by Mra. Kenneth Campbell, chairman. The workroom la
preventing first offenders from beof ball to overpower the heavier! After several years of study in
"The
uses
to
which
the
funds
nice De Roster, Joyce Mulder,
open to the public for Inapectlon,and varioua organization! may
coming “repeaters."
Adrian eleven. The forward wall, history, Harvey
De YVeerd,
Louise Roos, Byron Aldrich, James collected are used also are varihave
the
room
by
making
arrangement!
with
Mra.
Campbell.
Seen
The speaker was Introduced by
paced by the graduatingseniors, former Holland resident and son
ous.
Among
the
projects
are
the
Dwyer, Kenneth De Free, Norman
In the picture, left to right, aro Mra. Campbell, Mra. Albert Buter,
Attorney
Louis J. Stempfly.
nf
Mr
and
Mrs.
Walter
De
Weerd,
played brilliant ball, especiallyon
Van Ingen, Jimmie Bennett, giving of physicalaid, such as eyeMra. O. W. Lowry, Mra. Willia Dlekema (Handing), Mra. E. Oonk,
the offense, when they opened gap- 336 West 14th St., has written a
glasses,
tonsilectomies
or
milk
Yvonne De Loof, Shirley Lyons,
Mra. Franklin Van Ry, Mra. W. S. Merriam,Mra. H. S. Maentz,
Alabama is as large aa Vermont,
ing holes in the Adrian forward book, "Great Soldiers of the Two
Iva Marie Vander Meulen, Ruth supply. Some clubs furnish re- New Hampshire and Maine comMra.
Don
Crawford,
Mra.
H.
P.
Harma,
Mra.
Henry
Kronemeyer.
wall The work of Bekken should World War.',"which has just come
creational facilities In the way of
Schuetky, Marilyn Van Hekken,
bined. It is about one-fourth the
place him in a good positionfor all off the press.
playgrounds, swimming pools, supCharlotte Bouman, Warren Veursize of pre-war France.
This
is
Mr.
De
Weerd’s
first
MIAA honors. Hakken, Vanderervised hikes, model airplane conink, Kenneth Wigger, Paul WigHill and Tappan all performed Dublication in book farm. The
tests and the like, Other clubs
ger.
TogfUrvt
book presents the portraits of
give aid to needy students, the
creditablyon the defense.
Helen
Harmsen,
Donald
Israels,
The entire line was outstanding. great soldiers of the two World
Nancy Ann Vander Meulen, Rog- Boy scouts, the Camp Fire girls
or other local organizations."
In the backfield,the running of wars and shows their contribution
er Rotman, Verne Hohl, Duane
Don DeFouw, Dick Higgs, and to military science and military
Child welfare work is not new
Lyons,
Tom
Malewitz,
Virginia
Bud Karel was a feature. DeFouw thought.
to Exchange clubs in Michigan.
De Vecht, Donald Postma, Corinne
Mrs. Cornelia Robinson of KalMr. De Weerd resides in Gransmashed center like he was shot
House urged members to keep Cornellssen, James Wojahn, Ger- Last year, the state clubs gave
amazoo,
in
a
talk
which
brought
ville,
O.,
where
he
has
been
asout of a cannon, and Karel and
track of their time devoted to ald Hof, Walter • Vander Meulen, 317,809.43 for service to children
a clearer understandingof the Red Cross work. Mrs. Wood sug- Beverly Visscher, Shirley Boei* and 8,490 children received . bene- ^^EumaiAiuniALvi.mss mops
Higgs ploughed over the tackles sociated with the faculty of Deniproblems of other races, told gested that all contributions of
with amazing consistency.The son universityfor seven years, but
man, Dorothy Vander Wal, Anna
members of the Elizabeth Schuy- books, old Christmas cards, curblocking and tackling of Roy he has boon given a leave of abMae Zuidema, Merle Boes, Kenler Hamilton chapter, Daughters tains, toys, games and records
Davis was again a standout.‘ Al- sence to do research work at the
neth Dozeman, Phyllis Boersemftt
Institute of Advanced Learning in
of
the
American
Revolution,
though the score was held down,
for the Tamasseo approved school, Dcnna Dykstra, Henry SJoerdsma,
on Last Thursday, of the many be taken to Mrs. C. J. Hand at
the game was the best played Princeton, N. J.
Jack Oonk, Jack Brunsell, Allot
During his senior year at Holmistakeswhich are made in deal- the first opportunity.
by the Hope eleven this year.
Sjoerdsma, Leone Westerhof.
land
high
school,
De
Weerd
was
ing with Latin American and
Immediatelyfollowing the kickRefreshments were served by
Ivan Westerhof,Chester Oonk,
mayor of the school from /where
oriental peoples.The meeting was Miss Martha Sherwood, Mrs. J.
Harvey A. De Weerd
off, Art Timmer stepped in to inLeon
Jacobs, Cornel) Dirkse, Paul
he graduated in 1920. He attended
in the home of Mrs. E. V. Hart- D. French, and Mrs. Martha Robtercept an Adrian pass on his own
Barkel, Vernon Lavay, Rodger Van
Hope
college and was graduated an associate member of the U. S. man.
40, shake loose at midfield and
bins, who assisted in the place of
Null, Barbara Eilander, Wesley
Mrs. Robinson has travelledex- Mrs. A. B. Ayers.
romp to the Bulldog 12, before be- from there in 1924. While in col- Naval Institute and editor of the
Roberts, Donald Steglnk,Edwin
lege, Mr. De Weerd held member- Journal of the American Military tensively with her husband who
ing downed. The attack bogged and
Bareman, Walter De Vries, Henwas stopped on the 5 by the alert ship in the Knickerbockersociety, institute. He has contributed his- was interested in making rural
rietta Dorn bos, Kenneth Kuipef,
Showers Compliment
. line of Adrian. Lang kicked out of was president of the senior class toricalarticlesto American Mer- education research,and had a
Louis Altena, Alveme Mast,
and received an honor key from Pi cury, Current History, U. S. Naval wealth of first-hand information
danger and the first threat by the
Miss Dorothy Dalman
Thelma Boven, Gordon Breuker,
Institute Proceedings, Cavalry about the life and homely custom*
Dutch was stopped. With the Kappa Delta, an honor society.
He received his master's degree Journal, Coast Artillery Journal, of the natives of many lands. Miss Dorothy Dalman. who will Alvin Van Iwaardcn, Jay Lank*
** Dutch on its own 40, DeFouw
from
the University of Michigan American Historical Review and With cultural patterns deeply in* become the bride of Louis Bron- heet, Norma Piers, Gordon Keen,
attempted a pass which wa. inat Ann Arbor in 1925. The follow- the Journal of Modern History. He grained in the lives of the people, dyke this week, was guest of honor John Danhof, Robert Scholten,
tercepted by Foltz on his own 40
at two showers last week. On Fri- Eleanor De Vries, Ruth Dykstra,
and the fleet back raced across ing years he taught history at Fort also is military critic for W. W. and with their psychology "so dif- day evening Mrs. P. Sikkol rod
Ronald Holkeboer, °aul Roels, ElCollins,Michigan State Teachers' Norton and Co., Inc., publishers. ferent from ours." it is easy
the field and skirted down the
college at East Lansing. WhittenMr.
De
Weerd
has received per- to misunderstandthem, she said. Miss Vander Schel were hostesses aine Deur, Vernon Beelen, Harold
sidelines and was finally tossed
berg collegeat Springfield,O.. and sonal complimentary letters reBeginning with Mexico, the at a miscellaneous shower given Volkema, Harvin Reinink, Howout of bounds on the Dutch 25. The
at Denison universityat Granville, gardir* his articles from Gen. speaker took her listenersbriefly at the home of Mrs. Sikkel, 90 ard Schipper, Herbert De Vries,
threat was nipped by an alert
O.
Helene Danhof, Charlotte Mulder.
John J. Pershing and Winston to South America, South Africa West 18th St.
Dutch defense,which hatted down
Decorationswere in red. white
Donald Schipper, Robert Brewer,
During
his
sabatical
year
at Churchill,prime minister of Great and the orient. China and Japan
three attempted aerials and took
Denison, Mr. De Weerd studied at Britain. Some of his ouLstanding are as different in their cultural and blue. Games were played and TheodoreSchreur, Gordon Grevenover on the 26.
patterns as the United States a social hour followed. The gifts goed, Paul Boven, Andrew Kragt,
Midway in the -lecond period, the University of Washington. articles have been "The Kitchener and Mexico, she stated.
were presentedby breaking bal- Harold Vander Ploeg, Phyllis VanWashington, D. C., and at the Uni- Legend," "Von Hindenburg.” "Lord
41 “Windstorm losses occur, in Michi*
Bud Karel broke over his right
"Science offers no proof what- loons in which notes were conceal- der Ploeg, Joyce Heetderks, Elizversity of Michigan.He received Fisher" and "American Adoption
tackle, reversed his field and
gan, every week in the year. Windhis professorshipand doctorate in of French Artillery (1917-1918)." soever that the white race is su- ed telling where the guest of honor abeth De Boer, Harvey De Boe,
romped 24 yards to the 46-yard
history from University of MichiShortly
after graduating from perior,” the speaker declared.The would find her gifts. Refreshments Josephine Phillips,Lois Sjaarda,
storm
insurance, the only 100% pro*
line of Adrian on a brilliant exhigan in 1936.
Hope
college, he married Nell machine which gave the whites a were served.
Donald
Piers, Kenneth Mast, Donbition of broken field running. The
tection, costs io little that you can*t
Guests included Miss Lois ald Dykstra, Herschel Weaver,
He is a rfiemberof the American Kole, also a graduate of Hope great lap of superiorityin the last
attack was stopped when Karel
Historical association,the Amer- college.They have two daughters, 200 years, has been taken to Knooihuizen,Miss Ann Klaver, Walter De Vries, Harold Kuiper.
I afford
to be without it. Think of it!
fumbled for an 8-yard loss and
others, and the facility with Miss Alma Brondyke, Miss Marican Military History foundation, Evelyn and Jane.
Henrietta
Kragt,
Leroy
Cobb,
$100 worth of windstorm protectionfor one
DeFouw was forced to punt. The
which this technique has been jorie Brower, Mrs. N. Nagelkirk, Warren Walters, Edward Vlening,
half ended with the teams battling
mastered, especiallyby the Japan- Miss Eleanor Dalman, Mrs. A. Roger Vander Meulen, Billy Ketyear costs only 15c when insuring with the
Calhern.
between the 30-yard lines.
ese, offers a real threat to the Berghorst of Grand Rapids and the chum. Warren Dlekema, Donald
To Discuss Broadway
reliable,44-year-old State Mutual Cyclone
Mr. Windt, who was born in white civilizations.
After the kickoff, Adrian was
honored guest.
Dokter, Raymond Vienlng,LaBudapest, Hungary, received his
forced to punt and kicked into Plans at College
Insurance Co. Don’t delay! Act today!**
The poverty and disease of
Mrs. J. Zomeren and Lois Van veme Veldheer. Sonia Hop, Gladys
the end-zone. The Dutch started to
Valentine Windt, assistant pro- A. B. degree at Cornell university, China has really been brought on Zomeren were hostesses at a
Dykstra,Mildred Nyhoff, Vinton
roll and weren't stopped until the fessor of speech and director of and later earned the A. M. degree by the cultural pattern of the life crystalshower Saturdayafternoon
/tht+y
promisedland was reached. Aided play production at the University at Princeton. He was instructorat the people have set up for them- honoring Miss Dalman at 5 EaM Wright, Anna Gebben, Roger Ber* szcatraRv
by brilliant line blocking that op- of Michigan,will speak on the the Carnegie Instituteof Technol- selves, the speaker explained The 12th St. Games were played with kompas, Donald Sprong, Robert
Dykstra,
Billy
Holt,
Beth
Gosseened holes big enough for a truck subject. "Broadway Plays for the ogy from 1922 to 1927, and has country is based on the family in- prizes awarded. Refreshmentswere
link, Carl Kleia, Don Jacobson,
to drive through, the Dutch swept Current Season," at Hope college been in the speech department stead of th? government loyalty served by the hostesses.The gifts
Roger Vlsser.
down the field.Higgs, on two plays, on Thursday, Nov. 27, and will be since 1928.
pattern. Led by Chiang Kai- wer presented in a novel way.
Earl Lugten, Paul Kromann,
garnered 16. DeFouw crashed cen- presentedunder the auspices of
Shek, the Chinese people are just
Invited guests were Mrs. J. Elaine Hopp. Marvin Freestone,
ter for 13, Karel hit tackle for 6, the Hope College English Majors Mother of Leo R. Arnold
beginningto have a sense of pa- Muller, Virginia Muller, Mrs. G.
GeraldinePoelakker,Paul Stopand Higgs cavorted to the Adrian club.
triotism.Practically all the great F. Dalman, Edna Dalman, Mrs. J.
Dies at Home in Dayton leaders in China today are Chris- Geerlings,Beatrice Geerlings,Mrs. pels, Pauline Mosher, Robert Lem35. DeFouw again hit center for
Wr. Windt, a popular lecturer,
men, Ronald Appledom, Warren
tian, and they realize that to
5, Karel skirted through the has twice addressed the Ladies'
Mrs. Arnold, 78, mother of achieve national unity they must Thomas Van Dahm, Doris Van Exo, Judith Visscher, James Mlefog for 10, and DeFouw and Higgs Literary club of Holland with
Dahm,
Mrs.
J. Marcus, Beth MarCounty Agricultural Agent Leo R. set aside the family pattern,Mrs.
dema. Edward Sjoerdsma end
* collaborated to make a first down great success.At present ho Is in
cus, Mrs C. Stoppels,Mrs. J.
Arnold, died suddenly at her home
Elaenor Klungle.
Robinson said.
on the 7. On the third’ play, De- charge of play production at the
Zuidema, Mrs. P. Holleman, Mrs.
in Dayton near Buchanan, Mich.,
"We
can
still
set
patterns."!
Fouw split the center wide open University
B. J. Dalman, Evon Dalman and
Michigan, and Friday night. It was understood
she declared, "an international Dorothy Dalman.
and romped on to the score stand- teaches courses in dramatic proHudionville Band Hat
funeral services will be held Monpattern not to exploit,hut to let
ing up. Roy Davis missed the extra duction,acting,and advanced draday from the Tinney funeral home and encourage others to live
Anniversary Concert
point on an attempted placekick. matic production. He has also
in Galien.
Mrs. C. C. Wood, chapter re- Birthday Party Held
In the final quarter, with |he directed the presentations of the
Beside Mr. Arnold, she is survivfog making play almost impos- annual dramatic series of plays ed by a daughter, Emma, St. Jos- gent, presided. Followingthe flag fnr fJnrmnn Dnnn
A successful concert by the
salute, devotions were conducted f0r norman Uann
sible, the two teams battled be- in Ann Arbor, featuringmany
eph county nurse; and two other by Mrs. Hartman, the chaplain. A birthday skating party honor- HudsonvllleHigh school band
tween the 30-yard stripes and the stars of naticq-wide celebrity, sons, one at home, and the other
Ing Norman A. Dunn of Holland under the directionof Bert Brandt
game ended with Adrian making among them Madge Evans, Gloria residing in Michigan City, Ind. Her Announcementwas made of the was held by a group of his friends was presented Friday night In the
Red Cross roll call, now underft firat down on its own 35.
school. At least 600 attendedthe
Stuart, Hiram Sherman and Louis husband died last February.
way in the county. Mrs. Malcolm in the Zeeland Grange hall FriFor the visitors, the running of
day night. Mr. Dunn was presented event which celebrated the 12th
Kirkroanand Lang was outstandwith a gift and refreshments were anniversary of the band’s organ!
zation by Mr. Brandt.
ing and the work of Thomson at
served.
The band, which now numbers
tackle and Locke at guard the forLittle
Guests attending the party In47
pieces, in a school of 153 stuward wall was the mainstay in
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Peter Cook
dents, has made rapid strides in
stopping the Hope backs. The
and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Klampt
the years since its modest beginflankers on the Adrian, although
of Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Veurbig, were very easy to take out
ink and Mr. and Mrs. Dick Ter ning. In addition to the young
and the Dutch took advantage of
Haar of Muskegon. Donald De people now in the band, a large
this by making a majority of gains
Goed of Grand" Rapids, and Mr. and group, including 11 cornets, 1(
clarinets,two trombones, seven
over the tackles.
Mrs. Walter Allen, Mr. and Mrs.
drummers, two basses -.and 28
Hope mmm.omim
0 — 6
John Van Hekken. Mr. and Mrs.
tortnettes, are In preparation for
0—0
Ray Pas, Mr. and Mrs. George Aye,
band work later on.

A

Kalamazoo Speaker Is
Heard by DAR Chapter

MlmS*

cpr«

WINDSTORM PROTECTION
ONE hi
pan/

m

I

PLAN A HEARTY, THRIFTY

of

I

”

MEAL AROUND

j

I

j

HEINZ

A

0 0 6
Adrian 0 0 0

Brassy, but She Rambles Right

Along

m

Herman Aardema, Mrs. Joe Aar-

dema, Jr., Miss Margaret Knoll,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Gelderen, Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Woltman, Mr. and
Mr*. Holly Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Kienstra, Mr. and Mrs. John
Vander Veer and Mr. and Mrs.
Dunn, all of Holland.

Couple Celekrateg 20th
Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Nykamp,
West 20th St., celebratedtheir
20th wedding anniversaryTueswhen a group of relatives gathered at their home for a

day, Nov. 11,

Birthday

Those present were Mrs. Chris-

. tine Oosterndorp,Dr. and Mrs.
Russell Nykamp and two children,
Paula and Christine of Zeeland,
Mrs. N. E. Lannlng of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs.' Maurice Van

Spyktr of Tennessee beach and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bouwman.
Refreshments were served and
a gift Was presentedto Mr. and
Mrs. Nykamp by the group. A decorated-weddingcake featured the
refreshments.Pictures were shown
'•during the evening.

^

-An

Numbers on the program Included “Rustlcon Overture," "Ase’s
Death,'’ Grieg, 'Indiana Stats

March," “Jack and

the Bean

Stalk,” novelty sketch, by tha
band; baritone sftlo by Ardith

Zwagerman, “My Regard" by
Llewellyn; selections by a sax-

ophone sextet composed of Joan
De Weerd, Florence Olderbekken,
Harvey Moes, Muriel Hall, Wilma
for Surprise Party
Meyers and Leta Leow; and three
A surprise birthday party was numbers by the girls’ glee club
held Friday night in honor of under the direction of Miss Lois
Roelof Telgenhof In the Telgen- Voorhorst.
hoff residence, 304 West 14th
St Games were flayed and ft COWBOY LAND MOBILIZED
-Almost the
lunch was served. Mr. Telgenhof Yuma,
war presented with a gift froml last traces of. the early days— the

party.-

.

is

Occasion

Ariz.

the

guests.

V;

'

hitching posts and rings for

Despite Its 30 years of age, this route 4, Holland, from

T

with its

brass Springs,

ft Diamond hi* old car. In the above picfarmer and when 1942 ture are (left to right) Mary and

estimated145,000 Mexicans radiator and headlights is still in automobile license plate* went Larry Martin (rear), Doris Martin
cental good running condition.It was re- on sale recently,Mr. Martin was standing at side of car) Sally
Martin and Mrs. Wilbur Martin

cenUy bought by Wilbur Martin, the

first

purchaser of plate* for (in front

seat),

•

:

.

.

-

;

hones

Attending the party were Mr. that lined the street^-havebeen
and Mrs. Kenneth De Jongh, Mr. removed by the police. Motorist!
and Mrs. Floyd Tenckenv Mr. complained that they ruined too
and Mrs. Gordon Tenckem, Mr. many front bumpers.
and Mrs. Lambert Gebben, Raymond Karsten and A1 Borr, all of
More than 90 percent of Ohio’s
Zeeland;Mias Marian Woldering total area consists of farm land
and Mr. and Mrs. Roelof Tel- and of this, about 80 percent is
genhof of Holland,
highly developed. .
;

1911 model

COOKED SPAGHETTI!

VTOUXL

want to make Heinz Cooked
* Spaghetti a featured dish in your
home*rat least once a week! For this

nouiWhg food with

its tangy sauce of
red-ripe tomatoes and snappy cheese

it all ready to heat

and serve. It’s

deliciousalone or mixed with leftover

meats. Better keep a few tins handy
for time-and-fooney-saving meals.
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AdTertUlny and Sobacrlptlona, Sin

In calling many things to the attention of His disciples, Jesus at
times came quite naturally to the
subject of prayer.It is one of those
many subjectswhich have to come
up in furthering deep, rich, personal, religious living. We still seek
to know from people known for
their prayer what prayer means
and how it is best done.
Jesus did not hesitate to use
contrasts to make His points of
teaching clear and strong. He pictured the hypocrite standingand
praying conspicuously in the syna
gogues and on the comers of
streets: the Gentiles who went
over their prayer again and again,
dinning at the ears of God for a
result. We seldom see the first
group in our time. The fault of
our times seems to be that people
are almost never seen to pray. Nor
do we follow t/ie practice of repe-

Hoedemaker of Charlevoix are
pending the spring vacation visiting their aunt, Mrs. J. E. Muiray,
and Miss Hazel Loveland.
Oorie Hindis of Zeeland cele-

HOLLAND
IN 1912
The Woman’s Literary club

brated his fifteenthbirthday anniversary today at the home of his
aunt, Mrs. A. Romeyn, 151 East
16th Street.

to-

morrow afternoon will entertain
at their hall the members of the
Grand Haven Woman’s club, according to a news item in the

19,

Ottawa County
Transfers

William J. Bennett and wife to
Schoolmasters’ club will
Gaylon
Thompson. Lota 33 and 34
meet in Ann Arbor during the last
two days of this week. Prof. E. Goodehow Gardena Plat Ei NWi
Dimnent and Prof. Greer will ap- and Ei SW4 NWJ Section 12-7-13.
pear on the program to read papAlice M. Woodbury to James W.
ers.

Holland Daily Sentinel published
The following were named on Oakes and wife. Lots 7 and 8 Blk.
Monday, March 25, 1912. About 95
the Democratic ticket at the Dem- 9 Leggatts Addition Grand Haven.
are expected to attend. The memocratic caucus held last evening
Jake Dreyer and wife to Arthur
bers of the Literary club will meet
according to the Wednesday, Leonard Dekker and wife. Lot 238
in the hall at 12:30 and luncheon
March 27 issue: For Mayor, Wilwill be served at 12:45. A play
Diekema Homestead Addition Hol"Everywoman, Her Quest in liam O. Van Eyck; for treasurer. land.
William Baumgartel; for Justice
Search of Love," by Walter Brown,
Dan Van Dyk et al to Julius
of the Peace, short term, H. Groenwill be given. Mrs. Van Verst,
woud,
long
term,
James
Deto: Piers and wife. Lot 203 Diekema
Miss Browning, Mrs. Hubbard,
Mrs. A. C Keppel and Miss Ruth
Keppel appear on the musical program and Mrs. Van Putten will be
accompanist.
C. li King’s basket factory will

Jonkman, second district,James
Kole; for aldermen— first waid,
Bert Slagh, second ward, Martin
Tromp, third ward, Frank Dyke;
fourth ward, Jake Van Putten, Jr.,
fifth ward, William Westhoek; for
constables— first ward, John Te
Roller; second ward, Jacob De
Feyter; third ward. L. Catts:
fourth ward. John Vissers and
fifth ward, Simon De Weerdt.
Mr. G. Van Lopik one of Zeeland's business men has donated
to the Zeeland Public school a
collection of five bills, one of two
dollars, one of three dollars and
three of eight dollars which were
printed in 1776, 1777, and 1778,
and issued by the Continental congress. On these old dollar bills the

ROTARY VIEWS

Warns

Real Estate

The

for Supervisor— first district, F. N.

1941

Homestead Addition Holland.
Frank Holzinger and wife to F.
C. Bolt Trustee. Lots 15 and 16
Grandview Addition Grand Haven.
Nicholas Hoffman Jr. and wife
to Titus Van Haitsma and wife.
Lot 45 Waukazoo Township Park.
William Henry Lau to Arthur J.
Deiters and wife. Pt. NEi NWI
NWI Section 16-8-16 Township

SPORTS MOVIE
'The All-American Way," a
sound movie portraying numerous
athleticactivities sponsored by the
Chicago Tribune, was presented to

the Holland Rotary club in the
Friend tavern Thursday

Warm
noon.

Program Chairman Duncan
Weaver Introduced Paul Hinkamp
who operated the projector. The
film commenced with a patriotic
theme as the commentator stated
that the young athletes of America formed the backbone of the
nation and were responsible for
the continuance of the keen competitive spirit and fair play of
Americans.
The Silver Skates derby, outstanding amature speed-skating
contest of the athleticworld, was
one of the Important features of
the film and some exciting shots
of last year’s competitionwere
seen. Interesting glimpsesof indoor casting events were shown
and following them came a complete feature
the Golden
Gloves boxing tournament. A
golfing school and some interesting views of its work with
Chicago’s youngsters was preceeded by close-ups of high calibre
swimming meets.
Receiving about the best reaction from the group and last
on the reel were some exciting
movies on All-Star games.

of Induced

"You know what kind of a
world you want, now come and
sat It!" Erika Mann, distinguish
former German intellectual, flu...
at the more than 1,000 persons in
Hope chapel on last Thursday
night at the close of her dynamic
lecture which had held htr listeners spell bound for more than
an hour.
"Wt will have to arm ourselves
with determinationand courage
We will have to stand out minst
a strong urge to seduction If the
fightingin Europe should ever
stop as the result of a negotiated peace. But America is tough

and

—

intellectual

courageous,

awake and aware of whit the
'enemy of mankind' would turn
this country Into If any of hia
’attractive’propositions were ac.

cepted," she declared.

Peace

Interesting story of htr authotL
sed appeals in German to tba
German people, which bre
bitter denunciation from the

propagandaminister,Dr.

The fascinating daughter of
resume opera tions Wednesday
Thomas Mann, the great German
morning. The factory has been
novelist,an exile from Nazi Gerclosed for some time in order that
Tba pnbllahar aball not ba llabla
many, was brought to Jhe city
far nay arror or arrora In prinUnf
extensive repairs could be made
by the Holland branch, American
aay advartialnc unlsaa a proof of
and would have been started much
Association of University Women,
mch advarUaemant aball hava boon
earlier than this if the storms and
Spring Lake.
obtained by adrartlaar and raturnad
to speak on "The Fifth Column in
b- bin la Uma for corr action with
ensuing delays on the railroads
Frank Essenburg and wife to
Seven Countriea."Slender, in•a b arrora or correction! noted
had not held things up.
Charles R. Sligh Jr. Lots 1 and 2
plainly tbaraon;and In tticb eaaa If
tense, th* speaker demanded the
Grand Haven Tribune: Walter I.
any error ao noted la not corrected,
Kymer Elhart Subdivision . Pt.
interest of her audience with her
pnbllabara liability aball not exceed tition much.
Lillie has resigned as assistant
Ixit 2 U. S. GovernmentSurvey
well modulated voice which showmfth a proportionof the entire apace
limited power continue, German
Jesus was not and Ls not against prosecutingattorney of Ottawa
Township Park.
ed practicallyno trace of her Geroccupied by the error baare to the
youth will not revolL she predict*
whole apace occupiedby auch adver- public prayer, rightly used. It has county and the order releasing him
Horace G. Galbraith and wife to
man background.She was intro- ed. Only when they are convinced
its place. He used it when He felt has been made by Judge Cross in
Charles R. Sligh Jr. Lots 3, 4 and
duced by Mrs. James Brierley, that Germany cannot win in tht
like it. If He had not, we should accordance with Mr. Lillie's reTEEM* OF SUBSCRIPTION
Pt. Lot 5 Kymer and Elhart Subpresident of A.A.U.W.
fcpd — only then will collapse
One year 12.00; Six month* 11.25; have had no record of prayer from quest.
Opening her lecture with an come.
division. Pt. Lot 2 U. S. Govern
Three BOB the 75c; 1 month SSo; Single His lips. Nor did He condemn
While descending the steps from
anecdote containingan indirect
eopy Sc. Subacrlptlon* payable In adfollowing is printed: ’’The United ment Survey Township Park and
When the collapse does come,
ranoa and will be promptly dleeon- asking for a thing a second time Dr. Boss’ office Bessie Kraker, six
slap at the "America First" ot^
Pt. Lot 2 Section 35-5-16.
and it will «he prophesied, defeat
tlnuad if not renewed.
or the third time. He Himself years old, slipped on the ice and States of America. This bill enganization,Miss Mann traced the
Gerrit J. Visser and wife to
will be a great shock which may
titles the bearer to receive 8 SpanBnbacrlbarawill confer a favor by prayed in the garden the same
fell to the cement walk breaking
history of the term “fifth column"
raportlatpromptly any Irrafularlty
have some of the effects of a
ish
Milled
dollars or the value Henry Leeuw and wife. Pt.'Sl SE1
The
Rev.
Marion
de
Velder
prayer
three
times
before
victory
her leg just above the ankle.
t. dallvary. Write or phone SltL
NEi Section 20-5-15 Township opened the meeting with prayer to the Spanish general who, shock administered in mental Illthereof
in gold or silver currency,
came. So long as our need and oar
The Rev. L. P. Dykstra, who has
marching toward Madrid with four nesses. It may shake some of the
Holland.
after which Rotarian Carl Andreaheart are in it, we may keep on been the pastor of the Grace Re- according to resolution passed by
Isaac
Kouw
and
wife
to
Donald
SURPRISE IN LANSING
sen distributed cigars among the columns, stated that within the Nazi poison out of the German
praying. It was the empty going formed church of Grand Rapids for congress at Philadelphia Sept 26, Schingan. Lots 30 and 31 Blk. 13
members of the club as he was city was a fifth column which minds.
1778. Signed S. Walter."
Surprise is being expressed by over prayers, the piling up of
the past three years, will sever his
would assure the victory.
Howard's
2nd
Addition
Township
To fill these minds with fait
congratulated' upon '"a blessed
William Duven of the senior
certain officialsin Lansing over meaninglessphrases that He re- connection with that church next
'To use the term in regard to hope, and democratic ideals, three
Holland.
event." It was announced that
class
of
the
Western
Theological
oddities of the expense accounts of sisted.
Sunday when he will preach his
Walter Bruhn and wife to Jacob Philip Cummings would speak on someone we disagree with politi- German generations must be conseminary is in receipt of the promJesus spent much time in prayer. farewellsermon. The Rev. Mr.
Kraai
and wife. Lot 27 Fairfield ‘The Outlook for Modem Youth” cally is erroneous," she said. "A sidered— the older Germans, not
•ome who draw their pay from the
ise of a call to the Reformed
No
doubt
that is what we would Dykstra will go to Ebenezerwhere
fifth columnist is a home-made too difficult to handle; those who
Addition Grand Haven.
state. The sinprise is probably
at the Holland High school audichurch of Manhattan, Mont.
expect. Still He is the one person he will take charge of the Reformenemy, one willing to deliver his were children when Hitler came
feigned, not real At least it is hard
Einar
L.
Hansen
and
wife
to
torium
Nov.
25
under
the
sponJoe Dykstra who succeeds Henry
we
naturally would think could ed church there.
country
from within to the to power and who are hia personal
Carlotta
B.
Ewing.
Pt.
SW1
NWi
to see how anyone with even the
sorships of the various clubs and
Rottschafer as principal of the
get along without prayer at all
enemy without."
Miss Inda Knoll celebrated her
SWi
Section
33-8-16
Township
possessions, having known no
least experience in such things can
organizations
of
Holland.
A
furBelleview high school is visiting
In Europe the fifth column is other world, and whose minds will
be genuinely surprised. Expense He had abundant resources in and 7th birthday anniversary, Satur- friends in this city. Mr. Dykstra Grand Haven.
ther announcement stated that a
accountshave been padded since of Himself. It was often the case, day, March 23. Her guests were was formerlya student at Hope
Fred T. Miles and wife to Don meeting concerning first-aid disappearingbecause, with few not be open to change; and the
Van Dyke and wife. Lot 34 Lugers courses for industrialemployes is exceptions, Europe has been con- present day children, who altime immemorialand after the however, that when He had a busy Janet Knoll, Katherine Knoll, college.
quered by its help. While prepar- though they have known wily the
pnaent flurry has subsided they day before Him or was about to Ruth Nibbelink, Cora Knoll, Ruth
to be held at the City hall Nov.
Miss Hilda Damson who Is teach- Addition Holland.
ing for this conquest, the fifth present day world, have flexible
wil continue to be padded; pad- undertakeanything of exceptional Ver Wey, Evelyn Boone, Carolyn ing in the Grand Haven schooii is
Nellie Brian to Ed. L. A. Jacob- 19.
column
was important,she ex- minds and will not be difficult to
importance, He sought to be alone Van Etta, Jennie Raper, Cornelia
Warren
S.
Merriam
and
Charles
ding aKpen— accountsis in the
spending the spring vacation in itz and wife. Pt. NEi Section 1-7Blok, Gertrude Blok, Martha this city.
R. Sligh, Jr., were congratulated plained. The many who were work with.
vmy nature of things. Certainly in prayer.
15 Township Crockery.
working were considered"idealWe are not to suppose, however, Toren, Lillian Smith. Gertrude
Miss Mann stated that the Innot aU who work for the state enJohn C. Dunton and wife to upon their new capacities,respecJames Williams left this afterists," a "little peculiar,"but now
that He prayed merely to set i Vander Hard, Clyde Harrington,
clination here and in Britain
tively,as commodore of West
gage in the practice,but the numIsaac
Kouw.
PL
NWi
SWi
Section
good example for His disciples Clyde Geerlings, Willie Van Etta, noon for Windsor. Canada, where
seem* to be that when the war
MichiganYachting associationand they are hated, despised.
ber ia always large enough to add a
20-5-15Township Holland.
All the revolutionary glamor is is done, then "we can return to
Prayer with Him was a matter of Agord Felt, Arthur Cobb, Cornelia he is connected with the De Pree
president of the Ottawa-AUegan
ra— hhrahle amount to the state's
Clyde
A.
Schrlbner
and
wife
to
now shifting to the real revolu- our own business."
necessity.He called upon His Fa- Bayson, Rena Bayson, Arthur Chemical Co.'s branch factory.
Boy Scout council.
The Ottawa County Republican Charles Lautenbach and wife. Pt.
tionists, the "democratic” fifth
ther in every hour of need and Steketee, Kenneth Parish and Gar"What is our own business?*
Visitors
included
Coach
Milton
Anditov, General Vernon J.
convention will be held in the Lot 4 and Pt. SWi SWi Section 21columnists, who are dying, work- she demanded. First the war must
located the secret of His strength ord Scott.
Hinga of Hope Cbllege, A. FitzBrawn has been poking into the
7-13
Township
Tallmadge.
Court house in Grand Haven on
ing, suffering for the liberation
just wheb we must locate our
The Miases Clara McClellan, AnAccounts and has discoveryde A. Scribnerand wife to gerald of Kalamazoo and Rotar- of their countries. However, the be won and Hitlerism and hia war
Tuesday for the purpose of electown.
na
Boot,
Margaret
Van
Weelden,
machine destroyed Second must
ians Dr. John Masseiinkand Wilhighly interesting facts.
«4
ing 22 delegates to the Republi- Peter Kort. Pt. Government Lot 4
fifth column is still importantin come the assurance beyond a
Jesus constantly emphasizedthe and Amy Kimpton who are attendliam
Barren,
both
of
Zeeland.
am. trips regularly from
can State convention to be held at Section 20-7-13 Township TallThere will no ' meeting next Switzerland,Portugal,and very doubt, that there won’t be anHarbor to Paw Paw for the fact that requests to humans are ing the State Normal at Ypsilanti Bay City April 11. Twenty-two madge.
frequently granted only after Im- are home on their Spring vacaThursday because of the holiday. Important in the Americai, the other war in the next 20 years.
liquor eantr6l commiarionare said
Jefferson A. Page and wife to
delegates will also be chosen to
portunity.Very often a request we tion.
However the club will meet again said significantly, stating that she
Unilateral dlaaimament,not to
to poala Mr. Brawn. Ha ia equally
attend the Republican Districtcon- James Bignell and wife. Lot 9
make
of our fellow men is granted
Nov. 27 at which time some had been informed of an all-out be achieved by just signing a
Bert Cathcartwho is attending
‘ ‘hr regular trips from OonBlk. 23 Munroe and Harris Addionly after extreme pressure has the Michigan Agricultural-college vention to be held in Grand Rapcolorful motion pictures of life in fifth column enterprise towards treaty, must be carried out The
• Phrmlngton, There are
tion Grand Haven.
been brought upon Mm. The Mas- at Lansing is spending the spring ids. Holland city will be representSun valley will provide one of the the American defense industry.
Idea of non-intervention Is just
both Paw Paw and
Bemath
S. Ernst and wife to
ed
by
49
delegates
at
the
county
Two hundred staff key men as dangerous in the cultural and
features.
ter wants us to remember that we vacation at his home on West 13th
The state pays the
are now busy in this country, education fields. "We— not on hi
convention and these delegates Henry L. Willis. Pt. Lot 2 Section
hould not surrendertoo readily Street
____ for the employes
busy instructing, teaching,the England. America, Russia, but also
will be chosen Friday evening; 5-8-16 Township Spring Lake.
in our failure to secure desired
Miss Harriet Notler who is
these regular trips. Like
Magdeline
Lammers
et
al
to
home-made fifth columists. the invaded countriea,must unite
Zeeland
will
be
represented
by
ten
end|. If s need is sufficiently teaching at the Spring Lake
Ifr. Brawn. Mr. John Q. Otian is
Jake Van Hoven and wife. Pt.
Many of them may be Idealists to secure the better life for the
great we will be prompted to con- schools is spendingthe spring va- and Holland townshipby 14.
mlghHV lataeated in the necesstill. Of those the speaker had peoples of the world."
Si
Section 9-5-13.
A
wedding
took
place
at
the
centrate upon securing it Persis- cation in this city.
aftr tor those trips.
John H. Milkamp and wife to
home of the bride's mother, Mrs.
Prof. Wiliam Gouboze of Hol- met, more were stupid than wickFollowing the lecture, Miss
Miss Rose Brusse, a student at
A rituatiooabout at curious has tant effort is occasionallythe’ reH. Vander Kolk in Zutphen, when Ralph J. Bredeweg and wife. PL land was in charge of both ser- ed, but perhaps the stupid are Mann was entertained at an inquisite of a desired result.
the
Kalamazoo
Normal
is
visiting
dtraknodk tha Saginaw-BayCity
vices at the Reformed church the more dangerous, she said.
formal reception in tM home of
Upon many occasions He em- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry her daughter Hattie was united in SWi SWi SecUon 10-5-13.
area. The aaka tax bureau has a
Three words have never gone Mr. and Mrs. Brierley on West
Hubert Van Regenmorter and Sunday, Nov. 9. He called on the
mamage to John A. Nykamp, son
phasized the fact that we should Brusse.
man la Bmr City who makes daily
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Nykamp of wife to Ralph J. Bredeweg et al C. Postma family followingthe together— Nazi, decent, Intelligent, 12th St. by members of the
approach the throne of God in
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Eric Johntrijpi to laglntw a t the expense
Miss Mann declared.
WH SEi Section 4-5-13 Township afternoonservice.
A.A.U.W. Miss Mann is to speak
humility. In His parable dealing son of Macatawa park— a ten West Drenthe. A wedding also
of the state, of ooune. But this
Telling of her experiences in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
HaazeJamestown.
took
place
at
the
home
of
the
in Detroit and Ann Arbor today
with the Pharisee and the publi- pound boy. Mr. Johnson is the asbureau h« another man in
Louis Prelesnik and wife to Al- voort entertained several couples Europe recently, she related an and tomorrow.
can,
He
who
acknowledged
his sistant light keeper at the light groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Satonaw who makes daily trips to
George Schreur of East Drenthe bert M. Miller and wife. Lot 8 with an aluminum demonstration
weakness was more acceptable to house.
Bay citr aku of course at the exwhen their son Bertus was united Swan’s SubdivisionPt. Ei NEi supper held at their home one
God
than
he
who
boasted
of his
"Giving Thanks at Midnight’*
Nicodemus Bosch was nominatpense of the state. There may be a
evening last week.
righteousness.We should not think ed mayor on the Republican ticket in marriage to Johanna Palmbos, NEi Sept ion 32-8-16.
(Psalm
119:62) will be the sermon
good reason for such an arrangeMiss Ann Cotts attended a
Robert Kammeraad and wife to
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. Palmsubject at the special Thanksgiving
mmt, but anyone who knows how of our prayers as commands to at the caucus held last evening in bos of West Drenthe.
shower
given
for
the
fiancee
of
Adrian Kammeraad and wife. Lot
God. They are the simple, humble Lyceum rink. Following is the Rethe state of Michigan— or any state
Donald Milewski led the Inter- service to be held in the church
10 Blk. C. John W. Verhoeks Addi- her cousin Jay R. Kamps at Zeerequests of contritehearts.
publican
ticket
nominated:
For
for that matter-does business will
land Thursday, Nov. 6.
mediate C. E. Sunday night and from 10 to 11 a.m. Thursday.The
tion
Grand
Haven.
It is proper and right that we Treasurer, Nicholas Essenburg; Western Machine Relief
not be hard to convince that no
Mr. and Mrs. D. De Bruyn of there was an increase In atten- special offering will be for the
Harris A. Cook to Myron E.
riiould give some attention to the for Justice of the Peace: Short
Foreign Missionarywork of the
good season exists. Any private
Society in Annual Meet Brown and wife. Ei NEi SWi Sec- Zeeland entertained several rela- dance.
content of our prayers. They term, Thomas N. Robinson, Long
Reformed church.
tives last Friday evening, Nov. 7.
burinmi would simply shift the
tion 12-6-14 Township Blendon.
Jimmie Van Lente was in charge
should not be hasty, haphazzard, term, Raymond Visscher; for supThere was a large attendance
Among
them
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
two men around and thus save two
At the second annual meeting John Kleef to Henry F. Hurling
of the Young People's C. E. meetnor puerile in their content. For ervisor; First District, G. W.
at the informal tea sponsoredby
daily trips. But that is hardly to
of
the Western Machine Tool and wife. Pt. Lot 7 Village Cedar W. Berghorst of this place.
ing and the following members of
this reason, well- worded, printed Kooyers, second district,Chris
the-EveningCircle"of the Willing
Mrs, H. H. Vander Molen spent
be exacted from the state.
works relief society held Thursday Swamp Section 28-5-15.
the North Holland C. E. were preprayers have an advantage,pro- Nibbelink; for alderman: First
Workers Aid society and held in
a few days with her children,Mr.
Hr. Brown has learned that
night in the Temple building, pressent
as
visitors
and
took
part
in
Norman Petersen and wife to
vided their use does not become ward, L. E. Van Drezer, second
of Mrs. John Teninga
some state employes in Detroit are formal.
ent officers were reelectedfor the John K. Van Lente and wife. Pt. and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and the discussion,John Maassen,
last Friday afternoon.
ward, Arthur Drinkwater; third coming year. Forty men attended
Sharon Marie at Muskegon.
making weekly trips to Lansing—
Roger
Raak,
Cynthia
Dalman
and
NWi
SWi
Section
32-5-15
HolThose who come to God in ward, Teunis Prins; fourth ward,
The J. R. Newell family of BoeThe farm home of Mr. and Mrs. GertrudeMaassen.
at state expense. Yet some of them
the affair. Music was supplied by land.
prayer must believe that God is. FYank Bolhuis: fifth ward, Henry
ton, Maas., has moved into the
Julius
Aisworth
was
completely
She actually working their field
the Big Four Serenadersand reJohn C. Dunton and wife to
The Martin Boersma family of home formerly occupied by the
Confidence and faith in the exist- Sterrenburg. This news story ap•ut of a Detroit office. Once more,
freshments were served under the Ikaac Kouw and wife. Blks 5 and destroyed by fire of an unknown
Allendale has moved into the house Louis Lawrence family.
ence of God and in His willingness peared in the Tuesday,March 26
origin
on
Tuesday,
Nov.
11.
there may be a legitimate reason
directionof Ralph Cramer. It was 10 Lots 6 to 15 and Lots 26 to
to hear are fudamentallyat the issue.
Miss Jennie CUster of James- recently vacated by the Henry
why thoae weekly trips must be
voted to raise the benefitsof the 35 Blk. 9 Township Holland.
basis of all prayer. If we ask betown and Mr. and Mrs. L. Mul- Lugers family.
The Hope College committee on societyfrom $1.50 to $2 a day.
made to Lansing. There may be,
Esther Galier et al to Louis
Donald Kronemeyer, student at Couple Celebrates 35th
lievingly, we shall receive. Petiprizes reported this morning that
but experienceIndicates that in
Officers are: President,Charles Wegusen. Lot 169 Henevelds Sup. der of Zeeland spent Sunday with
the
Hartnung Aviation school In
tions offered without confidence they had selected Hessel Yntema
all probabilitythere is not.
Vander Schaaf; vice-president,Resubdivision of Resubdivision the latter’s children,Mr. and Mrs. Detroit,was home over the week- Wedding Anniversary
and trust in a living God rise no as first choice and Miss Gertrude
Cyrus
Mulder
and
Lawrence.
There is no cause for surprise
Ben Dalman; secretary,Olen An- West Michigan Park Township
higher than the petitionersmind. J. Hoekje as alternate for the
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lucas of 4J
Members of the Ladies Mis- end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
in all this. Expense accountsof
dersen; treasurer, George Tuber- Park.
Only such prayers will prevail General Scholarship offered by the
sionary society met at the Swart Judd Kronemeyer.
East
27th St. celebrated their 35th
Its employes alone cost Michigan in
gen; directors,George Gunther,
Martha D. Kollen to Charles home on Wednesday.Mrs. De
Mrs. Martin Ten Brink and
and be effective as are based upon University of Michigan. This scholthe neighborhoodof $2,000,000 a
wedding
anniveraary Saturday,
three years. Tony Steinfort.two Looman and wife. Lot 162 Diekthe sincerity of the one praying. arship is offered to one student in
Vries and Mrs. Ben Martinie were daughter, Eleanor Kay, and Mrs.
year. The feeling that there is no
years, and John Teusink. one year. ema Homestead Addition Holland.
Nov.
15,
by
entertaininga number
Florence
Van
Hula
motored
to
To bring our requests to God with- each of the donom'mtional colhostess.
bottom to the public trough is a
John Holst Jr. and wife to Adout conviction that their granting leges in the state. It consists of
Peter
Moll
of
Holland
spent Port Huron last week. Mrs. Harry of friends and relatives.Games
common one. Many state employes
Local Couple Married
olph F. Blankenburgand wife. Lot Sunday, Nov. 9, with friends here. Ford of Grand Rapids accompanied were played and a three-course
get into the frame of mind of w highly desirable and essential three hundred dollars to enable
130 Laug’s Assessor'sPlat Number
to our own welfare and that of
Ray La Mar was a supper guest them and Mrs. Van Hula will spend lunch was served by the hostess.
the appointees to spend a year at in Church Parsonage
thinking that they are entitledto
1 Coopersville.
others is sheer mockery. Only as the University.
of friends in Lament on Sunday, the winter there with her brother,
The following were present: Mr.
these funds that come from padded
Mr. and Mrs. La Vem De Vries
Fred Westing.
Alfred Holst et al to Adolph F. Nov. 9.
our petitionsrepresent true needs
Yesterday Mrs. Hendrik Harse- are at home at 275 West 19th St.
and Mrs. August Hasten, Mr. and
expense accounts. It is a vicious
Blankenburg and wife. Lot 130
Roy Bremer of Mania tique, Mrs. Gerrit Jansen, Mr. and Mra.
and honest desires can we expect vook of Olive townshipcelebrated
Richard Mulder spent the weeksystem that preiodicaliyattracts
following their marriage Nov. 6 Laug's Assessor’s Plat Number 1
satisfactoryresponse from God.
end with Alvin Rezelman at Hol- Mich., spent the week-end with his Marvin Poflman, Mr. and Mra.
the
85th
anniversary
of
her
birth.
the spotlight. Then the easy-going
In the home of the bride's mother.
land.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
One of the functionsof prayer is
Bom yesterday to Mr. and Mrs. The ceremony was performed by Coopersville.
Julius Brown, Mrs. Nellie Van
public forgets the whole thing
to provide an occasion and the
Francis Knoper who is employ- Bremer.
G.
W.
Deur,
14
West
18th
Street
Klavero, Mrs. Lillian Lucas and
again and the practice continues
the Rev. Daniel Zwier.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas De Vries
channel for the expressionof grat- a 10 pound boy.
ed at Buchanan spent the weekas usual
Nonna of Bentheim,Mr. and Mrs.
Attending the couple were Eleaand
daughter,Mary, apent Sunitude to God. It is doubtful if any
end
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Prof. John M. Slagh, of the Lat- nor De Vries as bridesmaidand
Herm Stroeven of Fremont, Mr.
Mrs.
P.
Knoper.
day afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
prayer is complete in which the
FOR
THE CHURCH INVITES YOU note of thanksgiving is not pre- in Departmentof the Marmtee Marvin Bonzelaar as best man.
and Mrs. Art Bruggeman, Mr. and
The
families of W. Berghorst Orie Emmons in GrandviUe.
High school, is in the city spend- The bride Is the former Hazel BonEdgar Guest says of the church:
and H. Luurtsema attended the
The annual meeting of the Mrs. Gerrit Vanden Elat and Gersent It seems to be necessary in ing his spring vacation here.
‘It has strengthenedand susProf. A. E. Lampen, president
zelaar, daughter of Mrs. Alice
wedding of the former’* son, Peter Boosters class will be held at the rit and Clara Bruggeman, til of
order to provide a basis on which
The Misses Margaret and Ruth Bonzelaar, 165 West 17th St.
tained me in times of sorrow. It
Grand Rapids.
oi the Holland Exchange club, toCotts, and Miss Betsy Van Klom- church in the form of a pot-hick
to send up one's petition to God.
has opened the door to many felday extended his thanks to thoae penburg at Jamestown Thursday
supper Tuesday evening at 1:30
A person who is not grateful fer
lowships. It has made my speech
who help make the club’s annual evening, Nov. 6. Mias Ann Cotts P-m. Annual report* wiu be given
what he has already received does
lass bitter. It has widened my
junior theater party Saturday attended,the bride as bridesmaid.
not stand the same chance of reand the election dt officers will
Tel Us Give ThanJjs,
field of labor. It has kept me
forenoon a big success.
Oonaiatory meeting was held take place. Thia elan will he In
ceiving what he asks for as does
straight when I have been temptHis
thanks were extended to at the Reformed church Monday
the thankful soul. We would hardcharge of the Chris tmaa program
Henry Carley, local theater mana- evening. Nov. 10.
ed. It haa led me to read many
ly treat a neighbor that way, and
to be given at the church.
books I should otherwise have
ger, for donating use of the two
Morris Atwood and Norman "Prayer and Thaalagiviiig" will
why should we think of God as a
miarad. It has brought to my door
theaters for the pa$y. The club Kunzi visited relatives at Greenperson who is always ready to
be the topic to be coneldtred at
countless friends I should otherpresident also desires to extend ville one day last week.
hand out to us anything we think
a special service to be held in the
“A liar Humid harp a good mSjfl- wlsa have lost Above and beyond
his thanks to Hart and Cooley
Rev. F. Nets began the annual church Wednesday at 7 JO pm.
will promote our comfort and pros•B that, it has paid me in peace
ManufacturingCo. for donating house visitation this week.
There will be no choir rehearsal
perity. The factor of thanksgiving
of mind.’’
cartons to box up the foodstuffs
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blaauw* this
KOVZMKI
rT'7-".
Play* a large part in the ScripWhy not accept the invitation tures. The Psalms abound in that
and to the Rooks Transfer lines kamp of Harlem were - supper
CliffordOn thank, student It the
U-HohsmoDsn*bock fce
Md go to church next Sunday*
for the trucks to haul it to the guests at the home of Mr. and
note and the Changes are rung on
Hartnung Aviation school in De*
Nazi!, 1539.
Salvation anny and City Rescue Mrs. W. Berghorst on Sunday
everywherein God's world.
troit, spent the week-end with his
aJssion for distributionto needy •vwfoj, Nov. 9.
N*w
Track
parent!, Mr. end Mis. Clifford
persons at Thanksgiving.
Elxinga win be a tenant Onthank, Sr.
Rebekaks to Officiate
on a farm near Allendale.
Attwen Pint Alarm
« Mb. and Mrs. Ben Kean of HudJ. Grant of GrandviUeredecora- ronville and Mr. tad Mrs. John
at Lodge Initiations
Marlene Le Jetne Hoe
ted aome rooms at the B. Ma* Yntma of Zeeland were gussts at
The Holland fire department’s
At a meeting of "the Erutha
tlnle home last week.
Party on Birthday
pumper track responded to Rebakah lodge Friday night, plans
the home of Mr. end Mis. Stanley
Several local men are making Yntema,
. ‘
, Marine Le Jeune celebrated
were discussed to assist the Odd
last elgli plans*
plana for deer hunting trip*.
her ninth birthday
William Idema of Grand Rapids
Fellows In putting on a chicken
to Dyke and Homstra’s
Saturday .with a party in
was a Sunday visitorat the par40 bcBeflt **
jfth SL and Washington h^ffr.iin»f?pember
afternoon in her home at
.••••:
topital bed program.
An inviUAwiomcc Engagement
West 30th St. Among the guests
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hulat of
tkm from the Grand Rapid! lodge
h<<i
•rad on fire. Firemen ex- *i* read asking Blanche Bur*
were Shirley Brisbin, Mary Alice ol Local Coieple
St Louis, Moh are visitingtheir
Hohman, Bettor Ottinger, Joan
Mr. Md Mn. John W. Walton sister, Mis. John Vlkman of Jen- ‘I hffe* ft* to* itorted raws and her staff to initiatea
m i discarded cigarette. A dais. The Holland staff will moHindert, Patty LeJcune, Jacquelyn of route 6 announce the engage- iron park.
to hotejm burned in the tor to Moline Tuesday night to
ment of her daughter,Either Mr. and Mrs. Willard Penna and
gjtototo the Are was ex- initiatea class for the Moline
to Jack Lamar, son of Mir. and •on, ’Billie, were guests at the
tt-Wm.lt
*swif WISS MKJ
'0
Mra Peter Umar of route X No home —** parents, Mr. and
of their
Nancy Vande Wage.
date has been act for the wedding. Mnn George 9t John.
National Advartlaln* RapraaantaUva
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Joseph Goebbels. Addressing hef
former countrymen twice a week
from London, she told them how
within they could end Hitlerism.
The fact that the German
people were listening and that
a change in their attitude is tak«
ing place, Is evidenced by Mp*
Goebbels’* reactions and the
changed tenor of the oMtuariea
now appearing In the Germ**
newspapers, she averred.' Mist
Mann declared that she was highly pleased and flattered by the
extensive Journalisticefforts of
Mi*. Goebbels following her
broadcasts..
She told of the distastefulInnovation,the so-called "matin*
day" in Germany, which must be
extremely offensive to Germans
of the older generation. Oldtf
Germans are now reaching a state
of despair, but not of revolt, she
said. The young people in Germany are not even desperate yet
As long aa Hitler keeps on
winning and the promises for un>
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to the two. Bennett dove over cen-

ter for

the

LOSS TO RIVALS passed to

score, and Jonker
Boeve for the added

point.

POTS HOLLAND

350
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Local Deer

MilewsW returnedMcFadden's
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Kalamazoo Central ..........
Benton Harbor ................

Grand Haven .............
HoUand ............................

1

2
3

4
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Last Weeks’ Results
Muskegon Heights 7, Muskegon
6.

Grand Haven

33, Holland 7.

Holland high at the end of three

was leading the Grand
Haven eleven, 7-6, in the game
periods

up well for three periods,

then
collapsed completely and the
speedy Grand Haven backs ripped
the line to shreds in the final period. On the line, the work of the
guards, Maatman and Van Zyl and
Heneveld at end stood out. Van
Lente and Vande Bunte did a good
job of backing up the line. In the
backfield, the ruriningof Wheaton,
before he was injured in the third
period, was outstanding, while the
passing of Rotman was up to his
usual standard.
On the line of Grand Haven,

played on Ferry field in the county seat But In the final stanza
the Buccaneersstarted an attack McFadden, Rescorla,and Boeve
that netted 27 points and the final proved to be bulwarks on defense.
score read: Grand Haven, 33, The line-backing of Harry Duer
stamped this individualas all-conHolland, 7.
The game was played on dry fercnce material. Among the hardturf which aided the teams in charging backs on thr Buccaneer
tossing aerials. Grand Haven hurl- squad, the running of Finny Hale
ed 19 passes and connected for and the plunging of Bennett was
11, while the Dutch 'iLled the air outstanding.

In addition to selling hunting license, a large number of permits
was sold to permit hunters to kill
deer for camp use.
Here is a partial list of those
who have bought licenses this
year in anticipationof bagging a
buck during the 15-day season:
Sam Althuis, Joseph De Vries,
G Tubergen, Oscar Peterson, Marian Zeerip, Walter Pelon, Leonard
Pelon. Phillip Du Shane, Leroy
Du Shane, Peter Stygstra.
David Nordhoff,Theron A.
Stone, Abel Berkompu, Clifford
Berkompas, Jacob Bakker, Chris
Van Slooten,Charles Bennett,
Marvin Bennett, Albert R. Tibbe,
Joe Kleeves.
Dene Murray, Charles Russell

AT Local Probation Records
Prove Augustus as Righil
C00PERSV1LLE

PLANT SOU)

-

kickoff 29 yards to the 39. MilewAn increase over lut year, this tin Schipper, Henry Kuyers, Mabel
ski cut through right tackle for 11
vicinity's 1941 deer army totaled Kuyers, John Hulst, John Young,
yards, but this threat was stopped

approximately 350 hunters by
when Jonker interceptedVan the time the 15-day seasoh opens
Kampen’s pass on the Dutch 47. in Michigan Saturday morning.
On the first play, Jonker faded A survey of the places in the
back down from behind on the 6. city where deer licenses are sold
G.H. Blutt Dutch Lead by Hale made it look easy by going showed that 331 licenseshad been
through right tackle for the score,
sold by late Thursday. Late sales
and the Jonker to Boeve combina- Thursday and Friday were ex27-Peint Amult in
tion chalked up the extra point pected to bring total number of
Lut Quarter
and ended the scoring for the af- licenses to approximately350.
ternoon. The Dutch had time to
At least four non-resident licfinal standings
rack up another /first down before
Won Loot the gun sounded ending hostilities. enses to out-of-statehunters have
Muskegon Heights ............
0
The Dutch forward wall stood been sold here. They cost $23 each.
Muskegon

Engaged

Army

Stacey McBride, Eldon Dick and
Ben Walters.
Arthur Peeks, Glen C. Larsen,
N. Baldwin, G. J. Geerds, Joaeph
Moran, Clifford L, Berg, Clifford
De Feyter, Garold Van Koevtring
Benjamin G. Lemmen, Lambert

—

—

-

Tribute oo Centennial If the work and who assists
in his district Fred Bates o<<
Paid Man
Started
Rapids is supervisorof tbs <
which includes Ottawa, J
Reformation
and Kent counties.
<

Ooopersville,Nov. 19 — Having
purchased a plant here from the
Pet Milk Co., the Air Control
Products, Inc., of Muskegon plana
to begin making airplane part*
If John Augustus,the nation’s
for the government in the remodeled factory by the first of the original "probation officer,"were
year.
alive today, he might remark:
Nearly 100 men will be em- "Human nature never changes."
ployed when full production ia
From that memorable August
reached, it was said here.
day of 1841 until his death June
SimultaneouslyPet Milk offl- 21, 1598, he learned that most of
ciala said their company would the 2,000 or more persons he saved
build a new receiving station on from prison terms in Boston were
propertylocated between the vil- worth redemption.
lage water works and land owned
One hundred years from the
by Henry TenHave. The Swan- time he provided bail for his first
lund Furniture warehouse,which "ragged wretch," the faith of Aug
had been housed in part of the ustus in mankind is vindicated by
Pet Milk property, will occupy a the probation records of Ottawa
new warehouse to he located on and Allegan counties,of Michigan
US-16 next to the Mulder Motor
and of the entire nation.
Co.
Ottawa county at the present
The milk company property
time has 63 persons on probation
here comprises a one and twostory combinationbrick building and under the supervisionof Prowith approximately33,000 square bation Officer Jack Spangler, ac-

t

Kruuze.

Mack Deeds, Gerrit Ver Beek,
George Slocum, Henry Jacobs,
Joe H. Geerds, Gary Datama
Jacob Fris, Dr. William Weatrate,

Bert Kimber and Robert Woldring.

Cornelius Schregardus, John
Van Den Berg, William Jacobs,
John De Wilde, Preston Boe, M.
Keller, Harry Glanton, Arthur
Kronemeyer, H. C. Morrell and
John Vrieling.
Peter Borchers, John Kuiper,
Ruth Klaonors Truablood
Glen Gillespie,Peter J. Kuyers,
Jacob N. Lievense, Edward HeneMr. and Mrs. C. R. Trueblood, 91
veld, Casper Schregardus, Donald
West
18th St., announce the enRussell, Melverne Russell and
gagement of their daughter, Ruth
Chester Foes.
Henry Mulder, Ed Vile, Elmer Eleonore, to Ensign Jack L. Daray,
Mulder, Leo Beans, D. H. Vande Jr., of Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Daray
Bunte, George Glupker, Frank Unof Cherry Hills, Flossmore road,
derwood. Charles Wabeke, W. R
Chicago, 111. Misa Trueblooi is a
Beans, John Kamps.
Louis Taylor, Herman Smeyers, graduate of Oberlin college and
Lem Brickman, Leo Arnold, Henry the Katherine Gibbs Secretarial

Who

Muskegon cording to Judge Fred T. Miles.
firm has already brought new The average is about 60. Since
equipment for the factory and is last January, only five have been
planning several additionsand ex- sentenced for violationsof proba
feet of floor space. The

Dr. Ralph Hall Finis of L
who has held the position
a number of years, is head of
state system as

sing,

probation.

Augustus may or may not
visioned the future of ]
when in court that August
ing of 1841 he saw "an ©(fiber
ter, followed by a ragged
wreched looking man,
his seat upon the bench
to prisoners."
"I Imagined from the man’s
pearance," Augustussaid, "that
offense was that Of yielding to
appetite for Intoxicating

WM

and In a few moments X
that my suspicion were
. Before sentencs hdH
passed I conversed with him
found that he was not y*t
hope of reformation, altbo
appearance precluded a
the minds of others that ha
ever become a MAN again.*'
The drunkard’s earnest
to shun liquor if he could bt
from prison prompted Augustus
ball him with court pemusskm.
.

.

;

tensive remodeling, expected to be tion terms.
An average of 35 are on proba
finished by the end of December.
Bennett. Peter J. Meeusen, Ed- Plaggemars,Roger Schepen, Ed school At present she has a secretion in Allegan county. During the
tarial
position
in
the
foreign
trade
ward Wolters, Raymond Ten Have, Don! van, Eugene Groters, fcrnest
past 18 months, Probation Officer
department of Sanborn Medical Borcalo Couple Feted on
Willis Overbeek, FYed Babcock, Edwards, Earl Vander Kolk.
Harold F. Weston has informed At last Augustus,’
Instrument
Co.,
of
Cambridge,
Gilbert
Van
Wleren,
Harold
Van
Kenneth E. Hall, Melvin De Jonge,
Judge Miles, only three persons shop stood, just off tha old
Mass.
Mr.
Daray
is a graduateof
Wedding
Anniversary
Wieren, Gerrit B. Lemmen, Glenn
Nick Van Den Beldt.
have
been imprisoned after show- police court and who bad
with 15 tosses and completed 5.
Mr. and Mrs. William Weenum
Lester M. Anderson, Ranford Bcnnette, J. Oscar Spjut, James the School of Business Administraing themselves unable or unwilling tares ted in the plight Of
In first downs, the Buccaneers
tion
of
TUlane
university
and
the
who have been residing in BorWenzel, Junior Deters, J. W. R. Conner, Ben Dlrkse, Preston
were far ahead. They racked up 21
Naval Officer’s Training school of culo for the past 24 years were to comply with the provisions of drunkardswho were
Chamberlain, Peter Sierema, How- Hopkins, Edward Van Oosterhout,
peat numbers , to the
probation.
to Holland's 6.
ard Lievense, Willard De Jcnge, Bart Hoover and Peter Kalkman. Harvard university.He has just surprised by a group of 50 to 60
Michigan, nearing the end of the Correction,had his first
The Dutch played good defensive
been appointed as supply officer at relatives Wednesday evening in
Frank Van Slooten, John Flieman,
Ordered to appear ia
28th year of legalized probation
ball for three periods, then in the
the naval air base at Cristobal, their home.
Jr., Melvin Kragt.
three weeks, the drunkard
in
the
state,
has
nearly
12,000—
fourth the entire defense collapsed
Panama
Canal
zone. No definite
A program of music and games
Charles Morris, Louis Williams,
probation of a sober man. Augustus
like a paper sack and the Farbordate has been set for the wedding. was presented and refreshments mostly men—
Wilford Nienhuis, Ralph Parsons,
panted tbs min to court «t tha
ites scored at will. NeiSher team
were
served. Gifts were presented which about 85 per cent abide by
Edward Roy Wolters, John Kemppiritka of the probattea
the
terms
that
permit
their
conwas penalizedand the contest Hie winter program in Holland ker, Ralph Gunn, John Dokter, The Women’s Missionary and
to the couple.
"His whole
tinued freedom. State prisons
Aid society met in the chapel of
was marked by good, clean play on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Weenum
have
Fred Bakker, Percy Bailey.
junior
and
senior
high
schools
is
changed,"
Augustus said, "ini
house
approximately
9,000
persons.
the
Reformed
church
Thursday
six children and six grandchildren.
the part of both elevens.The game
Henry Bosma, Walter Bosma,
"There are more on probation one, not avrii the scrutintetag
afternoon,Nov. 6. Mrs. H. Maassen
was the last of the season for rapidly taking form in the sports
Before going to Borculo they lived
John Naber, Gord Geers, Cal Nord(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
in Zeeland for seven years and throughoutthe state than there cert, could have believed
both teams, and placed Holland and recreation department The hof, Art Van Kolken, Hugh Croff, presided and led in devotions. At
Henry Poppen, Ted Wierda and In Wayland for four years.
are In the various state prisons,1 was the sams person who
in sole position of the cellar in
the
business session it was deboys’ gymnasium in Holland high Ernest E. Bear, Robert Wolbrink,
Judge Miles said. "A man In pri- a month befora had stood
cided to send a woolen blanket to Rudy Zeedyke left Friday on a
the Southwest conference.
Marvin Den Herder.
son costa the state about $420 a bllng on the prisoners' stand.**
The game began with both school is scheduled from 8:35 a.m. Harold Oosterbaan, M. C. West- Duke, New Mexico, and a Christ- deer hunting trip in the vicinity of Methodist Group Has
The pleased judge fined the
t
year while • man on probation
mas box to Macy, Ala. Mrs. Maas- Grayling. They will be gone about
teams playing cautiously for five to 9:30
The noon hour program fo- all rate, Reke Bontekoe,Neil Bonte- sen favored with a vocal selection. a week.
costa about $30 per year and, gen- one cent and costs— i
minutes. The Dutch started on the
Interesting
Meeting
koe, John Essenburg, Donald RypPvt. Edward Veeder of Camp
Mrs. Rottschaeferwho has been
offense on the 47-yard stripe of boys of junior and senior high
At their meetirtg Friday night erally, he Is required to pay that
rna, Mel Otting, Ray Ter Beek,
Livingston,
La., arrived several
This, on the bull of
a
missionary
in
India
for
31
years
Grand Haven. Wheaton smashed schools who carry their lunches is
in
First Methodist church, the amount himself."
Robert E. Egles, A. F. Pirseln.
Nationalscope of probation is Charles L Chute, executive
was the speaker. The meeting clos- days ago to spent a 20-day fur- home activitiesdivision of the
over left tackle for 9 yards, and proving a popular program since
Bert Ridley, Jack Jansen, KenDeWitt followed up wi‘h a yard at Leon Moody, athletic director, vol- neth Tubergen, Bartel Mulder, Cy- ed with the Mizpah benediction. lough at the 710106 of his parents Woman’s Society of Christian reflected in the fact that 5,400 tor of the National;
on East 14th St.
dation, wu the first time the
Hostesses for the afternoon were
center and a first down. Rotman unteered to take it over four years
Service, in keeping with National probation officers serve the courts
rus E. Mulder, Emmett C. McFall,
Mrs. C. Risselada, Mrs. P. Van
"probation" or its actual
Mrs. Peter Stoel and Mrs. H.
of
America
and
supervisa
soma
lost 7 yards on running plays, then ago. It accommodates from 60 to
Education week discussed the
Iva McFall, Arthur J. Boeve, GerDyke, Mrs. H. Geerds, Mrs. ,Awas
applied in t
Smith.
fell back on his pitching arm and 80 boys from both buildings.They
topic, "Enriching Family Life,’* 200,000 probationers.
ald F. Smith, Lee De Fey ter.
Officials and others in Michigan court*.
Mn. Peter Smith and her daugh- Vander Vliet and son, Wendell J., showing what can be accomplishtoased a 19-yard aerial to Heneveld come to the gym, eat their lunch
William E. Miller, August Diesspent Friday at the home of Mrs.
Of course, the wty had
ter, Mrs. Russell Hamper, left for
on the 25. Rotman whipped a pass and enter into the activities. Voled for the children in cooperation observedthe John Augustus cening, Ed De Feyter, Gordon De
Willard Dykstra on route 5,
Florida Sunday, Nov. 9, to spend
tennial in October. Governor Van paved by the growing
with the church.
to Kraal for 15 yards to the 10. A leyball, basketball,ping pong, shufWaard, Wally Do Waard, Gerald
John Vander Haar, Gradus
a month with her daughter and
Devotions were conducted by Wagoner by proclamation and the of individualclemency in
line play failed,two passes fell in- fle board, and softballare played.
Bishop, Grover Emerick, William
Veurink, Gordon Weighmink, Olicomplete and, on fourth down, RotThere are more than 200 boys Emerick, John Danielson and Paul son-in-law, Mr. and Mn. Peter ver Schrotenboer and Harvey Mrs. Neal Houtman, and Mrs. state legislatureby reaohitlonde- and early American Oourta.
Nienhuis.
Mary Van Weelden, In charge of signed Oct. 22 as John Augustus Encouraged by (be
man shot a pass over the center and girls who eftrry their lunches Leroy Danielson.
Weighmink have left on a week’s
John Weatrate and James Browmusic, played a number of rec- Centennial day. In accordance with his first ease, Augustus
Into the waiting arms of Heneveld and plans are being made to open
hunting trip in the upper peninGeorge Ten Have, Harold Tanis,
er
returned
home
Saturday,
Nov.
ords
which would be appropriate the legislature’s resolution, the othsr alcoholics he oonildri _
In the end-zone, and TTolland went the girls' gym also during the
sula.
Clarence L. Jalving,Frank M. Liefor children in the home. Chil- governor named
8, after a few days’ rabbit hunting
centennial ly prospects for probation. He
Into the lead. Rotman strengthen- noon hour.
A son was bom Friday night at
vense, William Deur, John Cooper,
dren’s
stories
were
told
by
Mr*.
In
northern
Michigan.
commission
consisting
of
"repre- tamed the release of fri)
ed the lead with a perfect placeClasses in the boys' gym are Martin De Jonge, Henry Knipe,
Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
William Winstrom and Mrs. Wil- sentatives of state and local gov- cases in 1841 and
The Rev. and Mn. H. Maassen Eugene Prina, route 3, Holland.
ment.
scheduled from 8:35 azn. to 3:30 Arthur Alverson, Comie J. Wesliam Aldrich.
entertained the Sunday school
ernments, organizationsinterested more the next year.
This score seemed to Instill new p.m. Basketball practice Is schedFriday night at Holland
trate.
As
a
concluding
feature
of
the
teachen
with
their
husbands
and
in probationwork and citizens Gradually he became
. life Into the Graybiel forces. They uled from 3:35 to 6 pan. From 6:30
hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Fred Bakker, Lewey Michmerprogram, Mr. Winstrom showed the known for their social and dvie in the police and
wive* Friday evening, Nov, Tf
took the kickoff on its own 25 and to 10 pjn. on Monday and ThursWaasink,of Hamilton, a daughter.
huizeh. J- Russell Bouws, Ernest
for 150 or mere neW cas
The members of the Christian Miss Lina Koopelman of Beaver movies which had been taken of zeal."
rolled 75 yards to scoie. Bennett, a day B League basketball is played
McFall, Lloyd Vickery, George
several Sunday school classes,
Endeavor
society
and
the
catechTwo of Holland— State Sen. Ear- year. His first l&yttr?
hard-charging sophomore fullback, under the supervision of the city
Dam,
Wis.,
and
Miss
Flora
BrewBocks, Jr, Nelson Van Lente, Lyle
ism classes were invited to the er of Columbus.Wis., spent Friday while in session and also at a nest C. Brooks and Jacob Fris, showed be bailed 1,102
struck through center for six, and recreational department.The HiPrichard, Vernon Fogerty and Anparsonage
Wednesday night, Nov. with Mr. and Mrs. J. Smith, East picnic.
state president of Exchange dube 674 males and 428 fenatea. 3
Hale chalked up a first down by Y boys use the gym on Tuesday drew Klomparens.
Refreshments were served by —were among thoee appointed to bail totaled $19,464 and be
5. Miss Inez Von Ins showed pic4 yards through tackle. Bennett, from 6:45 to 8 p.m. and the Hol11th St. They made the trip by the Mesdames Buel Harris, RayHarvey L. Bluekamp, Joe Ruck,
out 92,417.65 In fines and
tures of her travel through the
in two tries made another first land Archery club from 8 to 9:30
Milwaukee clipper to Muskegon. mond Smith, S. H. Houtman, the commission.
Ernest Schroeder,J. F. Sundln,
By 1858, one year before fate
west that were taken last summer.
down on the Grand Haven 46. A p.m.
Great
strides
have
been
made
Six local persons have enrolled Victor Van Oosterhout, Gare
Raymond L. Smith, Harry Sundin,
he had belted no tern than
local church received the
plunge lost 3, then Bennett picked
The B league of basketball is Wilson De Jonge, Frank Owen,
in the graduatedivisionof West- Dyer and Lawrence Sandahl and since Augustus, a shoemaker of
persons.
papen from Willis Jonker of Holup 6 gnd, on a fake plunge, Finny open to boys and men of the city
Boston,
made
a
man
out
of
a
William J. Mulder and Gerrit land and Fred Veneberg of Crisp ern Michigan college and are work- Miss May Bender.
It hu been confirmed that/^
Hale tossed an aerial to Jonker who are out of school and not
drunkard
who
faced
imprisonment
ing for their master of arts deBruursema.
Sunday, Nov. 9.
good for 8 to the Dutch 43. Hale members of- the city league. There
in the House of Correction— and received no pay for hte work,
grees
which
later
will
be
conferLester Trumble, Henry JJandy,
Rev. H. Maassen assisted at the
circled end for 9, and Bennett Is no fee for a team in this league
Miss
Hoffman
from the time Michigan passed its many donations from tat
Willard Van Dyke, Henry Tuls, funeral of Donald Hopp in Zeel- red by the University of Michigan.
dividual*and organization*
again chalked up a first down on but members are required to furfirst probation law In 1913.
The
university
is
cooperating
with
Jr., J. Janson, John F. Klels, Ira
Honored at Shower
his cause. Finally devoting
and this week. The Hopp family
the Holland 30. In two plays, Ben- nish their own suits be on time
Michigan's
law
now
provides
Western Michigan college in this
Decker, Tony Bouwman, Hine Van
formerly resided in North HolMrs. Earl Driy and Miss Helen that persons found guilty by ver- tire time to probation, ha
nett crashed over center for 9 and follow certain rules of conduct
project.
Those
enrolled
are
Minnie
Der Heuvel, and Clarence J. Beck- land.
Hoffman were hostesses at a bri- dict or plea may be placed on pro- his shoemaking business over
and Jonker carried to the 19 as the while using the gymnasium. Eight
Nelson, Anna Nelson, Theodora
er.
dal shower Thursday evening hon- bation if the court believes they his son.
quarter ended.
ping pong tables are available for
Meuiendyke,
Eunice
Scholten,
Elizabeth Becker, Richard
oring Miss Lavina Hoffman. The will not likely "engage in an offHi* first 10-year report stl
The first play of the second thoee who find basketballtoo
Marion Shackson and Gertrude
Streur, Peter Ver Burg, Joe Wes- Methodist Society Has
evening was spent playing bunco ensive or criminal course of con- that in cnly one Instance was
quarter saw Finny Hale, behind a strenuous.
Van
Ham.
trate, Harold Bontekoe, R. M.
and prizes were awarded to Miss duct and that the public good bond forfeited and only in
wall of blockers, sweep through
The girls’ gym in Junior high Heasley,Donald Vah Gelderen,
(From Friday's Sentinel)
Election and Meeting
Esther Bremer and the guest of does not require that the defend- cases did the defendant fail to
right tackle and was stopped on school is open Monday and TuesPvt. Glen J. Nyhuia, son of Mr. honor.
Hazen Van Kampen, Benjamin
the 1, after an 18-yard jaunt Ben- day for girls and women out of
ant shall suffer the penslty im- pear in court at the time
Annual election of officers fea- and Mrs. James Nyhuis, 30 East
Vanden Bos and Arthur C. Becker.
The guest list Included Mes- posed by law."
for final sentence or
nett was stopped on his first try, school who enjoy games and gymArie Weller, George Glupker, tured the meeting of the Woman’s 18th St., who has been stationed dames Dan Vander Hill, Ed
"Human nature never
but pushed the pigskin across on nasium programs.Miss Clarabelle
Ineligible for probation are those
at
Ft.
Belvoir,
Va.,
has
been
George Hemmeke, John Brower, Society of Christian Service in
Brand, Marvin Looma n, Nelson
the second to terminate the 75- Lee is in charge of this work.
found
guilty of murder, treason,
transferred
with
a
group
of
1,200
Henry Barkema, Gradus Geurink, First Methodist church Thursday
Hoffman and Misses Edith Karyard march. An attempted pass,
The girls' gymnasiumalso is a Marvin Geeriings, John Geerlings, night. With the president,Mrs H. to Hawaii to do constructionwork. dux, Anna Jacobs, Dorothy Klom- armed robbery or breaking into an
Jonker to Nagtzaam, was broken busy place these days. Classes for
occupied home at night. Proba- MRS.
Harris Geerlings and Clifford K. Goodwin presiding, devotions He reports that the climate is parens, Hilda Van Meeteren, Janet
up by the alert Dutch defense, and girls are scheduled from 8:35 a.m.
tion also is denied persons who
were conducted by Mrs. Nina ideal in the islands.
Geerlings.
Klungle, Esther Bremer, Anna
the Dutch still held a one^pokit to 3:30 p.m. The Girls’ Athletic
Henry Bosma and son, Walter, Mae Bos, Florence Dalman, Max- have been twice convicted of a felAlbert
A.
Timmer,
Gerrit Van Daugherty.Miss Bea Bekken gave
margin.
Louis Tubergan and son, Kenneth,
ony in this state or elsewhere.
associationschedules a program of Dyke, Allen
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (!
ine Gosselaar, Crystal Van Duine
Vies, Joe Ten a talk on stewardship, followed by
Holland came back with two games on Tuesday and Thursday
and John W. De Vries have left for and Laura Johnson.
Augustus never had the title of —Mrs. Mary Catherine
play entitled "Thanksgiving
Brink, Jr, Gerald Batema, William
first downs, but was forced to from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. and boys of
deer hunting in the upper peninprobation officer and it is doubt- 90, died at the home of her
Bruursma, Frank Harbin, Jr., Ann.’’
sula. They will go across the
punt, and Grand Haven started Ihe eighth and ninth grades have
ful that modem methods of case ter, Mrs. Iva Mearanz In
Mrs. Goodwin was re-elected
George J. Vander Ble, Henry VanStraits to Rexton.
again from its own 46. With Ben- basketball practice Monday, Wedwork were ever followed by him. townshipat 8:15 p.m. Friday,
president of the society. Other offider Bie and Gerrit Frens.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William Bosma of Louise Essenburg
However,
he used great care to as- had been in 01 health for the
nett crashing through center, St. nesday and Friday from 3:35 to
Andrew Vos, A. L. Pittard,Wil- cers named included: first viceroute 4 announce the birth of a
certain whether the prisoners 15 years and seriouslyso for’
John and Hale skirting the ends, 5:30 p.m.
Leads Third C.E.
liam Topp, Sr., Howard Working, president, Mrs. E. V. Hartman;
daughter this morning in Holland
were promising subjects for proba- past few weeks.
and Jonker tossing aerials over the
Bob StroWenjans, D. Strowenjana, second vice-president,Mrs. O. G. hospital.
The Young People’sChristian tion.
center, the Buccaneers marched
She was bom in Tipton,
Martin Van Slooten, Donald Topp, WhJtmer; secretary, Mrs Frank
Endeavor
society of Third ReMrs. Jarvis Drnek has returned
to the 8 for a first down. With the
In relating his work, he said, Oct. 31, 1851, and came to
Camp; treasurer,Mrs. G. E. Walk
Gerrit Hoving and Alvin Hovlng.
formed
church
met
in the church
to her home at 278J West 10th Et.
seconds rapidly ticking Lway, the
"It was agreed on my part that I ery from Benton Harbor 11
A. Vanden Berg, Warren Fisch- er; correspbnding secretary,Mrs,
from Holland hospital where she parlors Sunday evening and dis- would note their (probations) gen- ago.
Graybiel eleven made a determined
L.
J.
Harris;
secretary
of
missions,
er, Ernest Phillips, Thomas Smith,
cussed the topic "A Christian is
was confined for a few days.
eral conduct, see that they were
effort to push the pigskin across
Mrs. Cummins is survived
Elmer J. Schepers, G Trapp, How- Mrs. Harry Harrington, Mis- BeatGracious" with Miss Louis EsJerene Geerds and Gladys Borgsent to school or supplied with four daughters includingMrs. _
the last strip. Three plays "nettei
ard Van Order, Willard Penna, rice Denton, assistant; secretaryof
man will sing at the morning wor- senburg leading.Announcement
7 yards to the one, but before
Herman S. Walters, William Bou- Qiristian social relations and local ship in First Baptist church Sun- was made of the union skating some honest employment, that I el LaMotte of Benton Harixjr,
the teams could line up again the
activities,Mrs. William Aldrich.
man.
party to be held Nov. 21 at Vir- should make an Impartial report sons, 22 grandchildren,and
day.
whenever the judge should desire great grandchildren.
gun ended the threat and Hollaiu
ginia Park hall.
George Van Den# Beldt, Ralph Mrs. Ruth Bocks, assistant and
Arie Weller, George Glupker,
left the field at the intermission
The two Junior societies met it."
Nienhuis, John Walters, Richard banquet chairman.
Harry Deur, Ben Vanden Bosch in the afternoon. The Junior InMichigan has In each county a
*ith a one-point lead.
Secretary of literatureand pubMartin, John Nysson, Henry Bussand Anthony Weller left this termediatesheard Joyce Knowles probation officer with whom the Pott Noble Grandt /<
. In the second half, Grand Havcher, Jarvis Ter Haar, Doren Em- lications, Mrs. Bert Huizenga ; secmorning for hunting up north.
en began where they had left off,
discuss the topic
crippled probationers are required to meet
erick, Ted
and Shud Al- retary of student work, Miss Mar
John Rooks, John Cooper, Rob- children. Next week Kathleen at least once a month to discuss Hold
and marched to the Holland 43,
tha Bird; secretary of spiritual life
thuis.
The Past Noble Grands club
ert Cooper and John Arendshorst,
their conduct and problems. Each
chiefly on a 17-yard pass, Hale to
Lee Van Ommen, Ceasar Dus- and stewardship, Mrs. Neal Hout- 'all of Holland, have returned from Kempers will lead. During the
the
Erutha Rebekah lodge
Jonker. This threat was stopped
probationer
is
required
to
pay
Junior
hour
the
children
pasted
terwlndle,James Vander Bie, Gun- man; secretary of supplies,Mrs.
a business trip to Chicago.
by Vande Bunte who intercepted a
scrap books which are to he sent some amount at each meeting.
Friday afternoon at the home
nar Johnson, Elmer Cross, Gerrit Ben Benson, Mrs. John Oudman,
J. S. Van Volkenburgh. together to some mission for Christmas.
If the probation officerreports Mrs. Myrtle Bennett vith 15
pass on his own 35 and was downEssenburgh, Carl De Pree, George Mristant; secretary of young peowith friends from Zeeland, left
a serious probationviolation to bers present. During the
ed on the 37. An exchange of punts
J. Tubergan, George Vrieling and ples work, Mrs. Paul Houtman;
Thursday morning for a hunting
the court, the probationer is re- meeting election of officers
placed Grand Haven in possession
secretary of children’swork, Miss
George Tubergen,Jr.
trip up north on Drummond Isle. Mitt Dora Feikema
quired to appear for sentence. His place with the following
on Its 27. The Buccaneersstarted
Jack Zwier, Gordon Weighmink, May Bender.
Mrs. Mary Hal let t of River Ave.
to roll again, mixing a passing
probation is revoked and he is sen- Mrs. Nora Harris, president;
Feted at Shower
Committee chairmen were namJames Van Wleren, Raymond Van
is confined to Holland hospital
tenced on the original offense. Rose Ketchum, vice-i
and .ground offense. Hale passed
Miss Dora Feikema, a brideWlerwv John Vander Haar, John ed as follows: status of women, because of fracture of the hip
Probationis a sort of "suspended Mrs. Mildred Van Vulpen,
tb-Vanden Bosch for 15, Bennett
Mrs.
Lloyd
Reed;
fellowship,
Mrs.
De Jonge, Ben Rutgers, Joe Alverwhich she sustained in a fall. Mrs. elect, was honored by members of sentence" which may never be im- tary; and Mrs. Cora He
S??*? “"to lor 8, and Hale
son, Fred Veneberg, Orlie A. Bis- Marjory Van Hujs, assistant, Mrs.
the former Birthday club WednesHallett is 73 years of age.
poaed if the probationer under- treasurer.
ri£ht e"d for 14 and a
Gene Poppema; sunshine.Miss Nell
hop.
day, New. 12, at a shower In the
Glenn Van Volkenburghha* retakes an honest reform.
tost down on the Holland 35 as
The remainder of the
Leona Kolb, Edgar P. Landwehr, Sandy; membership, Mrs. John turned to Lansing where he is em- home of Mrs. A. Tjalma. The home
the quarter ended.
Besides county orgaffcations, was devoted to cards with
Fred
was decorated for the occasion in
Clarence O'Connor, Harvey J. Bar- Bekken; publicity,
ployed by the state commissionin
the state is divided kitd' Districts Rose Ketchum winning first
the Anal stanza, the firepink and blue. Seated on a chair
Georgs Schu'lling
kel, Harold Ramaker, Gilbert El- Scheibach; dramatic club, Mrs.
the personnel department He
each of which Is headed by a sup- and Mrs. Nora Harris,
Bennett
bait, Lester Hulst, John Van Dwjtoty, assisted by Mrs. Bar- spent a few. days with his parents similarly decorated, the guest of
George Schuiling was elected Wleren, Ted Kragt and Mar in us bara Greenwood; music, Mrs. Edk n J5W ^"“ted in taking
honor was presentedwith many ervisor who is usually trained in prize. /.
bn East 18th St
2155“ J5 yardiwlth the latter president of the Council of So- De Jonge.
ward Damson.
gifts.
Group meetings were held this
over from the 1-yard cial Agencies at a meeting of the
Mrs. Daugherty was elected to
Games were played and prize*
William Poetma, Russell Mich"toed connections executivecommittee Wednesday merahulzen, John W. Mulder, Earl represent the Woman's society on morning in Holland high school were awarded.
two-course
J^to«tra point Grand Haven Nov. 12 in the city ball Mn. E. Potter, Raymond Vande Vusse, the church hoard of education. on the American Educationweek lunch wa* served by the hostesses,
theme
for
Friday,
"Good
health
bootedto Palmer .of Holland, who V. Hartman, retiring president,
Seth Hamlin, llks. Maude Hamlin, Family night was announced for and our part In national defense. Mrs. A. Tjalma, Mrs. H. Weaver
fumbled and Rycenga recovered presided.
Leonard Mulder, Corwin Van Dyke Nov. 18, when a play will be given. Discussions were held in connec- and Mn. R. Feikema.
Other new officers are the Rev.
Others present were Mrs. J. ElRefreshmentswere served by Mrs.
and Richard Elzinga.
tion wi{h health and its import25. Hale whipped an aerial to La Paul E. Hinkamp, vice president;
hart, Mrs. D. Schipper, Mn. H. D.
John Wolff, Stanley Vmggink, Van Lesuwen and her committee. ance today.
in
Penna for 12 yards and then the Miss Esther Rothrock, secretary,
Vries,
(3. Ewart, Mr*. P.
John Van' Kampen, Harold Van
Among the hunters trekking Yorker, Bln. J; Romeyn. Mrs. G.
little fellow skirted his right end and Harry Kramer, treasurer.Ben
Lente, Don Van Lente, Harold
.
IN CAPTIVITY
north are Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Unfor the score, and completed his Graham and Harry Krarter were
Kammeraad,
Albert
Schultema, Albuquerque,N. M.
-The derwood who left Wednesday Regnerus and daughten,Doris and
work by tossing to La Penna for appointedto assist Mrs. R. F.
Matt Robert, Paul Van Lente and Albuquerque aoo has ‘Hitler" in morning for a hunting lodge near Luella.
the extra point and a 19-7 score. Keeler In the. clearing house for
Willard S. Dykitra.
captivity."Hitler" is a bobcat, 16 Newberry.
Af#r two ptaya, Rotman kick- Christmas baskets.
BUYS HUGE SNOW
r/r'ih
Fred Olsen, Milton Dozeman, months old, captured not long AfMr. and Mrs. L. N. Heinke have
ed out on the Grand Haven 47. BeBoise, Ida.
- State HighAnnouncementwas made that Frank Cherven, Mrs. Anna Chria- ter birth, and given to, the dty by
returned
to
their
home
near
Holhind magnificentMocktqc, Hale all organizationsplanning to partiway Director Sam E. Johnson has
pell, Her. J. E. Winne, Glenn Melvin Porch, Vaughn, N. M., who
land from a three weeks’ motor announced a new rotaxy anew
*
31 ***** cipate in the giving of Christmas Whitesldp, John H. Tucker, An- cauMit him.
trip through the south. They ac- plow, largest ever, to be used in
to the 22.
ttdker the names drew Naber, L. R/ Visser, and
companied Mr. and Mrs. M. N. the state, will be stationed all
4,«d
with Mn. Keeler, Vernon Johnson.
About 28 per
per cent of sine in the MacLean of Evanston, III, on the winter to keep the highway open
16
Ninth St* for Dec. 10.
Jordoi^ Gordon Rottws, Ju»* U. 8.1s Used in brass.
trip.
from Ashton to West Yeliowstdne.
\
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of the W.C.T.U. held in

An unusual relic

of early Hoiid— an official election notice of
_ I old second ward for the chart•r electionin the spring of 1869—
- p. |Ht been turned over to The NethK viands museum staff by City In>. ipector Ben Wiersema.
Bearing the date of March 15.
S009, which was two years before
the great fire of 1871 which destroyed a big portion of Holland,
the election notice bears the signature of EL Van dor Veen, chairman of the board of registrationin
Holland. It reads:
“Notice Is hereby given that
the board of registrationfor the
eral wards of the city of Holwill meet at the following
places on Thursday and Friday
/April 1 and 2), next preceding
the annual charter electionfor the
.nurpose of completingand examing the lists of qualifiedvoters.
“For the first ward at the store
of De Jong, Van Schclven and
Oggel.
i

'Tor the second ward at

the

Store of E. Van der Veen.”
Also appearingon the election
Mtice is a list of names which
were on the register for the second
Smrd. This election notice was
ited at the City hotel, Grand
, _iven house. American house, post
office, city hall. Bosch and Muldar store, Werseman and Co. store,
Roost store, Koeningsberg barn
and Van der Veen store.
Of the list of names which ap-

F

TO MRS. KRAAI

In his introduction to the review Rev. Hinkamp said the book
could be called an autopsy on the
death of the 18th amendment. The
author, a lawyer in Chicago, could
not understandwhy a thing like
prohibition,which came into effect after a struggle of more than
a century, should fall. He deckled
to Investigate for himself as to
how repeal came about and discovered the sorry part the high
and mighty played in their efforts
to annul the 18th amendment before it was in action. They had
formed the AssociationAgainst
the Prohibition amendment, a
powerful syndicateof multi-milIkmaires, headed by Peter Du
Pont.

cations.

ers,

WNU Sttviot \

:

fly oer.%tf/6)^
THU OXRXO (MKHMU!)
NI6H SCHOOL FOOTgMl TWO
WAS Rtouao 8V /NJURIiS
,70 TWO MSN, WHO PLATSO
EAJflRe LAST QUARTER M
ALONG AND WON THE 6APH /
.

m

E

Henry Weighmink,John

mink, all of Holland.
She was bom July 11, 1876, In
Holland to Mr. and, Mrs. Hiram
Weighmink. Her husband died Nov

a
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Install Eastern

Star Officers

,
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H SHOP.

BELOH6/N6 TO
MtSS MARTHA HEART,

Hen

MAKING MORE HONiV
IN THE NEW MENTORS

oos whioC,

USES CLOTHS HELP
IN HIS TEETH TO
HOP UP AFTER HE
SPILLS ANT UQUIO.

CHIC A 60, ILLINOIS.
,
'

high

JoserhFarbelly
OP UmJOfMN,

PtWMMMA,

ONCE
SEEN SUNLIGHT..*).

TRUE HE HAS NOT

Pot-Burning Ceremony
Holds Interest at Hope

points.

"When we look through this
smug camouflage, we see a little

HAS NOT BEEN OUT Of
THE MINE NE OWNS IN MORE
THAN SEVEN TEARS. M THAT
X

ON NEW COUNT

}

ire Holland Reiidenti
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special)

Hare Entitled in Nary —Frank John Kupyra, 34, Chicago, was in jail again today. He
Grand Rapids, Nov. 19 - Five
Holland residents, two from had just completed a ten-day
term in the county JaU on an

Grand Haven and one from Alleintoxication charge when he was
gan are included in a group of 27
who have enlisted In the navy taken before Justice George V.
Hoffer Thursday afternoon and
within the past 10 days, according
sentencedto serve 45 days on a
to Chief QuartermasterFrank
charge of possessing stolen propData in charge' of the recruiting
erty— n golf bag and chibe bestation
•
longing to Mrs. Ed. Grayblelof
They are Gerrit Dykema, 20,
Grand Haven. Police said they
Jerry S. Scott, 17, Harold M. Dainfound the bag and cluba in
ing, 21, Ralph De Ridder, 17, and
Kupyrs’ car.
Louis Lawrence, 47, of Holland;
John H. Grabman, 21 and Virgil
G. Morris, 19, of Grand Haven
and Jack W. Carey, 18, of Allegan.

here.

CAGE OPENER

Mis* Dorothy

Honored

at

Dolman

Is

URSDAY

ON

Showers

Miss Dorothy Dalman, a Novemand radio so the voice of the drys ber bride-elect, was guest of honor
could not be heard. The argu- at a bridal shower Wednesday
ments brought forth seemed Nov. 12, given by Miss Eleanor
sound: lowered taxes, especially Dalman and Mrs. Alvin Burdick
for the poor, prevention of crime, at the home of Mrs. George Dalbetter law enforcement,a cure man, 539 College Ave. Gifts were
for unemployment and other ben- presented and games were played.
efits to the people. With the help The remainderof the evening was
of shocktroops of volunteer law- spent hemming towels for the
yers, they discovered all the weak bride-to-beand each towel was
parts and loopholes in the Vol- embroidered in one of the comers.
stead act. Rev. Hinkamp gave a
The guest list includeu Mesclear outline of each chapter of dames B. J. Dalman, C. Garvelink,
the book, quoting some of the J. Van Eerden, A. Brondyke,

&

5, 1940.

f

BACK TO JAIL

They bought the newspapers

Weighmink and Richard Weigh-

In an impressive installation
ceremony the officers of Star of
Bethlehem chapter No. 40 were inducted into their respective ofon the election notice, fices Thursday evening in Masonic
were several whose descend- hall. Miss Margery Brown, sang
' ants are still living in Holland.
two solos accompanied on the
Among the names were Comel- piano by MLss Poppen.
b Blom, Sr, grandfatherof the The Rev. W. G. Flowerday gave
Sent fire chief; Comelis Blom, an interesting discussion on the
_ ^ father of the present fire chief; Biblical heroines representedby
Jan Binnekant, proprietor of Bin- Ada, Ruth, Esther, Martha and
nekant hotel; Isaac Cappon, first Electa, the five points of the floraayor of Holland.
al star. In part he said, “the world
Joos Ver Planke, a Civil war Is going to pieces today because it
who is still living and lacks the practice of the two fundHolland on various occa- amental principles of brotherly
Heln Van der Haar who love and Bible truths. And it is
____ to Holland from Chicago only by the aroused sense to conwith Mr. Keppel; Leendert Muld- stancy, duty, loyalty, faith and
V, editor owner and publisher of love to mankind that the Christr De Grondwet and father of Ben
ian faith will be kept alive, just
former local newspaper as the famous women of the Biand publisher; Henry D. ble, to whom we owe so much, kept
first general storekeeper in their trust and courage under all

the

Hinkamp home. '

Mrs. Gertrude Kraal, 65. widow
of Albert Kraai, died at 10 p.m.
Thursday in the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Ming, 50
West 21st St., following a stroke
of paralysis which caused compli-

Survivors are six daughters,
Mrs. Claude H. Quikel of Decatur,
111., Mrs. Marvin Hugmeyer, Grand
Rapids, Mrs. Margaret Ming, Holland, Mrs. John Pott of Princeton, N. J., Mrs. Bruce Graham of
Traverse City and Mrs. larold
Essenburg of Holland; three sons,
Willis, Harold and Robert Kraai,
all of Holland; 16 grandchildren;
two sisters, Mrs. William Nykamp
of Holland and Mrs. John P. Verburg of Holland; and three broth-

Is

The book, ‘The Amazing Story
of Repeal" by Fletcher Dobyns,
was reviewed by the Rev. Paul E.
Hinkamp at the monthly meeting

on

Paper Presented by

Heard
Local WCTU Group

'TruftL-ZjjL ________ |j Book Review
Util

FmOut Num* Shown

P)

were made by Earl DeWeert,
presidentof the group. Other
society officers are Mary Jane
Mulder, vice president,Bob Koop,
secretary, and Kenneth Weller,
treasurer.Dr. H. D. Terkeurst is
the new leader for the group.

coterie of multimillionaires,munition makers and Wall Street
financiers,raising a huge corruption fund and sending it, together
with their propagandist and lobbyists into the various states to
appeal to the cupidity of the rich,
deceive and inflame the Ignorant,
debauch politics, override the intelligent and responsible majority, and force the repeal law*,
that had been enacted to uphold
and enforce the constitution of
the United States.’’
The history of the long fight

On Thanksgiving evening, the
city basketballleague schedule
will get under way. The league
teams, however,do not start official competition until Wednesday,
Nov. 26.
The

league is starting its 16th

year of competiUon and the four
teams represented are Zeeland
Merchants, champions of 1941,
Pure Oils, PrecisionParts and
Dykema Tailors Of Holland.On
every league night, the popular
Holland Furnaces will play an
Gerrit Dalman, George Dalman, A.
outstandingquintet as an added
Dalman, L. Dalman, H. Dalman, attraction.
C. Roos, J. Van Zomeren, J. ZuidThe main attractionfor Turkey
ema, H. Hoffman, C. Bouwman, day will be the game at 8 p.m.
md the Misses Lois Van Zomer- between Holland Furnace and
en, FlorenceDalman, LillianDal- Battle Creek Steel and Wire. At
man, Evon Dalman and the guest 7 p.m., the Pure Oils and the
of honor.

Grand Hapids Dutch Kraft Paints

Miss Dalman also was honored
at a shower Nov. 5 given by Mrs.
B. J. Dalman, Mrs. C. Garvelink
end Mrs. J. Van Eerden. Games
were played with prizes awarded
to Mrs. G. Vander Bie, Mrs. E.
Vander Bie and Mrs. B. Oosterbaan. Gifts were presented to the

will battle.

M’CALL PURCHASES

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

Hartford, Nov. 19— Joseph N.
McCall, formerlyassociated with
his brother, Webb McCaU, in the
The annual pot-burningcereagainst alcohol was traced as
publicationof the IsabellaCounty
ings were scheduled by members
mony on the athleticfield adjoinfar back as 1707 when a resolu- Red Cross Workers of
Times-News at Mt. Pleasant, will
of the Dorian. Emersonian, KnickHeinz
‘57’
Group
ing Carnegie gymnasium Friday erbocker and Sibyllinesocieties.
tion against liquor was passed. In
assume managementof the Hartdosing, Rev. Hinkamp pointed out Jamestown Gather
night following the Adrian game
ford Day Spring Monday, having
Elects Officers
that the dry element in this
Red Cross workers of James- recentlypurchased the weekly
climaxed a busy week of activities
Approximately
80
persons
atFreshman-Senior Tea
country was also to blame for the town township gathered Wec’nesnewspaper from Don F. Cochrane,
for Hope college students as they
tended the Heinz “ST' club social failure of the 18th amendment by day, Nov. 12, In the home of Mrs.
owner and editor.
sang and cheered around the blaz- Held in Wickers Home
meeting in the Woman's Literary neglecting to vote, an indifferent Louis De Kleine who is roll call
ing fire.
Cochrane is retiring after 43
The "get-acquainted” freshmanattitude and forgetting that chairman for that township. Mrs.
years of continuous editorahip of
Penalties imposed by the student sertior tea given annually by mem- club Thursday night. In a short
the various conditionsof life.”
"Eternal Vigilance" is the price of J. J. Brower of Holland gave Inbusinessmeeting, with John Bouwthe Day Spring. He is the only
P. F. Pfanstlehl, owner of one
C. E. Tirrell led in the pledge council upon 15 freshmen who dat- bers of the Hope college Faculty
victory.
structionson how to conduct the survivor of the group who formed
tnan presiding,Richard Fairbanks
•f Holland’s early saw mills; John of allegianceto the flag. Mrs. Mae ed upperclassmenor were lax in Dames club in the home of PresiA
representative
of
the
local campaign and later the hostess
the business personnel of Hartford
county treasurer, and Smith, marshal, escorted the in- wearing their green were announc- dent and Mrs. Wynand Wichers of the quality control department Red Cross chapter made a stirserved refreshments.
was elected president; Orlo Barwhen he acquired the Day Spring
of the Waverly stone quar- stallingofficers to their stations. ed by Milton Verburg who presided attracted approximately 200 studring appeal for cooperation, in the
Among those present were Mrs.
ton of the office was named viceScott, justice of peace, Mrs. Mae Dalrymple of Grand at the meeting. Frosh who will pay ents Friday afternoon.
annual roll call, giving a brief Marion Ter Haar, Mrs. Esther Bos, July 3, 1898. For the last eight
president;Phyllis Heyboer, also of
tr and at one time presi- Haven was installingofficer,as- for infraction of rules by wearA color scheme of yellow and
sketch of the work done in our Genella De Kleine, Muriel Hall, years his health has been Impaired.
ing appropriate signs and costumes ivory was used for the tea table the office was named secretary; own city and county, of the Junior
Cochrane was one of the organt of Hope college;and Hendrik
sisted by Mrs. Belle Veltman, marAlmon Decker, Gerrit Timmer. izers of the VanBuren county fair
and Stanley Yntema of quality
or
performing
stunts
between
Red
Cross,
the
work
done
for
and bouquetsof chrysanthemums
shal; Rev. Flowerday, chaplain,
Howard Nyenhuis,Mark Alkema, in 1912, has been a continuous
Van der Veen, mayor and Mrs. Elsie Davis, pianist of classes next week are Elaine decorated the rooms. The Mes- control, was elected treasurer.Dir- draftees, and the courses of
Frankln Strick, Ralph Visser, member of the board of directors
ectors
George
Bosworth
and
EveScholten, Bud Karel, Mabel and dames Egbert Winter, Thomas
_________ original hardware Grand Haven.
training open to women of this
Howard Myaard, Howard Vande and has been president of the fair
Mildred
Vander
Linden,
Ray
Biel, Welmers, Gerrit Van Zyl and Al- lyn Slenk were chosen from the community in connection with the
who made the rooster which
The following officers were inBunte, Lyle Brouwer, Robert De
bottling
department.
the last several years. He also
Is still atop the steeple of the stalled: Mrs. Clara Assenheim, Merle Vanden Berg, A1 Winney. bert Lampen poured. Mrs. Wilrelief work in Europe. v
Jonge, Gene Dalman and Andy
Games
and
a
social
time
were
served 12 years as village clerk and
fJMnth Street Christian Reformed worthy matron; Arhtur White, Robert ftesch, Shirley Lcmmen, liam Schrier was chairman for the
Mrs. Minnie Meengs acted as Johnson.
enjoyed.
23 years as justice of the peace.
devotional leader.
I; Art* Woltman, early sea worthy patron; . Miss Margaret Billie Wieland, Harold Van Tonger- affair.
He will remain a residentof HartMrs. Carl Dressol, presiding
it Harm Wiersema, uncle of
Murphy, associatematron; Clifford en, Tom Toonder, Jane Waldbillig, In the receiving line were Dr.
ford for the present.
Inspector ! Wiersema and Hopkins, associate patron; Mrs. Marie Steketee. and Dave Hiller.
officer,announced the results of Two New Teachen
and Mrs. Wichers. Mrs. Albert H. Gertrude Plasman
personal protests by W.C.T.U.
McCall has been associatedwith
. street commissioner;Man- Mabel Vanden Berg, secretary; The student body witnessing the Timmer, president of the Faculty
Employed at Allegan both the Times-News at Mt. Pleascheer Dames club. Dean of Women Is Complimented
members against liquor advertiseD. Howard, sawmill operator Mrs. Luella White, treasurer;Mrs. ceremony was led in
ant and the Gratiot County Herald
«t Beechwood,and for whom How- Abbie Ming, chaplain; Mrs. Kath- “Goodbye Green” by Freshman Al- Elizabeth Liehty,Dick Higgs, presMrs. John Keen and Mrs. Ca- ments in a nationallyknown magAllegan,Nov. 19— Arthur W. at Ithaca. He is cne of the seven
lAve. was named; Jan R. Kleyn, erine Dekker, pianist; Miss Ruth fred Rypstra and other peppy ident of the freshman class, and sey Beitman were hostesses at a azine. No liquor ads are found
dealer and father of Simon Kole, marshal; Mrs. Ethel Hess, cheers by Herbert Leigh-Manuel John Visser, president of the sen- miscellaneous shower Wednesday in the November issue of that Swann, Grandville, a graduate of sons of the late J. N. McCaU, long
popular magazine, she pointed out. the University of Michigan is re- publisher of the Gratiot County
who still lives in Holland; conductress; Mrs. lone Bacheller, as frosh tossed their berets, pots, ior class.
Nov. 11, in honor of Miss Gertrude
Paul E. Hinkamp. Jr., played placing Miss Mabel De Young as Herald, all of whom are engaged
Bertsch, early resident end associate conductress; Mrs. Lor- and ties Into the flames. Also featPlasman given in the home of Mrs.
a
flute solo, 'The Red Sarafan" mathematicsinstructor in Allegan in newspaper work, six of them in
of Fred Bertsch, route 1, raine Broker, Ada; Mrs. Ruth Bol- ured was the singing of the Hope
Beitman on 37th St.
Many Attend
by H. Steckmest,accompaniedby high school. Miss Do Young has Michigan and one in Wisconsin.
I; Peter Gunst, Civil War te, Ruth; Mrs. Helen Padnos, Es- college song.
Prizes for the games which
his mother, Mrs. Hinkamp. The accepted a positionin the Zeeland
Although rivalry between fresh- Benefit Bridge
i; William A. Shield, mem- ther; Mrs. Jane Garvelink. Marfurnished entertainment for the
social hour was in charge of Mrs. schools.
T of the first graduatingclass tha; Mrs. Florence Hopkins,Elec- man and sophomore classes will
GETS $4,300 JUDGMENT
Nearly 100 women attended the evening were awarded and refresh- Paul Pierson and Mrs. Fred T.
Miss Jessie Lynn Saunders, ChiHope college and later profes- ta; Miss Ina Lordahl, warder, Lew- not be officially ended until the
Allegan,
Nov. 19— Richard Bakments were served.
cago, Northwestern university er, Otsego, was awarded a circuit
taor at Hope college; John Coats- is N. Tyner, Sentinel.
Nykerk Cup Contest Monday attractively appointed benefit Invited guests were Mrs. S. Miles.
bridge party Friday afternoonin
graduate, takes the place of Mrs. court consent judgment of $4,300
‘i, one of Holland's early merMrs. Alberta Simpson, retiring night, Merry Hadden and Larry the spacious home of Mrs. Earnest Langejans, Mrs. H. Breuker, Mrs.
The "Medal of Honor” that Is Beth McCall who was Miss Beth Wednesday against the Paper
its.
Beitman
represented
their
classes
matron, presented each star point
C. Brooks on State St., given H. Voss, Mrs. F. Folkert, Misses given to sailorsin the U. S. navy Shaunding before her recent mar- Mills Truck Co., Kalamazoo, in a
gesture by
w-ith a floral offering. She was as- in a ''bury-the-hatchet”
under the auspices of Elizabeth Janet Gruppen.Yvonne Freehouse, is the highest individualaward an riage. Miss Saunders will teach
suit resulting from a traffic accisisted by five Rainbow girls. Other shaking hands at the fireside.
Couple
Schuyler Hamilton chapter, Lydia Arens, Amanda Oosting enlisted man can receive.
junior high mathematics.
dent last Feb. 18.
The
Nykerk
Cup
contest
origingifts from the chapter and friends
Mildred
Oosting,
Mamey
Boer,
Daughters of the American Revoated
by
the
late
J.
B.
Nykerk,
fli Quiet Ceremony
were presentedto Alberta Simplution. Bouquets of autumn flo- Julia, Wilma and Cornelia Blystra
The marriage of Miss Angeline son, Clara Assenheim. Mae Dal- professor of English at the col- wers decorated the home. Guests Ruth Dykhuis,Mrs. M. Van Huis
lege for many years, will be held
Heuvelen, daughter of Mr and rymple. Elsie Davis, Ethel Hess,
and Mrs. G. Schreur.
were received by Mrs. Brooks.
in the Woman's Literary club
Albert Van Heuvelen of 156 C. E. Tirrelland Rev Flowerday
In bridge competition, prizes
Monday night. Freshmen and sophAve., and Hiram Wiegh- by Norman Simpson. Clara Assenwent to Mrs. James Bennett, Mrs.
Fourth Church Group
omore girls will vie with one an. aon of Mr. and Mrs. Rich- heim, Alberta Simpson, Patricia
Kenneth DePree, Mrs. John W. De
other for the trophy presented to
IJVieghmink of 32nd St., took Wright, Grace Morris and the
Vries, Mrs. Jud Hohl and Mrs. Enjoys Banquet
the. class winning the highest numat 8:30 o'clock Thursday Rainbow girls.
Clarence Jalving. A special ticThe teachers and officers of
g in the parsonage of Third
Arthur Van Duron presented ber of points for their presenta- ket prize was won by Mrs. Loo
Fourth church, together with their
tion of a one-act play, an oration
led church, with the Rev. Mrs. Simpson with her past matJ. Ebel. Refreshmentswere served
husbands and wives, had a fellowby the committee.
n Van’t Hof reading the ron s jewel and she respondedby and a musical number.
ship' banquet Friday night in the
Class
chairmen
for
the
event
double ring ceremony.
giving credit for the past successMrs. M. L. Hinga of the chap- church parlors.John Atman, supThe couple was attended by Miss ful years to her officers and mem- appointed by Student Council ter ways and means committee
intendentof the Sunday school
1 eva Van Heuvelen, sister of bers. She wax then welcomed into PresidentBill Tappan are Betty was general chairman for the preaided. After a bountiful meal,
Mulder
for
the
freshman
and
Lois
event. Others on the committee
bride, and Raymond Kleis, the Past Matron's club by Presimar &
provided by members of the Ladies
id of the bridegroom.
dent Goldia Fox who presented Mary Hinkamp for the sopho- were Mesdames Merrick HanAid society, a program was premores.
Jeanette
Rylaar.Ndam
will
chett,
J.
J.
Mikula.
Miles
Basket
t,
The bride wore a floor-length her wdth a basket of mums.
sented.
jown of blue brocadedsatin, and
Mrs. Mae Barnard and her com- coach the sophs and Florence D>k- John Raseboom, F. E. DeWeese,
mm&f' | . i
ml
The Melodeers, a quartet comcma
is
aiding
the
frosh.
The
numRandall
C.
Bosch
and
#R.
W
a ahoulder corsage and a floral mittee served approximately125
posed of Messrs. George Schiererals
of
the
winning
class
will
be
Everett.
wreath in her hair. Her at- members and guests. Guests were
enga, Horace Troost, Leonard
__it wore rose taffeta with a present from Grand Haven. Spring engravedon the cup. Sophomores,
Overbeek, and Garry Boomgaars,
victorious
last
year
when
they
pink carnation in her hair and a Lake, Oak Park. Saugatuck and
sang two numbers, Mrs. Martin De
were freshmen, will be seeking re- Virginia Park Club
boulder corsage similar to that of Holland chapter 429.
Boer, who is wonderfullygifted
venge
for
the
stinging
defeat
in Hears Mrs. Holmes
the bride.
A turkey dinner was served in
with the talent of writing poetry,
the
tug-o-war
and
class
games.
A reception for the immediate the Methodist church preceding
Mrs. J. E. Holmes of Spring gave several readings appropriate
tewuiifliiw
Because of numerous extraimilies and close friends of the the evening’s activities. Table decLake, executive secretary of the for the occasion, one of them escurricular
activities,
few
societies
couple was held in the Kuntry orations were in keeping with the
Ottawa County chapter of the pecially dedicatedto Miss Jean
kitchen Mowing the ceremony.
Thanksgiving motif. Tiny paper held regular meetings this week. American Red Cross, addressed
I
Nienhuis, who has just returned
CDBTANCEcilli 1
The bride has been employed by shocks on place cards and gold, Delphianslearned a new sorority the Virginia Park Woman’s club
I!
from
a
speaking
tour
in
the
East,
thfc H. J. Heinz Co. Mr. Weigh- russet, green and white ribbons song at a pot-luck supper in their Wednesday, Nov. 12, on the work
and who was a guest of honor at
if
1
I
is proprietor of the Home ran down the center of the tables. society room preceding Friday of the national organization and
the meeting.
se garage on 32nd St.
Centerpieces were log cabins sur- night's football game. Nola Nies showed appropriatemotion picMiss Nienhuis also spoke briefly
presided at a brief business meet- tures.
{; !
The occasionalso marked the rounded by Pilgrim characters.
tellingof her trip. Rev. H. Van
ing.
Co-chairmen
for
the
affair
wedding anniversaryof the
lustrumentalmusic was furn- Dyke led in brief devotions.After
were Betty Plasman and Wilma ished by Lucille Bruischart, Idaft parents.
Shower in V under Schel
the program, the group enjoyed a
Landaal.
•
The couple left on a week s wedbelle Smecnge, Evelyn Steinfort
Sorosites also enjoyed a buffet and Evelyn Vande Lune. Duets period of games under the directrip to Kentucky and will be Home Honors G.R. Girl
tion of Mrs. R. Klomparcns and
supper arranged by Helen Mae
9me to welcome their relatives
Mrs. Henry Vander Schel and Heasley Friday evening. Decora- were sung by Mrs. James Cook Mrs. D. Vander Meer.
friends on 32nd St shortly
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Nonhof.
Miss
JenIke
her daughter, Rose, were hos- tions were appropriate for the
Nov. 20.
nie Brinkman was in charge of
tesses at a bridal shower honoring
y-J
Thanksgiving season. Sorority the program and Mrs. J. B. PasGUILTY
Miss Helen McEwan of Grand songs sung in a circle concluded
Rapids Thursday night In their the program. A business meeting chal, chairman of the social comAutos in Crash
mittee.
MODIFIED
home on West 12th St. Games
THE diart above akows the ebb
year out-of-town friends are moat
Mrs. George Heneveld and Mrs.
at Intersection Here were played, and prizes were preceded the supper.
Members of the Fraternalso- Paschal are roll call chairmen . Grand Haven, Nov. 19 Special)
flow of bmg Distance tafepbone calls likely to be telephoning,
awarded to Mrs. Paul Wilson and ciety held a regular literary meetfor Central park and Virginia —Lee Siegel, 40, of Muskegon apdaring an average week-day
Ai these peak periods our swilefeAn automobile accident about Mrs. Neal De Jongh. A color ing Wednesday night. A serious park.
Thunday at Eighth St. scheme of blue and pink was car- paper entitled"The Foundationof
peared before Justice of Peace
boards and circuits carry their
r Ave. involved automo- ried out in the serving of refreshGeorge Hoffer Friday and pleadNazi Propaganda” was presented
Notice
die
sharp
peaks
fag
heaviest loada— heavier now than ;
^driven by Antcnelle Bakker, ments.
Trinity C.E. Society
by Gene Baker. Harvey Koop opened guilty to a modified charge of
i route 2, Holland, and Edgar
morning and mid-afternoon. That’s ever before, because of defense*
The guest list included the ed the meeting with prayer. A
Has Hayride Party
reckless driving and was assessed
. 262 West 12th St Misses Loma Goosman, Jeanne
when busineas activity is greateat— inenased busfneas and new home*
musical number secured by Bill
A
hayride party Wednesday a fine of $25 and costs of $9.15
were informpd that Miss Carlen, Edith Smith, Marian. WilAlderink was the singing of "You
Nov. 12. was enjoyed by members which he paid.
when aumy important defense
If yon can time your calla to fit the
east bound on Eighth St terdink, and the Mesdaroes John
and I” and "Ah Sweet Mystery of
' turn left on River Ave. Ranney, Alfred Berghbrtt, Paul Life" by Janet Arnold accompan- of the Senior-Intermediate Chris- Siegel was arrested in Crockery
tons* go
<Salliyan instead of the MUlb,,9y«n
tian Endeavor society of Trinity townshiplast Nov. 2, by state poWilson, Floyd Patrick and C S. ied by Margaret Friesema.
SeetW tUrd pofc
rigfal get fwter .ervice and find aor.
McEwan all of Grand Rapids, Mrs. "My Dog Dick!' was the title Reformed church and f other lice and originally charged with
o’dMkjalkeewafag.
Tkat’.whea
peapla fee I. ulk.
De Jongh and Miss Natalie Ven- of a humor paper read by Frank church young people- of high driving while intoxicated.Justice
school age. Approximately' 95 per- Hoffer explained that the charge
‘ ‘dear, route 2, Holland, der Schel of Hblland. f
Lokker. George Claver was master
was modified to reckless driving
Van Hartesveldt, 115
Miss McEwan has asked Miss critic for the program. Fraters sons attended the affair.
Following the ride, the group by the prosecutor due to lack of
St; were Hated as wit- Rose Vander Schel to be maid of
will hold their annual Thanksgivhon?r at her marriage to Adrian ing dinner celebration at the frat- gathered at the parsonage for a evidence.
lunch and adcial time. RefreshSiegel pleaded not guilty to the
Bell
De Kruif of Green Bay, Wis., ernity house Tuesday night.
__ which will -take place in Wise Business meetings were held menu were served by Mrs. H. D. original charge and his trial had
to Memorial chapel Grand Rapids, on this week by the Cosmopolitan and Terkeurs^ assisted by Mrs. Arie been set for Thursday at 1
DtrtMSt
Weller and Mr*. Henry DeWeert. He had been at liberty under $150
Thanksgivingday.
w Thmurian locietjes and no meet- Arrangementsfor the party bond.
honored guest.
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NO PARKING

FOR

it one of his father’s hogs, killing it Fortunately the porker was
of sufficient size to justify butchering it

PARTOFIENIH

STREFMS

SET

Sentinel)
Mrs. William Elferdlnk,66 West
13th St, Is confined to her home
with sciatica rheumatism.
Mrs. Clare Monroe and daughter, Barbara of Addison are spending the week with their grand-

mother, Mrs. Edith Kardux on

of Board

route

4.

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Brooks of
357 Maple Ave. announce the birth
of a daughter, Connie Sue, Nov.
ernoon to prohibitparking on the 15, weighing 94 pounds, at Lamouth side of 10th St. between Pine pen’s maternity home. Born there
and Maple Aveg., due to traffic this morning was a 64 pound son
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dams of
conditions in the vicinity of the
349 College Ave.
Holland Hitch Co.
Lane Goukxae, 151 East 14th
D. Vander Meer, 144 West 10th
St., complained of conditions in St., is recuperating from injuries
a letter to the board between 7 suffered last Saturday when he
ajn. and 11 p.m. He pointed out dropped a large piece of iron on his
right foot while at work as janithat tradesmento make deliveries
must park in the middle of the tor of Western Theological seminary. The first joint of the secstreet and that visitors to his home
must leave their cars more than ond toe was severed and the large
a half-block away. He proposeda toe was split along the nail. He
three-hour parking limit and off- was treated by a local physician.
Capt. A. E. Rackea, 30 East
ered tp buy the signs to be placed
Ninth- St., has returnedto Fort
in front of his property.
Mayor Geerlings said trafficis Sheridan after spending a two
congested in this block and he weeks' furlough in Holland.
S?t. George Zietlow of Camp
was of opinion they would not be
bettered by a three-hour parking Livingston,La., is spending his
limit since the workers are on duty furlough in this section and will
eight hours and would have no op- return to camp Nov. 24. While her
portunity to leave their work to husband is at camp, Mrs. Zietlow
has been living in Muskegon and
move their cars.
Motion to prohibit parking on the two spent Saturday and Sunthe south side of the street was day with their parents, Mr. and
made by CommissionerFred Kam- Mrs. Richard Ellison,In Holland.
“Lena Rivers,"
three act
ferbeek and seconded by Commismodern dramatization of Mary J.
sioner James Borr.

and fire
commissionersvoted Monday aftpolice

Services

Are Amnfed

limit parking to

two hours on the south side of 16th

St. between Harrison and Van
Raalte Aves. was referred to Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff and
CommissionerBorr with power to
act. Eight residents of the neighborhood filed a petition with the
board, requesting limited parking
to prevent accidents in this block.
Borr said a board committee is
still investigating traffic conditions on 16th St. between River
and Pine Aves. in regard to a re-

at

Reformed Church
at Harlem
Arrangements are being completed for the dedication of the
newly completedHarlem Reformed church located about eight
miles north of Holland which will
take place Thanksgiving day at
7:30 p.m. The new building replaces one which was destroyed by

March 17.
The new building is of brick and
tile construction and will seat
about 300 persons. Loud speakers
will be installedin the basement
for any overflow audience. The
basement is not completed but
fire

HAMS

for.

Wood

city setting," Junius B.
ille-

Wood

said
of absence

here. After a leave
to close their home in Waukazoo,
Mr. Wood has returned to Wash-

ington with Mrs. Wood and
three dogs. He is connectedthere
with the intelligencesection of
the army.
"And, like other oil boom towns,
a few have struck paying gushers, others have hopes but most of

Cost of the new structure is approximately $14,500. The Holland
clasais raised about $3,000 for the

ber of Hope church, but for 38
years directed the choir at First
Methodistchurch.
Mr. Dykema was a member of
the Schubert club of Grand Rapids,
and active in the local Civic chorus. He was a member of the
Knights of Pythias lodge.
Survivors include the widow.
Mrs. Luna Dykema; two daughters,
Mre. Simon Den Uyl of Groaae
Pointe Farms and Mrs. Roger
Strick of Grand Rapids; two
grandsons, Robert Dykema and
Richard Simon Den Uyl; two alsters, Mrs. Francis McDougall of
Grand Rapids and Mrs. Thomas
Armlsteadof Lynchburg,Va.; and

Dykema

of Hol-

land.

given by Mrs. Louis Elenbaasand
Mrs. Henry Palmbos.
Among those present for the reception were Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
Schaddelee, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Schaddelee, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ash, Mr. and Mrs. George Kuiper, Mr. and Mrs. William Hovinga, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dykatra,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Krigt, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Bloem of Grand Rapids. Gerrit Ballast and Mr. and
bor.
"These are unimaginabletimes Mrs. Louis Elenbaas.
through which we are passing, "
Dr. Parr declared. "Who could
Mn. N. Botch Feted on
predict when the century opened
only 41 years ago with all bright Birthday Anniversary
for progress, science and educaMr. and Mrs. Randall C.
tion, that devastation of citi«B,
Bosch of West 10th St., entertainhunger and sufferingof many peo- ed informally at a family buffet
ple would follow so soon.
supper Sunday night In honor of

art?”
E. J. Yeomans and Mr. and Mrs.
Many try to run away from suf- N. D. Chard.
after receiving a report
that a pile of leaves had been set fering and war, but to stand up to
on fire and that the fire was
tamp Fire Girle Have
spreading to nearby Dunn woods.
this
Police extinguished the fire with
Party
standing
sand.
Approximately 175 Camp Fire
the United States may play in the
girls participated in the all city
making of a future world, he ad
Thanksgiving party and Music Box
vised.
review held Monday evening in the
With reference to many of the
Washington school gym. The girls
new and interestingbooks recent-,
brought canned goods and fruit as
ly off the press, and with quotatheir tickets of admission. All pertions from them, Dr. Parr sought
ishables will be given to the city
to find what is the flaw in demmission for use in 'Durnksgiving
ocracy which make* possible the
grimly determined to beat the developmentof fascism and nazi- baskets, and canned goods will be
given to the high school for use
time clock by only one minute, Ism.
every morning and all treking Violence and the forces of revo- in Qirlstmasbaskets.
Following a box supper, each
back in the opposite directionfor lution are in proportion to the
group
presented a stunt for the
hot beans and the evening paper maladministration
of democracy,
music box review, with Doris
at the same time when work is he said. If a real democracy had
Wieskamp as mistressof cereover.
existed in Europe, it would not
monies. A specialfeature was the
"The government plans an im- have been swept away in the de
presentation of readings by Miss
mense dormitory for women clerks vastationof war.
Joan Vander Werf. The program
and a new hotel is going up, defyQuoting from "That Day Alone,’
closed with the singing of camp
ing steel priorities, but before it by Pierre Van Passan, Dr. Parr
and Camp Fire songs led by the
Is finished thrifty landlords may predicted that man will be happy
Wapikiya group and Miss Phyllis
be hanging tired clerks on hooks in yet, th^t he will never rest until
Pelgrim.
closets for a night’s sleep. When he finds a way. Even in the underthe footweary visitor decides to mining of democratic ideals, people
ease his knees under a table at have found in their hour of great- Pre-ThanksgivingDinner
any popular restaurant, he finds est suffering that they must be
a queue waiting for tables at all united economically and feel a so- Is Held for Soldier
normal eating hours. Washington cial responsibility to others before A pre-Thanksgiving planned pot-

^giving

Boom Town

a

now are swamped by the ad- all the confusion,pulling at cross
purposes and duplicationof effort,
ditional thousands whose business
brings them to the capital for is that so much is actually being
accomplished. Though a few thouslonger stays and the greatly inand more letter combinationsare
creased staffs of government ofton,

fices.

possible for alphabetically designated offices and bureaus, the effort now is to harmonize those
already created instead of launching new ones. A big step in that
directionIs the recent single central board to include the heads of
all defense production departments. It will coordinate their
work, prevent overlapping and remove some of the uncertainty
which now faces private industry
through the country.

Rainbow Girls Have
Penny Panorama

make of the hall.
Girls In charge of the stands inuse of the cane he carried
and said he was feeling physically cluded Jerry Van Vulpen, fortune
fit His memory and mind were telling; Ver* Harrison,chamber
alert. After the years, quiet and of horror*; Donna Lokker, fishpeace, possibly loneliness, have ily Juanita Sly, favors; Mrs. Morcome to him but the stirringdays ris, pop corn; Arlene Groters, kissare not forgotten when he led the ing booth, and Patricia Wright,
millions of American youth who tickets. Miss Wright also acted as
offered their live* in a war to end mistress of ceremonies for Miss
all war* and today one may won- Evelyn Kramer who arrived later
der whether the new generation in the evening, Refreshmentswere
which has grown into manhood it in charge of the group of Star of
being prepared for an equally vain Bethlehem chapter No. 40. Card*
and hollow soundingsacrificefor were enjoyed.
perpetually warring Europe. Time
Later in the evening there was
harveett the old generals and an auction of surprise packages
E. Tirreil and
raises a new crop of youth for the conducted by
in his 82nd year, he did not

much

G

George Lumwfcn.
mowing.” > v
i
Mr. Wood has had much experience with the . American and Couple Is Honored at
other armies, chiefly as a newspaper correspondent He was with Wedding Reception
it in Vera Cruz, Mexico, in 1914; \ Sgt. and Mrs. Osborne Vo* who
again during tha Maxican border were married recently in the »outh
troubles,the followingsyear; with were honored at a reception last
the Pershing expedition chafing Wednesday night In the hone of
Villa, In 1916; in France with the the former's parents, Mr. and
A. E. F. from 1917 to 1919, and Mrs. Charles Vos. Since that time
each in Siberia,a year later. :
two shower* for Sii*. Vo*, were

/

army

life.

771086

present were Mr.

and

Mrs. Henry Wieten and children,
Ardella, Donna, Barbara, Henry,
Junior, and Kenneth of Grand
Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Wieten and son, Paul. Mrs. Dora
Kamphuls of Grandville, Mr. and
Mrs. John De Vries of Zeeland,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wieten and
children, Doris and Arlene, Mr.
and Mra. Clarence Kimphuis and
children. Margaret and Roger,
Harold, Russel, Esther and Leona
Bremer, Pvt. Arthur Bremer and
Mr. and Mrs. Hessel Bremer.

Mrs.

W.

P, Telling, chairman of

the annual Red Cross roll call in

the Holland business district, today announced the names of the
captains who are assistingher in
this work. The roll call will continue through Nov. 30.
The captainsare Phillips Brooks
Charles Van Domelen, Henry W.
Wilson. Jerry Houtlng’, Herbert
Marsilje, Henry Oostlng, La Rue
Seats, John J. Good, Warren S.
Merriam, William P. Telling and
Wallace J. Kulte.
Grand Haven, Nov. 18— With
a goal of 1,700 members, the drive
In Spring Lake, Grand Haven and
Ferrysburgis meeting with excellent response, roll call workers re-

I

trill

get officially under my Tliunday.;

when Thanksgivingday

will bt?0

observed here with the traditional'

turkey and chicken dinners at

,ft!

family gatherings.
This is the last ysar thill
Thanksgivingwill be observedon -y
the third Thursday of November >

ha

because PresidentRooemlt
announced that Thanksgiving in r
1942 will be observed oo the trw .?
ditional last Thursday of tbf jj
month.
A holiday atmospherewill pr* 1
vail in Holland Thursday with y
practicallyall factories, stores and 1
business houses dosed.
The Holland State bank.
Peoples State bank, tha dty Mil »
offices, indudlng the pUbMe
'

j

library,the local headquarters of' L
the selectiveservice board in the ^
Temple buUdlnc and the local1
office of the Michigan employ- ,
ment service In the Mass fauiktag VQ
also will be doaed.
There will be no Issue of TM j
Sentinel Thursday.
Holiday mail service will prfrj
vail at the local poet office. Thera
will be no rural or dty dettvarfeti
by carrier*.All windowa win M'J
closed but the lobby will be open I
from 7 to 9 ajn. for the beneftfi
of bostholders. A collection of mall ’
will be made at 3
Thureday jg
rrom ooxes eo roarxeu.

pm

With retail stores closed^
Thursday, the half-holiday win
not be obierved this Wedneaday <i
afternoonand an itorea win bf
open, John Van Tatenhove,pra»*
idem of the retail > merehaat^
divisionof the Holland Chambff
of Commerce, said today.
Retail food (tores also wU be
open Wednesday aftsraoon.A fife

will remain open Thursday
morning and atlU others are
pected to be open a short timi
Thursday morning for lafet shoppe re, it

was announeid.

-

The majority of the local 1*1*1

M

eriee will be ekned all
i
Thursday, except those which win
be open in the forenoon while fUl*
ing orders for baking turkeys. ,
Thanksgivingalso wUl be thO
-- — —
— 4mm m ---- *- — — -* a»mtt^m**’ A
occasion ror a weex,«na notrawy
for students. All schools of tte «V
public school system will bo dia- £i
1

3

--

Lakevieiv School

1041 holiday aataon

|

*

;

.r

'

'{

REVIEWED

MEET

'

i

;

i

<

4

Pupils are being Instructedabout
the origin and history of Thanksgiving day. They are learning a
poem on “Giving Thanks." Life-size
turkeys, stand-up figures of hens,
ducks and turkeys are being made
for Thanksgivingdecorations.The
second grade stores are finished
including some of the local firms.
Host and hostess at the noon
hour for this week will be Jimmie

Hilblnk and Genevieve Ooms.
Housekeeperswill be Jewell Lavender and Gladys Bouwman.
Grand Haven. Nov. 19 (Special) The children enjoy their morn—Miss Mildred Kostner, route 1, ing health parades in the music
Grand Haven, began employment room. Most popular are the toothin the Ottawa county probate brush parade and the clean handkerchief parade. They also have
office Monday morning.

WOMAN

DEATH

partments.

Legion Auxiliary Will
Have

District

i

a

f

*J

Meet

Fifth district, American Legion ‘,1
auxiliary,will hold a regular' ^
meeting Tuesday,Nov. 25, In the
American Legion hall In Sparte. , ^
Luncheon will be served at 12^9, ,j
p.m. and local persons attending ‘
-

are requestedto make reserve- ;
tions with Mrs. J. Riemersma by i
Friday
\'j|M
The rehabilitation
chairmanwUl 1
1

night.

.

outline her plans for the birthday
party to be held each month In

A
*'

homes and hospitals. The
unit activitieschairman will relearned many new choruses with port her plans for the eoming
year. A question box will be pro- g
dramatizations.
The children of Miss Venekla- vided and members are asked to
sen's room have made some Indian bring any questions for this diswigwams, canoes and other ob- cussion.
The local auxiliary will meet J
jects in keeping with the ThanksMonday at 8 pun. in the Legion
giving season.
The fourth graders have set out club rooms. A program has been
In their imaginary travelsfor the arranged.
country of Arabia. The third
graders also are enjoying their Surprise Shower Honors
geographybooks. Some very interesting book reports are being re- Miss Dorothy Dolman
corded In pamphlet form by the
Using a color scheme ot grape *,
children.
and yellow, a surpriselinen howThe plants and their growth are er was given Monday evening 1b|
a never ending source of interest honor of Miss Dorothy Dahnan at
to the boys and girls.
the home of Mrs. O. E. Schaap
West 17th St. Hoeteses were
Schaap, Mrs. Paul Holleman
CLAIMS
soldiers’

*

‘

Miss Beatrice Geerlings.
Games were played with prizes
awarded.Gifts were presented
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special) having the guest of honor
—Shirley Frances, five-year-oldpoems concealed In a paper
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dick of grapes, which told her where
Westhof of Ferrysburg, died Sun- look for her gifts,
day at 6:25 p.m. in Municipal were served carrying out
hospital following a two weeks’ scheme. Tables were adorned
purple and yellow October
illness of pneumonia.

SPRING LAKE GIRL

She was bom in Ferrysburg Invited guests were Mis.
March 19, 1936. Survivor? are Garvelink, Mrs. John Van

Marian

Miss
the parents; three brothers,Paul, Miss
LdTWii
Richard and Gordon; and one sis- Palman,
and the guest of honor.
ter, Betty, all at home.

MM

Hart and Charles of Harbor
Springs; two listers, Miss Bertha
Billings of Grind Rapids and Mn.
Charles Wadsworth of Fennville.
She wu i member of the American Legion auxiliaryand 0.£5.

::

•

— PNEUMONIA

Mrs. AlJda Flanders,77, died early
on Saturday at
convalescent
home near Saugatuck following a
long illness.
She was born In Fennville Sept.
22, 1964, and with exception of
officer*.
two years had resided here all of
her life. Her husband, Thomas
Flanders,died several yean ago.
Gasoline Is Stolen in
Survivors are three eons, Frank
Breakin at Store Hero and Archie ot Fennville and Floyd
of Milo; one grandchild;five
Local police said Monday the brothers,Arthur, Roy and William
Hilltop Electric Co., 21st St and Billims, all of Fennville,James of

Columbia Ave., had been broken
into Friday night but a check revealed that only nine gklkms of
gasoline had been stolen. Polios
reported having found some fingerprints oo a piece of glass.

FOR ROLL CALL

The

VsatioBs

missed at noon Wednesday and !
students will return to classes
The school waa represented by Monday morning, 8upL E. S. Fafl vteachers and school board at the announced.
Grand Rapids was chosen for the South Ottawa Teachers’meeting
Studenti of the Christian^
next districtmeeting in Febru- in Zeeland Wedneaday evening, schools will be dismissedfrofl||1
ary and the activities committee Nov. 12. Floyd Starr ot the Starr daises Wednesday at 2:45 pJn.^
In charge of programs is com- Commonwealthnear Albion gave and will return Monday xnondnft r
posed of the commanders-electof an interesting and inspirational ad- Supt John Swats lakL
the five camps.
Afternoon classes will be held
dress on his work with boys. Park
Mr. Bork opened the meeting township was represented by 23 at Hope college after whkb gtaiN
and introduced President Hunter. persons.
dents will be dismissed until Moft? ,r
There were 10 persons from HolAlbert Raak of the school board day morning, the college office «;
land, 18 from Grand Haven, 14 visitedschool Thursday morning, announced.At Western Theologl*^
from Muskegon, 35 from Grand Nov. 13. The three rooms partici- cal seminary, the students will of*
Rapids, and 14 from the Ionia pated in a fire drill on Thursday.
dismissed Wednesday afternoon
camp and auxiliary and several Several donations have been and will not report for atudieft
visitorswho attended the meet- brought by the pupils of Miss until Tuesday morning.
ing. Dinner was served at 6:30
Students of St Francis de Sake
Doane’s room for the Junior Red
and music was furnished by the Cross rummage sale. More contri- parochial school will be dlimjass^ j
Rivervlew orchestra.
butions will be forthcoming by the Wednesday at 4 pjn. for a vaca*
tion until Monday morning. , ;J
other rooms.
Before children have an
TTie
pupils
of
the
sixth, seventh
LEGAL QUESTIONS
and eighth grades are having spell- (unity to difiat their
giving turkey and all the
AT
ing contests.
Lois Koeman of the primary mings, they will be glvto
Much Interestwas shown by room underwent an operation for (unity to welcome Santa
those attending the Ottawa county appendicitis and is recovering In Holland. He has scheduled a
bar meeting, held Thursday night her home. The children of the pri- here Friday afternoon to partld*
in tha Warm Friend tavern, in a mary room packed a box of gifts pate in the opening of the top
discussionfollowing carefullypre- for her and a committee of girls departmentsof the J. C. Penney
Oo., Montgomery Ward fe Oo., and ^
pared paper*.
carried them to her home Friday
Vernon D. Ten Cate discussed afternoon.Lois’ pet dog haunts the De Vries and Dornbos Oo. itoris. |
He will arrive at 3 p.m. by
the question of legal liability for a school ground looking for her.
Greyhound
bus at Rivervlew park,
voluntary subscription to a charArmistice day was commemoraitable cause. Louis J. Stempfly dis- ted by a talk concerning the mean- distribute candy to the children
cussed the right of the husband to ing of the day. The children ob- and then leave in an open car
control the Income from property served the minute of silence at for the downtown business district to open the three toy de*
jointly owned by husband and 11 a.m.

Miss Kostner takes the place
of Mrs. Herbert Lugers of Kalamazoo, formerly Miss Jean Helmink of Holland, who had been
employed In the office since last
June following the resignation of
Mrs. Nicholas Yonkman, formerly
Miss Harriet Swart, then register of probate. Before her marriage, Mrs. Lugers was employed
in the office as a clerk.
Mias Kostner since graduation
Coast Guardsmen to
from Grand Haven high school in
Receive G.H. Training 1937 had been employed at the
Mosher Camera shop here.
Grand Haven, Nov. 19— Under
aupervision of Commanding OffiFENNV1LLE
cer Carl Howell, nine surfmen
from coAst guard stations akmg
IS TAKEN BY
Lake Michigan will receive training of four to six weeks in a
Fennville, Nov. 19 (Special)
boatswain’s mate school.
The personnel of the Grand Haven station is now 24 men; including the regular crew, six men
from the cutter Escanaba and the
new men being trained for petty

(MAINS

president; Hiram Crandall of
ers' chairman.
Ionia, junior vice president; Mrs.
Crandall, secretary; Miss Kath-

Min

small suite of rooms at ‘Walter Masonic hall. TTie various booths
Reed hospital, the big army estab- were decoratedin colorful crepe
lithment in Washington. Though paper and were lined on each side

.

in one direction, -

USWV

wife.

core, "Sylvia," by Speaks.
Henry Winter presided at the
meeting. The social hour was arranged by Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McBride, Mrs. Donald Crawford, Mrs.
H. W. Hardie, Dr. M. J. Cook and
Miss Elizabeth Uchty.

Hart

For the second six weeks

NAME

and Storti Wffllj

Be Closed; Students to

Jameitown School

at
Meeting
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special)
-Ninety-one persons from Holland, Grand Haven, Muskegon,
Ionia and Grand Rapids attended
the annual meeting of the fifth
pont.
district of the United Spanish
More than 100 women on the
War Veterans and auxiliary or- committeeset up by the Grand Haganization in the Eagle-Ottawa
ven Woman’s club are canvassing
recreation building Friday night
homes. The Business and Profesat which meeting Adrian J. Dan- sional Women's club is visiting
ker of Grand Rapids was elected business and professionaloffices
president of the district to suc- and the Kiwania club is canvassceed H. E. Hunter of Ionia.
ing service stations.Mrs. Jack E.
OoL Frank C. Whitney of Mus- Thoma is general drive chairman
kegon was elected senior vice and Mn. William Seifert Is work-

luck dinner was given Saturday
finding a perfect destiny.
An additional feature of the night in the home of Mr. and Mrs. The subject of liability of parprogram was the music, consisting Hessel Bremer, Columbia Ave., ents for servicesrendered them by
their children after they become
of vocal solos by Frank D. Kiein- honoring Pvt. Arthur L. Bremer
heksel of Flint, who with Mrs. who is home on furlough from of age. was reviewed by Probate
Judge Cora VandeWater. Welbome
Kleinheksel, has been a frequent Camp Livingston, Alexandria, La.
guest of the club. Accompanied He will report for duty again Nov. S. Luna of Allegan discussed the
question of belated appeal from
by Mrs. W. Curtis Snow of the 20.
The evening was spent in sing- probate court.
Hope college music faculty, he
sang “Melisande in the Wood." ing songs and hymns with guitar
by Goetz; “Thank God for a Gar- accompaniment furnished by HarKoitoer Starti
den," Del Riego; "Without a old Russel Bremer. Later In the
Probate Office Work
Song," Youmans; and for an en- evening Pvt. Bremer told about

"Last week, I made a brief call
The Rainbow Girls held a penny
on General Pershing who has a panorama Friday night in the

-G.

Holland Represented

"What are we to do with all the former’s mother, Mrs. Nicode- ryn Dykema of Grand Haven,
we are In,” he asked. mus Boach, who was observing treasurer; George C. Bork of
“Can we live in the ‘goldenyeiter- her birthday anniversary. Other Grand Haven, publicity director;
days’ reading escape books and guests were Mr. Bosch, Mr. and and Henry J. Van Lente of Holpoetry, turning to the escape of Mrs. G. J. Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. land, Americanization officer.
this mess

Roll in

the
following students of Bell school
In Jamestown township are on the
honor roll with an average of at
least 90 per cent: Joan De Young,
98.2; Lois Hulzenga, 98.1; Bernard
Kunnen, 96.5; ClarenceHulzenga,
96.3; Pulla Schroeder, 96.1; Barbara Walton. 95.2; Arlene Kooman, 95.2; Henry Young, 94.2;
Irene Koater, 92.4; Marjorie Elliott, 91.8; Robert Kooman, 91.6; Arlene De Young. 91.5; Hilda Manthe week.
Born Dec. 5, 1875 In Holland to ning, 90.5, and Glenn Slagter, 90.4.
On Friday, Nov. 7, a 4-H club
Mr. and Mra. Johannes Dykema,
he had lived here here all his life, waa organizedwith 13 members.
and attended Holland public On Saturday, Nov. 8. a Girls’ Sewschools. He has been connected ing club was organized with nine
with the Meyer Music house for members. Visitorsare welcome at
the past 42 years. He was a mem- Bell school.

one brother, John

Monday

is a miniature of war activity in
them are modest workers satisfied the nation.
that they are doing somethingfor
“So many reports and plans are
their country," he continued. "Living accommodations which were being written that officials seem
groping through
blizzard of
ample for the thousandsof tourpaper. The surprisingfeature amid
ists who passed through Washing-

Mrs. Franklin Veldheer was hos"Branches of our own and the
tess to group No. 1 of the Ladies British government which outAid society at her home Friday grow their quarters like soap
evening. Plans were made for a bubbles requisitionhotels and ofChristmasparty to be held at the office buildings for ‘more space
town hall in December.
until anybody can expect an evicMr. and Mrs. C. Duisterwinkle tion notice in his morning mall.
of Grand Haven visited Mr. and They freeze out others until WashMrs. Richard Nykamp recently. ington is like a frozen barrel
A new furnace has been installed bursting its staves. Building matin the school.
erial is hard to get and new conA group of friends pleasantly struction is far short of what
surprised Mr. and Mrs. Jake Kraai could be used. Zoning restrictions
at a farewell party Monday even- have been repealed in strictly reing previous to their taking up res- sidentialdistrictsand any extra
idence in Holland for the winter. room finds a waiting tenant Once
Nearly 30 were present. Games leisurelyWashington now elbows
were played and a lunch was serv- and honks through the crowds.
ed.
"Our branch of the war departBert Kamerman of Montana is ment is In a .former apartment
visiting Mr. and Mra. Charles Bar- hotel. Mrs. Roosevelt, Mayor Latels and other relative*for several Guardia and other government ofweeks.
ficialshave other floors. Some
Mrs. Bill Brady attended two tenants whose leases have been
showers the past week honoring broken are fighting eviction In
two of her cousins. Miss Evelyn court with the result that the
Nienhuis and Miss Dolores Stein- rules against entering or leaving
fort.
a government building without a
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Redder and pass cannot be enforced, because
family, Mr. and Mr*. Richard Ny- the guards can’t tell an employe
kamp and John Redder surprised from a- belligerenttenant. One
Martha Redder at a family birth- stenographer in ourv office take*
day, party Friday evening. Lovely a cross country trip twice a day
gifts were presented and a lutth by but, street car, railroad train
waa served by Mrs. Redder.
and street car from the other tide
Herman Smeyers, John and Fred of Baltimorewhile another live*
Veneberg and John Redder left in a room with three other girls
Friday evening for the north woods and find* it crowded after a lifeIn quest of deer.
time in Text*.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bruhn of
“The war departmentis starting
Grand Haven have moved their a new building and a 6,000 car
family to the farm vacated by parking lot for 20,000 employes
Jacob KjraaL
across the river In Virginia.That
A local 15-year-old youngster mean!, not only a building,but a

with the

Local Century Club

Finds Washington

ted his monthly report which W&ukazoo Man Connected
showed 83 cases dispased of during
October. Other police activities
With Intelli|ence Unit
follow: Illegal parking violators
of U.S. Army
ordered to Judge Smith, 22; waitings for speeding, 12; warnings
“Our national capital today has
for stop streetsand lights, seven;
warnings for improper driving, all the scramble and hurly-burly
five; warnings for defectiveequip- of an oil rush boom town in a big

Olive Center

to

Just Like Oil

police officer supplied at its last
mission fest.
Police Chief Van Hoff submit-

transientsOrdered out of the city,
four; bicycles picked up, 11; motorists who paid fines for overtime parking,41; warnings for
overtime parking, 34.
Chief Van Hoff said 8,930 miles
had been patrolled during October, including 7,619 miles by cruisers, 889 by motorcycles and 292
by the service car.

The Rev. Paul Hinkamp, Michigan chairman of "Service to Children" week, has been busy with
weekly dispatches to Exchange
clubs throughout the state. A drive
for funds to aid children will take
place between Dec. 13 to 20. Holland Exchangeiteswill again sell
The Holland Evening Sentinel on
Saturdayof that week. Michigan
has received high commendation
for pioneering in this work, largely through the effortsof Rev. Hinkamp.

Ann Arbor Pastor Talks

Its

a

ment, eight; warnings for
gal parkings, 14; miscellaneous
calif, 70; accident calls made, 36;
doors found unlocked, 14; stolen
can, three; stolen cars recovered,
three; juvenileswarned, 12; picked up for other cities, three; fire
calls made, four; solicitor: and

“Events since the outbreak of Secretary John Swets gave a final
the first World war have given report on the Rubinoff concert.
rise to a atlgma which we attach Thanks were extended to Henry
to the word ipropaganda.’The Carley who made possible the
word has come to mean large club’s theater party for nearly
scale lying," Mr. Elliott atated,al- 1,000 children Saturday.

We

building,the Grand Rapids claasis
custom for the $2,000 and the Harlem congregapast 15 years, the Holland Furnace tion about $4,000. There is a mortCo. will distribute hams to its gage of about $4,000 and the reemployes Wednesday afternoon mainder was paid by insurance and
when the group leaves the office gifts.
buildipgand plant in observance of
Van Dyke and Volkers were
Thanksgiving.
contractors for the church and
Approximately650 employes of Peter Elzinga was architect
the company will participatein the
distribution, Henry Boersma anEXTINGUISH FIRE
nounced today. Each employe will
Police were called to 28th St.
be presented
skinned ham, and Ottawa Ave. about 10:40 p.m.

As has been

plant
The board formally accepted the weighing between 12 and 14
fire department’s new pumper pounds.
truck and approved for payment a
bill of 59,94550 to the Seagraves
There are about two pounds of
Corp. Fire Chief Cornelius Blom radium in the world. It is worth
reported the truck had success- about $18 million.
fully passed its test and had
pumped more than the 1,000 gal-

through its secretary,George Ver
Hoeks, thanked the board for the

dress.

Factories

Many Studenti on Honor

"Usually one can determine Services for Well Known
what is news by asking himaelf,
Club Here
Musician to Bo Held
What do I want to know about
this and what does the writer want
on Tuesday
“Man's only protection agaimt me to know?’ "
evil propaganda is the developMartin Dykema, 65, well known
ment of straight thinking,” Paul President Albert E. Dampen announced that the annual football in local business and musical cirElliott, city editor of the Muskegon Chronicle, told member! ct night will be held In two weeks cles, died unexpectedly at his
the Holland Exchange club Mon- with Hope College Coach Milton
home, 226 West 15th St., Sunday
day in a discussionof “Propaganda L Hinga in charge of the proat 2:15 p.m. following a short 111gram
arrangements.
He
alio
inand the New*.’*
Several selectionsby a clarinat troduced C. C. Moore as a guest neas. A heart seizure came as the
trio composed of Gordon Berkel and John Westhof who spoke in result of an attack of the flu,
and two pupils preceded the ad- behalf of the Red Cross and who which he has suffered earlier In
will serve as the club reporter.

An

EMPLOYES

lons per minute.
The mission festival committee,

never complete or fully reli-

Mark

Start of Holiday Season

HOLLAND DIES

Speaks to Exchange

partitionswill be installedki the though there is both good and bad
propaganda, as was shown by the
future.
Dr. Simon Blocker of Holland history which he presented of the
president of General Synod and use of propaganda.
"In order to recognizepropaprofessor of Western Theological
seminary, will preach the dedica- ganda we should know the psychotory sermon. The Rev. H. Maassen logy of propaganda, its use of colof North Holland will bring greet- ored words which have an emoshould know
ings from the classis and the Rev. tional effect.
P. D. Van Vliet of South Olive the agency behind the propaganda
,
will bring greetings from the and what It stands
"News from foreign countrie* is
Christian Reformed denomination.
The Rev. N. Rozeboom of Hamil- always released through governton will give the dedicatory prayer ment owned or controlledagencies
and the Rev. Howard Teusink will
read scripture.The Rev. Gradus
A. Aalberts, pastor of the church,
will preside.
The church was founded in 1904
and had two pastors for short perHolmes’ book of the same title, iods but for the most part was
will be presented In Holland High
vacant. The present pastor arrived
school auditorium Thanksgiving four and a half years ago after a
inspirational message of
night at 8 p.m. by the Junior vacancy of about 10 years. At that
hope
for the future was brought
Alethia society of Cbldbrook time the church had about 60 comto members of the Century club
Christian Reformed church of
municant members and 30 famiGrand Rapids under auspicesof the lies. Now the church has about 130 by Dr. Leonard Parr of Ann ArbEunice Aid society.
communicantmembers and 62 or at their meeting Monday night
Fourteen Boy scouts of troop
families. The Sunday school has In- In the home of Dr. and Mr*. Wyn
No. 9, Hope Reformed church,
and Wichers on the Hope college
creased from 50 to about 120 in atwent to Grand Rapids Monday
campus. His subject waa “Destiny
tendance.
night to swim in the Y. M. C. A.
The fire last spring destroyed or Doom— Where do we go from
pool.
the church and all its furnishings. here?’' Dr. Parr is pastor of the
New pews have been installed. Congregational church in Ann Ar-

quest to make this a through FURNACE
street from the east to west corWILL RECEIVE
porate limits. He said a dangerous
condition exists In this block because of students on bicycles and
parked and moving automobiles.
He suggested the placing of a
school zone sign at 16th St. and
Pine Ave.
On recommendation of Police
Chief Van Hoff, the board voted
to place Dennis Ende on probation for six months as a regular
special police officer for parttime duty at the municipal power

is

Thanksgiving Will

able.

a

The proposal to

UDYKENAOF

Will Nullify Propaganda

THURSDAY

BE

City Editor o( MuikegOB and

Block Near Holland Hitch
Co. Affected by Vote

The board of

DEDICATION TO Says Straight Thinking

Personals
(From Tuesday's

,a

19, 1941

To complete a
remonths require 1,200,000 tons
2,963.000,000 pounds 1940 the automobile bx

Cuban exports of raw and
fined sugar for the first six
of 1941 totaled

:

or 18 percent over the corresponding period in
•

1940.

: .

WOOD

ton.
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Interestingexperiences to

%

Were

‘Polar Bears’

tell.

Tha

1&, ,1941

MRS. GERRIT. HULST

MARY'; JANE
RESTAURANT

company’s top sergeant at Fort
Custer learned his men were “all
OF
Dutchmen” when he reached the
That. J. Sanger, Mgr.
names of the four Meeusen cousins
Zeeland, Nov. 19 (Special)
Tha nicest things to oat at
and tried to pronouncethem.
Mri. Gerrit Hulat, 65, of Oakland,
reasonable prlcee”
trick 8llo Biocka Wall Blocks
died at 10 pjn. Sunday In HuiBenjamin De Zwaan was strick*
196 RIVER AVE. PHONE »1«2
Chimney Bloeka Septic Tanks Nearly 60 oi Local Area
zinga Memorial hospital here. SurWalter Bocks, route 4, Holland; en ill of appendicitiswhile inland
John De Vries, 118 West 18th St.; and was forced to travel 300 miles
Gravel and Cement
Five local registrants departed viving are the husband; one
Police revealed Tuesday that
Were Among Forces
daughter, Mrs. Peter Kiel of For- four radios and an electriciron
Gerrit C. Knoll, 17 East Eighth by sled to Archangel where the apat 8:50 a m. Tuesday In 8 charConcrete Mixer to Rent
est Grove; four grandchildren,and had been stolen by an unidentified
St.; Shud Althuis.,1West 19th St.; pendix were removed.
in Russia
Henry Cook, route 2, Hudsonville; Jack Knoll recalls that the night tered bus for Fort Custer for in- three great grandchildren.
man and woman between 11 a.m.
CONCRETE
Sgt. A. D. Cox, Battle Creek; news of the armistice came duction into the army under the
and 2 p.m. Monday from two local
Two
nty- three years hro today
PRODUCTS CO.
Leonard De Free. 133 West 16th through he was working on the selective service act.
stores.
the North Russian Allied lixpedi- St ; Cornelius De Witt. North RivPlant Phone 4142-8-Offlce 9594
The five were William John De
Allen's Radio shop, 254 River
telephone. But because the mestionary force— including about 200 er Ave,; Benjamin De Zwaan, ZeelAve., reported the loss of three
sage was In code, he did not learn Haan, Harold J. Slenk, Stanley
western Michigan men— was still and; Henry Bok, route 2, Hudsonsmall radio*. Holland Hotpolnt Co.,
Stephan Mrok, Harold Elmer Dou*
of its contents until later.
fiphtinc he World war.
villc; Martin De Boer, route 2,
46 East Eighth St., reported losing
The late Leonard Bareman was ma and Harvey Sprick.
Elsewhere the celebration of Zeeland
a portable radio and an electric
Prior to their departure, R. H.
— a
member
of
the
company.
Another
(hat first, memorable armistice
John Beyer, Zeeland; Fred Busiron.
Muller,
president
of
the
local
tho thing evory femlly need*
had reused and the problems of man. East Eighth St.; Harvey member was Benjamin Kool who
Gideon society, briefly told the
From descriptionsgiven of the
Ls confined in the Veterans' hospipeace were just coming inlo focus.
A place where there Is room
Grover. 369 West 17th St.; Henry
two, police believe that the man
draftees
they
should
consider
for the very beat In
tal. Battle Creek.
All hough rumors of Die signing
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special)
Garvelink, route 1, Zeeland; Herand woman committedboth Crimea. to live
their trainingin the army a priviof the armistice had been prevelant
Piea, Cakes, Cookies
Company D left Juife 15, 1919, lege to serve their country which — Bobby, 24 years old, an only The woman was described as being
man Gerritsen. 21 East 21st St.;
for days, more than a week elapsed
Pastries and Bread
Thomas Halley, 299 West 12th St.; from Economia Point. Russia, and has brought them many benefits. son of Mr. and Mrs. William E. short between 30 and 35 years old Let Us Give You An Estimate
after the actual truce before the
Dan Hacklander,route 2, Fenn- traveled to Brest, France, from He presented each with a Bible, a Sneath, 634 Lake Ave., was drown- wearing dark clothes and large
Yes, We Will Deliver
main body of the North Russia ville; Sam Hoekatra, route 2, Zeel- where they sailed aboard the Presgift of the Gideon society.
ed shortly after noon Monday at ear rings. The man was described
Birthday and Wedding forces learned of the end of the and; William Huizenga, route 2, ident Grant for Boston, arriving A crowd of relatives and friends play in
four-foot deep fish as about 35 years old, five feet six
war Detachments in isolated Zeeland; Dick Hunderman,route there July 14, 1919. They just miss- was on hand to hid the selectees pool in the back
Cakes
yard of the John Inches tall, wearing light top coat
places ere not informed for sev- 3. Zeeland; Bob Atkins, route 2, ed seeing President Woodrow Wil- goodbye. The group represented
Oldest Lumber Co. In Holland
Llndemulderhome. 612 Lake Ave., and light.suit.
eral
weeks.
Holland, Michigan
Equippedto handle building
South Haven; Walter Sprague, son for he had previouslysailed the board's November quota.
Both robberies were similar In
located a few doors north of the
Between 30 and 60 of the north- route 2. South Haven; John Piers, from France for the United States
under P.H.A. Plen
384 Central Phone 2677
nature. While the man occupied
Also aboard the bus were selec- Sneath home.
ern soldiers wen* residentsof Hol140
River
Phone 3496
Jemson; Albert De Maat. route 6, aboard the President Washington. tees from Ottawa county board
the
attention
of
the
clerk
at
the
The coast guard and city police
land and vicinity.
Upon arrivalin Boston, the sold- No. 2 at Grand Haven.
Holland; John Knoll, Hudsonville.
v .re called but all efforts of resus- rear of the store, the woman who
Members of the expeditionary
citation failed. Mr. Sneath. plant remainedin the front left with the
Ben Lievorvse, 215 Central Ave.; iers were first sent to a nearby
force eventually gained a nickname
John
Leeuw, route 1. Zeeland. camp and then transferredto Fort
manager of the Wolverine Pressed stolen merchandise. Trooper Leroy
— "Polar Bears," and national "PoRalph
Lowing, route 1. Jenison; Custer from where they were disSteel Co. here, was deer hunting Hunt is aiding local police in the
lar Bear" clubs was formed later
investigation.
Simon Meeusen. 271 West 12th St.; charged from the army July 18,
in northern Michigan.
1 on
Lewis Meeuscn, route 1, Zeeland, 1918.
i The "Polar Rear" elub In HolGOES TO MANITOWOC
Henry Heeuscn,route 1, Holland;
Troops of the North Russian Al| land, organized in 19^<. is a local
Grand Haven, Nov. 19 (Special)
A total of $670.69 was pledged Youth Suffers Injuries
Jacob
Meeusen.
Zeeland; John lied Expeditionary force operated
I club, not conn Til'd with the na- The U.S coast guard cutter
Molewyk, route 2. Zeeland; Rich- from bases at Murmansk and Ar- by Hope college students and
| tional organization and docs not
When Struck by Auto Escanaba departedMonday for a
ard Oggel, 126 East 12th St.; John changel and moved south along the faculty members for Mexican
require its members to pay dues.
two-week stav at Manitowoc.
Oudemolen, 132 West 17th St.; Al- Leningrad-Murmaask and Archan- missionsin the annual mission
I Meetings are held every two
Norman Dale VanDenBerg, 13- Wis., where she will be fitted INTERSTATE
bert G. Pyle, route 2. Zoeland; gel-Vologda railroadsand the Da- drive sponsoredby the YM and
A NEW POLICY THAT WILL | months here
CARRIERS
Burleigh Roberts, Battle Creek; vina river over a territorycover- YW groups in the Memorial cha- year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. John out for winter service.
| Present officers of the club are William
SAVE YOU TWENTY
Renkema, route 2, Hud- ing several hundred miles. Their pel on Tuesday. This amount, VanDenBerg. route 4, Holland, was
BETWEEN
HOLLAND
I Benjamin De Zwaan of Zeeland,
PER CENT
treated in Hollmd hospital for a
sonville; Ben Rooks, 112 East 20th lines of communication were by one of the largest ever to be col—
and
—
president;Gcrnt (’ 'Jack) Knoll,
drive, will six-inchlaceration on his left thigh HENRY J.
Let lie explain the advantages
St.; Martin Rotman. West 16th St. foot and sledges drawn by shaggy- lected in such
Holland, vice-president;Ben LieINDIANAPOLIS
which
he
suffered
about
6
p.m.
probably be somewhat increased
of thie policy to you.
Albert Slagh, route 2, Holland; maned Russian ponies.
vense. Holland, secretary;and
FORT WAYNE SOUTH BEND
by contributions of absenteesto Monday in an accidentat his home.
Gerrit Stam. route 1. Hollar
Supply
lines
were
uncertain
and
John H. Riemersma, Holland, finMARION
It was reported that he had
BEN L VAN LENTE
be
made
later.
Bernard Schipper, Zeeland;
many times were cut. Fighting in
ance officer.
ANDERSON
been struck by an automobile,
Clinton
Harrison
led
in
prayer
Auto, Fire and Life Insurance
A list of all "Polar Bears" of H. Riemersma. 194 West 13th lit.; squads, platooas and with never nt the opening exercises and pre- driven by Eibert Van Kampen,
177 College Ave. Phone 7133
Holland and vicinityalthoughall D. A Strowenjans,route 4, Hol- more than a company in line, these sided at the program. Guest route 4, Holland, while riding his 46 Weet 8th 8t., Telephone 3992
land; John Van Loo, route 3, Zeel- soldiersfought on through the
of them do not belong to the local
bicycle. VanDenBerg also was givand;
John Volkers, Holland; Cor- winter of 1918-19.During the win- speakers of the morning were the
EXPRESS, INC.
club, although eligible for memberRev. and Mrs. John R. Kempers, en tetanus treatmentto prevent
nelius Wittengen. refute 3, Hudson ter many of them paid the supreme
Surprlee your
5th and Central Phone 3101-2
ship, follows:
lockjaw
and
was
discharged
from
Reformed Church missionaries to
ville; Edward Whaley, route 4, sacrificelong after the armistice
HOLLAND, MICH.
friend* with a
Chiapas, Mexico. Mrs. Kempers the hospital.
Holland; Jacob Zwemer, 37 West was signed.
described the state of Chiapas as
new hairstyle
22nd St.: Art Miller.Byron Cent
The present Russian campaign is having an area equal to about
er;
and
M.
Harold
Saur.
Kent
City.
L COLTON
50 Weat 8th Street
One that flatters
proving of interestto these "Polar half the size of the state of MichThose from Holland were all in
architect
Bears' for many of the places fig igan and having a population that
end ‘doe* thing*'
one draft quota which was sent to
unng in today's news are familiar is 30 per cent pure blood Indian. PETER ELZINGA
With Hair that
for you.
Fort Custer. Before completing to them. Many of the World war
DESIGNER
It is the most southern of the
is difficult to
their 10-day quarantine preiod,the
conditions are doubtless being re Mexican states.
take
permaHolland Beauty Shoppe
group had been selected to com
All Type* of
created today in the same terriRev. Kempers, stating that
nent
1884 River Ave. Phnn* 2212
prise Co. D, 339th infantry, 85th
Building.
tory.
Mexico Ls a country where edudivision.
Expert Body and Fender
Writing In the Grand Haven cation and religion do not go
DESIGNS
Lillian Beauty Shop
The group sailed from Hoboken.
Tribune. James Siplon, who is in hand in hand, emphasked the idea
Work
PLANS and
210 River Ave. Phone 2950
N. J., about July 21, 1918, arrivcharge of the mechanicaldepart- that it is good for Christians to
Supervision
ing in Liverpool Aug. 1. 1918. They
PHONE 7332
ment of the Tribune and who serv- be building.He told of the build>rlv* In comreceivedtraining at Camp Cow
ing up of churches in Mexico and
ed in Russia, said:
Distributor For
fort with
Shot near Brookwood. 30 miles
Dutch Block
:
"Many interesting comparisons of the plans to improve seating
the
new
Hasting
Steel Vent Rings
from London, before departing for
ItSS Hirer At*.
will probably be made in the com- facilities. Mexican congregations
ARVIN
Russia about Sept. 1, 1918.
Pfcoa* MIS
ing winter In regard to the effect- have also promised to sacrifice so
Standard Line
HEATER
The "Polar Bears” arrived in iveness of the German army mobile that their goal may be reached,
Buy your
ReplacementParts
Russia just before the winter units in the heavy snows and bitter he said.
AntLFreex*
freeze up and traveled 350 miles
Music on the program was furand
:
Ask Your Dealer . *
cold which the members of this
now.
inland on barges and through the
force know only too well— condi- nished by a quartet of girls singIt’a atill time to — ^
Let us lusnow. Their first encounter with
j
tions which taxed the efforts of the ing a well-known hymn in the
_
brlcate your
J. Y. HUIZENGA
the Russians occurred Sept. 20 at
men to keep going. . to live in the Mexican language. Dressed in apear for winterdriving.
Seltso,
Russia.
City Property, Suburban • J 209 RIVEp AVE. PHONE 3476 •
open. . as well as to fight battles. propriate costumes, the singers
Parts
Practicallyall in the group have
and general
were Betty Mulder, Mary Blair,
PRINS SERVICE
and
Yard — 192 E. 10th St. I
"Among the best known mem107 E. 8th BL
Phone
2351
Ruth
Ann
Poppen,
and
Helen
160
E.
8th
Phono
4342
*e0000000000000000000000000000t0000*'
Business Property
bers of this expedition from this
Thompson. They were accompanNurtery
Stock
city
(Grand
Haven)
was
the
late
Farms and Vacant Lots •
ied* by Ruth Van Bronkhorst
Capt. Howard Pellegrom. an officSenorita
Mulder and Senor Rod
Rentals
ElectricalContractor
er in Co. H, 339th infantry.Capt.
Funiton also sang a duet ic
Pellegrom was decoratedby the
Frontage Macataw and {
WIRING
FIXTURES U. S. army for bravery under fire companied by Mlsa Van Brook*
hont.
Lake Michigan
476 Michigan Ave. Phone 4846 during this World war campaign
Using his own particular brand
Make your home snug against
PHONE 3663
and the Capt. Howard Pellegrom of droll humor, Mr. Harison anwinter
storms. Use quality—
Polar Bear Post of War Veterans nounced resultsand presided over
is named in his honor. Other memthe pledging. Pledge cards were
RU-BER-OID “TITE-ON”
bers known here were Tony Van distributed and read off by mem19 West 8th Street
Horssen, wounded in action. Harry bers of the YM and YW cabinets.
Financing
A storm-proof ehlngle eecurely
VEEN and
Office 2364 — Home 3014
Baggott. Peter Wilds, the late Tabulators for the drive were
Designing
SUPER
SERVICE
locked down.
Save yourielf worry and ex- Ferdinand Blease and perhaps Bernice Oatmen, Jeanne Horton,
Building
BATTERIES
others
whose
identities
are
not
Ray Olthof, John Muller and Dan
peme by being insured against
GREASING
Eitlmatee Cheerfully Given
known at present.Altogether there Fylstra. Organ interludes during
all accidents.
INSULATION CO.
Body and Fender Repairing
were about 200 men from western the pledging were furnishedby
271 West 17th St. Phone 4557
PHONE 3826
29
E.
6TH
STREET
Michigan in this North Russian ex- Mrs; W. Curtis Snow, college orC.
pedition and to this day the pur- ganist.
Insurance — Real Estate
As pledging progressed Rod
85 West 8th
Phone 2948 pose of their expedition and pastPHONE 4551
Armistice struggle Ls a mystery to Funston moved by 100-dollar
ColumbiaAve. and 8th 8t.
Cyclones, wind storms, floods
them
and
many
others."
stages from the floor, to a low
A good, substantialhome la an
stool,
to
a
bench,
to
a
straight
are terrible things to happen
Investmentthat will give you
Quality Milk
chair, to an easy chair and then
to anyone’s property but not
^•tlefactlon and comfort
Best for Children De Weerd-Zeerip Vows
to a comfortable love seat. When
so terrible when covered by inLet ue help you with your
and Grown-Ups Exchanged in Home
the 000-dollar mark was reached,
Henry Cook, Proprietor
surance.
It’s foolish to trust
building problema.
The marriage of Miss Mary Zee- Miss Mulder joined him on the
to
luck
when
rates are so low!
love
seat
on
the
platform.
Eitlmateecheerfully given.
rip, daughterof Mr. and Mrs. C
Publicity for the mission drive
Dealers in
Zoerip
of
route
5. Holland, and
— COMMERCIAL
John Henry De Weerd. son of Mr. had been carried on for several
Residential
Industrial
Our Aim
- PAINTING
and Mrs. Lou De Weerd, took weeks by means of posters and
Store Front*
colored chalk drawings in class
A separate shop to serve you.
MORI
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
LOANS
Quality Cleanllnees Service place Friday at 8 p.m. in the home rooms. Last year funds collected
Skilled Workmanship on All
of the bride's parents with the
were
sent
to
aid
Chinese
stu17 WEST 8TH 8T.
PHONE 2512
CONSUMERS DAIRY
Makes of Care.
Rev. Ralph Heynen reading the
dents.
Benj. Speet, Prop.
double ring ceremony.The couple
*
HENRY TER
Pasteurized Milk and Cream
was attended by Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Zee rip.
Two Autoi in Accident
21 E. 20th 8L, Phones 4529-2848
109 River Ave.
Phone 3734
136 West 27th St. Phone 9671
SALES
The bride wore a floor-length
224
Oantral
Ave.
Phone 3956
at Intersection Here
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BUILDERS

John Galien
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CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS

WHITE ENAMEL
for kitchens-Bathrooms
O'Bren's liquid Lite Enamel
stays white, on any interior

JAKE YOUR
SELECTION

NOW!

surface.

SELLES WALLPAPER

Many beautifuldesigns to select from manufacturer* exclusive line. See Our Book of Samples.

& PAINT STORE

Holland’s Leading Printers 9

INC.
EAST 10TH ST.

212 W. 14th

^

Custom tailored clothing

Hamilton, according to local police.
Schippa wax driving north on
Van Raalte Ave. and Berens was
traveling west on 16th St. John
Geerds. 442 Washington Ave., was
listed as a witness.

imitate.

WE PLAN— BUILD

and

NICK

MODERNIZE

or

1

MERCHANT TAILOR

EstimateaCheerfully Given
75 E. 24th

DYKEMA

Made to Measure”
194 West 8th St. Phone *36S7
“Suits

8t.— Residence

HOLLAND, MICH.

FORGET

Tune Up Your Motor For;
Winter Driving

gives

you the elegance of appearance
that ready made suits can only

Free Estimates

222 Rlvar Av*.— Office

Phone 3336

•

FACTORIES

RUBEN NYENHUIS

accidentMonday at 12:45
p.m. at 16th St. and Van Raaltc
Ave. involved automobiles driven
by August Schippa, 21. route 1.
Holland, rnd Hesse! Berens of

Approximately9,100.000persons
The bridegroomis employed by
the H. J. Heinz Co. Mr. and Mrs. were injured in accidents during
De Weerd will make their home on 1940, representing a 3 per cent increase over 1939.
route 5.
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HOMES
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COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
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AUTO INSURANCE

CO.

23 Years of tervte*
68 West 8th

St.

Phone 4609
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-

SAVE FUEL
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-
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ZEELAND STATE BANK
Ztaland, Michigan
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laboratoryfor tha diagnosing of poultry diseases. A complete

lino of poultry medication. Including the following:

Established 1867

FOWL POX VACCINE

John Vander Broek, Prop.

PULLORUM-ANTIGEN
GUAICOL COMPOUND
(For Colds and Roup)

PHENOSULPHONATE
COMPOUND
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•stringent)

.

>

COP LIVER OIL DISINFECTANT AVENARIUS
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t Decker Chevrolet, Inc. ;
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When you eat Is just one of the
many nice thing* about the —
DUTCH GRILL

GENERAL

,

GENERAL CONTRACTING
,

St.

Those who attended were Mr
and Mrs. Lou De Weerd. Mr. and
Mrs. C. Zeerip, Rev. and Mrs.
Heynen. Mr. and Mrs Jacob Morren, and children.Anna, James and
Jean, Mr and Mrs. Harold Hoezee,
Mr. and Mrs. Corie Zeerip, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Zeerip, Miss Lffie
Zeerip,Art Bos, Elmer Zeerip and
J. Johnson, Miss Ida Zeerip. Miss
Marian Hoeksema. John and Robert Zeerip.

"Color Headquarters”

STEKETEE-VANHUIS PRINTING HOUSE,
PHONE 2326

COMFORT

white satin dress with a floral bridal wreath m her hair.

:

i

-

Keppel'i coal
Economy, Cleanliness,Mors.
Host Units, Lass Ash, «rt4
Osnsrai Satisfaction.
.

Office 61 E. 9th Bt, Phono 2838
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SULFATH IAZOLE

Ths new drug for control ef
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pullet dlssasss or falsa cholera
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WEI9NKR, Manager

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

